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Ideal invention 
A local man makes the 
best of a tough situation 
by altering work-out 
machines \SPORTS BIO 
Booze bounty 
The number of places you 
can buy hard liquor in 
Terrace has just 
quadrupled\NEWS A8 
Royal memories 
A Terrace woman reflects 
on the Queen Mum, 
buried yesterday in 
London\COMMUNITY B1 
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Trustees blame gov't for chaos 
By JENNIFER LANG 
SCHOOL TRUSTEES are blaming 
education minister Christy Clark for 
having to reverse, at least for now, 
the closure of five schools to cut 
spending. 
Trustees have said Clark herself 
told them they could do what was nee- 
ded to bring spending into line with 
the budget she sent them. 
But just hours before an April 3 
board meeting, the first since the clo- 
sures were announced March 27, the 
board learned the province hadn't 
changed the school closure policy. 
That means the board has to em- 
bark upon a 60-day consultation period 
before making a final decision. 
"School districts thought the Lib- 
oral government was going to change 
the rules," Kitimat trustee Barry Pank- 
burst said the day after the board 
meeting where about 200 people 
learned the closures were on hold. 
Education ministry officials have 
made it clear school boards are expec- 
ted to balance their budgets or they'll 
be terminated, Pankhurst said. 
"We believed it. The administration 
believed it," Pankhurst said of pro- 
mises made to allow school closures 
to take place quickly. "Now we're 
stuck with egg all over our face. Mrs. 
Clark - you've got to answer the ques- 
tion, Why did you do this?" 
Meanwhile, the board has to deliver 
a balanced budget by April 27 in spite 
of not being able to make a closure 
decision until the end of May. 
A lawyer with the B.C. School 
Trustees Association (BCSTA) has 
now told the board it should follow the 
education ministry's policy guidelines 
on school closures - or face a poten- 
tial legal challenge. 
More inside 
[] New school 'renamed', 
A13 
[] Quick school closures 
called less agonizing, A13 
Judith Clark, senior director of legal 
and legislative services for the 
BCSTA, told The Terrace Standard 
courts in other jurisdictions have ruled 
against school boards when the com- 
munities affected by school closures 
hadn't received adequate consultation. 
The B.C. education ministry's cur- 
rent policy on school closures stems 
from a series of successful legal chal- 
lenges against school boards in New- 
foundland. The policy recommends 
school boards take at least 60 days to 
consult with the public. 
Under the current rules, school dis- 
tricts must also gain the education 
minister's approval before a school 
can be closed. 
Pankhurst said the education mini- 
ster should be held accountable for 
telling districts they had the govern- 
ment's permission~ to close schools 
quickly and the rules would be 
changed. 
As of last week, the district had not 
been able to contact the education 
minister for clarification. 
The board is now anxious to arrange 
a meeting with Skeena MLA Roger to 
express frustration with events. 
"All school boards in the province 
were caught," Pankhurst added. "The 
B.C. School Trustees Association law- 
yers informed us we could not do what 
we were doing. Other school districts 
were looking at the same procedures." 
The Terrace Standard attempted to 
contact the education minister last 
week, but she did not respond. 
"The Liberal government hasn't 
thought out what they're doing. 
They're just flying by the seat of their 
pants," said school board vice-chair 
Peter King. "The kids and parents are 
paying for it." 
WHAT AM I BID? Thornhill regional district director Les Watmough says it's easy to sign a referendum validation envelope and then 
sell your ballot to anyone who will buy it. That means it's not a secret ballot and discredits the whole process, he says. 
It's easy to sell your vote in 
treaty referendum, says critic 
ONE LOCAL person says it's possible to sell 
the land claims referendum ballot received in 
the mail last week. 
Les Watmough says all a person has to do 
is sign where asked to and fill out the required 
information and hand over the unsealed refer- 
endum envelopes and ballot to anybody who 
want to buy it. 
"This is so far away from a secret ballot it's 
incredible," said Watmough, a New Democrat 
and Kitimat-Stikine regional district director. 
"This is so open to fraud it's unbelievable." 
"If this is so important o the provincial 
• government, then it should have been done by 
a secret ballot,", said Watmough. 
But Watmough isn't sure who would want 
to buy ballots in a referendum he and others 
are calling unnecessary and ill-advised. 
Yet he does say the idea of selling ballots 
fits in with the Liberal government's "open for 
business" philosophy. 
Watmough's tance aside, people opposed 
to the land claims referendum are being asked 
to hand in their ballots so they can be burned. 
The plan is to bundle up the ballots, mailed 
out last week, and send them south so they 
can be burned in a massive protest, says Man- 
na Dams who works for the Terrace Women's 
Resource Centre and who is a member of the 
Action Coalition of Terrace, formed to oppose 
government cuts to services. 
"The plan is to have a large rally in Victor- 
ia," said Dams of the burning concept. 
The burning plan is but one option being 
promoted in opposition to the $9 million mail- 
in ballot referendum now underway. 
The Anglican church in B.C. announced last 
week it wants its 200,000 parishioners to either 
vote "no" to all eight questions on the ballot 
or to not mail it back at all. 
"This is so open to fraud R's 
unbelievable, ff this is so Impor- 
tant to the provincial govern- 
ment, then it should have been 
done by a secret ballot." 
Other groups are suggesting the ballots be 
spoiled or sent back unmarked. 
All say the referendum will cause instabil- 
ity and conflict. 
The provincial government wants to estab- 
lish what it calls principles for treaty negotia- 
tions by asking voters in B.C. to answer 'yes' 
or 'no' to eight questions ranging from taxation 
to government powers to environmental con- 
Speaking last week, provincial attorney- 
general Geoff Plant says the Liberal govern- 
ment needs a clear mandate to negotiate trea- 
ties to overcome a stalled process which has 
so far failed to result in a single treaty despite 
spending hundreds of millions of dollars over 
the last decade. 
But he said the 'yes' or 'no' responses to 
the questions will give the province guidance 
only in negotiations and won't be binding 
when it comes to establishing a mandate. 
Native groups in particular oppose Question 
6: "Aboriginal self-government should have 
the characteristics of local government, with 
powers delegated from Canada and British Co- 
lumbia." 
They say the Canadian constitution already 
provides.fgr self-government powers separate 
from those of Canada and British Columbia. 
Ballots have to be returned by May 15 and 
filling them out involves seven steps and three 
envelopes. 
Elections B.C., the non-partisan agency 
which runs provincial elections, is running the 
mail-ln referendum. 
It'll report 'yes' and 'no' votes on every 
question as well as ballots which are rejected. 
Dams said those who want their ballot 
burned should turn them over to band offices, 
trois. 
City voted 'no' 
to get better 
SCI sale ,deal 
By JEFF NAGEL 
MAYOR JACK Talstra says he and council tried to 
block the sale of Skeena Cellulose to NWBC Timber 
and Pulp because they didn't like the deal or the pres-  
sure put on them to vote for it. 
Creditors approved the sale by a huge margin April 2, 
but Terrace came close to defeating it. 
The vote of unsecured creditors passed with 85 per' 
cent of them in favour, representing 92 per cent of the 
value of the $13.8 million in registered claims. 
Had either Prince Rupert or Port Edward - which both 
voted 'yes' - jo ined Terrace in voting 'no', the deal 
would have been defeated and SCI would have gone into 
immediate bankruptcy. Each class of creditors had to ap= 
prove the sale. 
Talstra said the towns were angered by a last minute 
amendment to the plan that deprived them of interest 
and penalty charges on the back taxes they are owed. 
For Terrace that amounted to $57,000 but it was more 
than $4 million for Prince Rupert. 
The towns were then forced to vote quickly, he said, 
given only two minutes to discuss their options as the 
court-appointed monitor circled them, counting out the 
number of seconds left. 
"It was disgusting," Talstra said. "We didn't feel we 
should have to vote with a gun to our head. So we en- 
tered a 'no' vote." 
The mayor said he believes if enough towns were pre- 
pared to vote 'no' to defeat he deal, Veniez would have , 
agreed to include the interest and penalty charges. 
"Negotiations are tough and you have to take those 
negotiations to the eleventh hour," he said. "And you 
have to sometimes make a stand at the very last minute 
in hopes that something better comes out." 
Had the deal collapsed and the operations fallen into 
bankruptcy, he predicted rival suitor Forest Capital Ltd. 
would then have joined NWBC in wide-open bidding for 
the operations. 
That may have then resulted in a sale to the best-fi- 
nanced company - the one with the best chance of run- 
ning the operations for the long term, he said. 
Concern that NWBC doesn't have enough money has 
dogged its bid and Veniez refused to disclose details of 
his financing to the towns. 
"Terrace has always wanted to see a level playing 
field and we were prepared to take that principle to the 
ultimate limit," Talstra said. 
Pushing for the no vote were mayor Talstra and Ter- 
race councillors David Hull, Marylin Davies, Ron Van- 
derlee and Lynne Christiansen. 
While NWBC will spread out repayment of property 
taxes over nine years, Forest Capital, which repeatedly 
lobbied northwest towns to vote down the deal, promised 
faster epayment of property taxes. 
Talstra said its plan looked promising and it gave a 
slightly clearer picture of its finances. 
But councillor Val George, who along with Rich Me- 
Daniel opposed council's decision to vote 'no', said he 
was no more comfortable with Forest Capital. 
He said NWBC had the best understanding of the is- 
sues and the best chance of going forward. 
And George said voting against the sale may have 
caused a breakup of the operations in bankruptcy, 
"I think it was a huge risk to take," he said. 
Talstra said the situation came down to a judgment 
call. 
"It was a crapshoot," he said. 
Veniez denounced Terrace council for its opposition. 
"It was the height of irresponsibility," he said. "I 'm 
very disappointed at Jack, very disappointed at council 
voting this way." 
"Terrace was clearly supporting Larry Bontj¢. Clearly 
they were swayed by a guy coming in at the last minute 
offering the moon," 
the women's centre or to union shop stewards. Cont'd Page A14 
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Massive changes 
coming at the college 
THE NORTHWEST Community College 
board will be given a series of options 
this Saturday on how to shift $2 million in 
spending to the task of finding and educa- 
ting more students. 
Although the college is generally re- 
ceiving the same amount of money this 
year as last year, it must enrol 485 more 
full time students than what was first 
anticipated to meet a. provincial govern- 
"Our difficulty is overcoming what has 
been the under-utilization of existing 
programs," she said. 
As it is, the college laid off 38 people, 
most of them part time, in January to 
overcome a budget deficit caused when it 
lost money for programs not considered 
part of its core offerings. 
But this next round of cuts will touch 
even the core program portions of the eel- 
ment goal of 1,821 students, says college lege. 
president Stephanie Forsyth; . . . . . . .  Stephanie said college ernpl0yeesare 
And that means wholesale changes in being very creative in trying to find new 
what the college offers, how programs are 
offered and what other services are provi- 
ded, she said. 
The board is expected to tell admin- 
istrators which options they want imple- 
mented and those will then be brought 
back as part of a budget package next 
month, Forsyth added. 
The college day(are centre here is to 
close despite efforts to find a way to keep 
it open. 
"We tried to find a way to keep it 
open, but just couldn't," said Forsyth of 
the day(are centre. 
Some of the additional students are 
coming through the new licensed practi- 
cal nursing program at the college and 
from an expansion of the college's on-line 
course offerings, Forsyth added. 
sources of revenue base(! On offering, in 
partnership, new kinds of courses, 
"Some of the partnership roposals 
with First Nations are very exciting/' she 
said. 
All this will help as every dollar saved 
or found elsewhere means tess disruption 
to other college offerings, Forsylh added. 
Still to be decided is how much tuition 
will increase. 
That won't likely be decided until the 
college's spending plans are set, said 
Forsyth. 
"Tuition will depend upon how much 
money we can first find in savings," she 
said. 
College officials earlier estimated that 
a 25 per cent increase would produce an 
additional $250,000. 
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New equipment to aid 
landings at the atrport 
THE TERRACE airport is to get a so- 
phisticated landing system by early this 
winter, says the president of its governing 
authority. 
And when installed, it will reduce the 
number of flights that can't land because 
of bad weather, said Frank Hamilton of 
the Terrace-Kitimat Airport Society. 
The great majority of the instrument 
landing system cost of $1 million is being 
borne by NavCanada, the not-for-profit 
agency which handles navigational aids 
at the country's airports. 
"The equipment is being installed be- 
ginning in July after which they'll be run- 
ning some tests," said Hamilton of infor- 
mation he's received from NavCanada. 
"They'll be flying test approaches in 
November and want it operational by the 
end of November." 
Frank Hamilton 
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;~ :~:~ GLASSES and CONTACTS 
.Gucci 
• Ralph Lauren 
• Harry Potter 
.Flexon 
.Silhouette 
• Easy Clip 
YOUR 
"ONE STOP SHOP"  
BUY ONE PAIR 
GET A SPARE 
for a friend or family member 
For your convenience & quick service 
bring in your prescription. 
/ How rise can you ~#(oTn an 
~;~ 6eqroo~ +ha+ Ds 'in~ 
6ac~ o, a~~ 
Come in to see the full collection of 
Canwood Solid Pine furniture in our 
newly remodeled Canwood Gallery. 
'rOTEM FUI~III'gRI~ & APPU.~CES ;: 
Hamilton said November is a good altitude unless they can see the runway. .cam 
: tim~ to ~teSt an"iffstrtimefit 'l~flding' 'a'p: . . . . . . .  ..T..h:e.,.traditiona:£~ kno k~b.gains't, the,~air~-:;~. ::,.: ¢;:~;: ~ ~ . r ,  ....... ~'o:.~ !a:'.v ~ 
preach because that's When the difficult port has always been that winter weather !i::~ ~ , .. 
winter weather begins, makes landings difficult and diversions to ~ ~ ~ , ~ ,  : , 
The airport society has started to clear either Prince Rupert or Vancouver inevit- ~1~'~," ,  ';~-~ 
some trees on the west side of the main able. ~ ~ ~ ! "  
runway and will take trees off of Little Once in Prince Rupert, passengers ~t ~! "~'~.d::: .~: ~ ,  
Herman, which sits at the southern ap- face not only a long bus ride home, but ....... : .  :: ;i ~;iii:ii 
preach to the runway, also a ferry ride to get from the island !:i,:..:i::!:i 
An ILS here will guide pilots down an upon which that city's airport sits to the ~~S:;~,'~::: .~.: : ;! i  
mainland. 
Hamilton said there were about 109 
missed flights last year because of weath- 
er. An ILS is expected to reduce the num- 
ber of missed flights by up to 80 per cent. 
There are about 100 ILS installed at 
airports across Canada. 
"All of the ConwouJ pine ~urniture 6"am the )icture will fit into the b 
of this S.U.V., we are not including, nor ng thal the mattres~ 
bedding, accessories, toys and kids stuff ~ , at the same time. 
electronic beam, allowing them to reach 
a lower altitude - with a better chance of 
seeing the runway - than is otherwise al- 
lowed. 
A normal ILS approach, indicates Nav 
Canada information, allows the aircraft to 
be precisely flown down a glide path to a 
; :  
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congratulates ~ i ~  
Teresa Lamb 
on successfully completing BLT 
the Registered Massage 
Therapist Competency ~ -:~ 
Exams. 
Experience a massage, body wrap 
or body scrub.., slow down.., quiet 
the mind and nurture the body. 
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That's oll well and good for smepouple, but our good [clends 
oi Canwood furniture, manufacturers o|qunlity ~olid pine furniture, 
hove been spending m~ of their time thinking._'lnstde The Box" ! How eke con one 
exphin the ability to fit on entire solid wood bodcoom Shire into the buck o[ a mid sized 
S.U.V ? We are talking about o well equipped bedroom, Including a sladent desk end 
hutth, choir, ch~ of drawers, and oh yeoh in th~ examph o bunk bed! A bin t~n aver 
double bunk hod with o two dc~r slorage pock underneath! 
Let me exphin, In Peatidon li.C Cnnwood Furniture manufactures o well troflod, 
complete line o[ innovative solid wood furniture [or virtually any room in your home. They 
rave engineered if to [it in very smull boxes, in fnit the boxes mn so elficinnt~y packaged we 
have (~omers picking them up ~ing where h the rest of their order? So what does oil o|this 
mean to you? 
and without udeliver 
d you pitk them up 
YOn, In save money 
|zing metol-fo.matal 
h#!on !xtremdy 
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]~e entice Cnnwood Furniture line has been d~gnod to be o~ordohle we think the prices 
will surpri~ you) altering you more quality than you pay [¢. (How that IS pregres~ve thlnkino, 
isn't it?l Wilb many innovolive, flexible options [or every unique "home and space ~allenge'. 
You can $1arl with one piece, and odd as time and spnce end your bndget ullnws. This furniture 
grow,i with you. Well, it doe'-,n't actually grow in size but it O0~S become port of your home, and 
o saluitan Jar your (emily's ever expending oud chonginfl requiromeats. 
We could tell you u lot more about (onwood end their ha(relic rdhition o| [urnituce.....ond 
we will! We invite you to ournevdy remodeled Conwood golhry "show nod tell" oil the wonduhl 
Ihings about his furniture cdhction. So yon see sometimes it's o good thing In think 'inside the 
box' We sure ore g od the (onwood peep e think thk way, end so are many el our delighted 
Conwood customers 
Thanks ugnin, 
Kevin, Totem Famitwe &/lpplinntes 
Don't you v~h more l~oph thought indde the box? 
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SIMON FRASER University is not withdrawing from all Dental Health Month 
teacher training in the north, as was indicated in an 
April 3 article. , , .baby your teeth 
While it is withdrawing from its Prince George pro- 
gram, the one here and one in the northeast continue. : : : :~  :~ 
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Budget cuts take hold here 
Correctional centre closes 
ONE OF the first visible 
effects of provincial bud- 
get cuts here took place 
April 4 when all of the pri- 
soners at the correctional 
centre were transferred to 
a larger facility in Prince 
George. 
The closure of the jail, 
in order to save money, 
was moved up from the 
fal l  as places elsewhere 
for workers were found and 
as the number of inmates 
dropped. 
Workers are now pre- 
paring to  turn the mini- 
mum security jail over to 
the B.C. Buildings Cor- 
poration which will look 
• for a new use. 
That's expected to hap- 
pen by the end of the 
month. 
"The  prisoners were 
moved by sheriff 's van. 
There were only 10 re- 
maining," said Stephanie 
McPherson of the solicitor- 
general's ministry which 
runs the province's jails. 
"The opportunity for a 
closure arose because ei- 
ther inmates weren't sent 
there or were moved," she 
said. 
THE COMMUNITY  corrections centre here was 
padlocked last week after the remaining prisoners 
were transferred to a larger jail in Prince George. Its 
closure was announced in January as part of a ser- 
ies of government spending cuts in Terrace and 
area. A new use will be sought for the facility. 
The jail had a staffing 
level of 12.5 full time 
equivalent positions. 
Four of the workers 
were auxiliary employees 
and have lost their jobs. 
One person had less 
than three years seniority 
and will be laid off if a job 
can't be found elsewhere 
in the immediate area. 
The remaining workers 
are being transferred to 
jails elsewhere, said Mc- 
Pherson. 
"They can be trans- 
ferred to the main correc- 
tional centre in Prince 
George or if there are no 
placement opportunities, 
options elsewhere in gov- 
ernment," she said. 
The jail is nine years 
old, opened in 1993 at a 
cost of $1.87 million. 
I t replaced a converted 
old motel,, now demo- 
lished, near the corner of 
Hwy 16 and Munroe. 
The new facility was' 
designed to hold up to 30 
people sent to prison for 
crimes which did not in- 
volve violence. 
Rumours of the jai l 's 
closure spread late last 
year as the new govern- 
ment sought ways to cut 
spending. 
One knock against the 
facility was that it was 
comparatively under-uti- 
lized. 
It also contained elec- 
tronic monitoring equip- 
ment so that some inmates 
could serve their time in 
their own homes by wear- 
ing anklets which sounded 
an alarm if they strayed. 
That and other programs 
acting as an alternative to 
prisons reduced the need 
for space to house non-vio- 
lent offenders, said solici- 
tor-general ministry offi- 
cials. 
The jail here became 
well known for selling fire- 
wood and for making 
benches, small bridges and 
the like. 
"As a community cor- 
rections centre, it did a lot 
of community work and 
Terrace will feel the im- 
pact of losing that," Mc- 
Pherson noted. 
Move campers out, city commands 
CITY OFFICIALS have told a local RV park owner he 
must end his practice of letting campers tay indefinitely 
or else face a court injunction. 
Several residents, some of them senior citizens, have 
been camped at the Reel Inn in RVs and campers for 
months and in some cases years. 
That's in contravention of a city bylaw that limits the 
length of stay in a campground to 150 days in a year. 
The city last week notified Reel Inn owner Peter Gill 
that it Will seek a court injunction forcing compliance if 
he doesn't ake steps voluntarily by April 17. 
"We ha~,e s¢~'ved theih a letter Saying we want com- 
pliance with our bylaws or-we will request that use be 
permanently removed," said Paul Gipps, the city's dir- 
ector of regulatory services. 
If the motel continues to run the RV park in defiance 
of an injunction, it faces possible fines of up to $2,000 
per day and payment of the city's court costs. 
To voluntarily comply, Gipps said, the motel will 
have to seek a rezoning from light industrial to service 
commercial. And it will have to upgrade the RV park 
area to meet campground bylaw requirements• 
Those requirements include landscaping, buffering 
between camping areas and removal of the joey shacks 
and additions now connected to the RVs, Gipps said. 
The campground would then have to comply with the 
regulation that no camper stay more than 150 days in a~: 
calendar year, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  + 
Reel Inn owner Peter Gill said he's exploring his 0p- 
tions to comply, adding many tenants are moving out. 
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News In Brief 
Girl dies in accident 
AN EIGHT year old Kitimat girl is dead after a 
single vehicle accident on Hwy 37 near Kitimat 
March 30. 
Police say five family members were travelling 
northbound in a 2001 Mazda Van at 9 a.m. when 
the accident occurred. 
Police said the driver of the van lost control, 
crossed the'centreline ,'rod went into the ditch on 
the opposite side of the road just north of the Kiti- 
mat Airpark, about 20km north of Kitimat. The Van 
then slid backward into a tree, 
Desiree Smith, 8, o f  Kitimat was seated in the 
rear seat of the van with her seatbelt on. 
She suffered serious head injuries and was trans- 
ported to Mills Memorial Hospital in Terrace and 
later air lifted to Children's Hospital in Vancouver. 
She died March 31 shortly after 1 p;m; in Child- 
ren's Hospital, police said, 
The other four occupants of the vehicle suffered 
minor injuries. Snow was falling and slush was on 
the roads, added police. 
Medevacs scrubbed 
TWO OF three emergency air evacuation flights 
scheduled to land in Terrace had to be diverted to 
other airports March 30 because of a spring snow 
storm. 
"We had three flights scheduled into Terrace 
and only one was able to land successfully," said 
B.C. Ambulance Service official Bob Pearce. 
"The other two had to be diverted into other air- 
ports and the paramedics took road transport into 
Terrace' in order to pick up the patients." 
One of those flights was diverted to Prince Ru- 
pert and the other was diverted to Prince George. 
All air evacuations are dependent on the weath- 
er, Pearce added. It's always the pilot's decision to 
land based on weather conditions at the airport. 
Four on probation 
FOUR TERRACE men are on two years probation 
and have curfews after they pleaded guilty in Ter- 
race provincial court March 22 to charges connec- 
ted to a Benner St. home invasion in February. 
Aaron Parhar, Blair Friel, Graham Cowman - all 
18 - and 19-year-old Esmond Watts each pleaded 
guilty to unlawfully being in a home and theft 
under $5,000. 
The four men and a 17-year-old youth were told 
to leave a house party by the occupant of the home 
Feb. 18, police said. 
They all returned later that night and forced their 
way into the home attempting to tie the 17-year- 
old occupant up with duct tape, police said. 
The occupant was able to fi'ee himself before 
any harm was done. 
Each of the four men received a suspended sen- 
tence, two years probation and a curfew confining 
them at home between l l  p.m. and 7 a.m. 
They also had to pay a $50 victim impact sur-+ 
charge. . . . . . . . . .  " 
The117-year-old youth also charged in the matte r 
appeared in court yesterday. 
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Get moving 
POP QUIZ. What is easier for a 40-year-old 
woman to do in Terrace? A) Buy a bottle of 
vodka on Sunday. B) Get a mammogram. 
If you answered A), you are right. In two short 
weeks from announcement to implementation, a 
change in alcohol sales rules now means you can 
purchase hard liquor at beer and wine stores. But 
get a mammogram? No way. 
This troubling story began last fall when the 
plug on the aging mechanism in use at Mills was 
pulled by a technician after it was found to be un- 
reliable. Such a device is absolutely essential for 
women because mammography scans can detect 
early signs of breast cancer, a leading cause of 
death in women over 40. Not having one at Mills 
means women would have to travel to Kitimat or 
Prince Rupert for scans. 
Efforts to buy a new one quickly gathered mo- 
mentum. Lobbying from local people and from 
Skeena Liberal MLA Roger Harris produced the 
money from the provincial government. It was 
topped up by the Northwest Hospital District, 
which collects taxes and then provides 40 per cent 
of the cost of new medical equipment. 
Some very good thinking went into the acquisi- 
tion project. A decision was reached that the new 
mammography unit should be a mobile one so 
that it could also be taken on the road to places 
such as Stewart and Dease Lake. This would pre- 
vent women from those and other northern com- 
munities having to make the trip to Terrace. 
Tender invitations went out late last year and a 
supplier was chosen. All that was required was 
the final purchase authorization and there were 
optimistic predictions the new unit and,an espeei 
ally equipped van for taking it on the road would 
be ready early in the new year. 
Too good to be true? Unfortunately, yes. Last 
year community health councils were scrapped in 
favour of larger regional authorities. Up here that 
is the Prince George-based Northern Health Au- 
thority, a creature with a $330 million-plus bud- 
get and the mammography project disappeared 
into its maw. 
To be sure, it takes time to organize something 
as large as the new health authority. But this 
should have been a no-brainer for the spadework 
had already been done. 
Now the price guaranteed by the supplier has 
expired because of the delay and it has to be re- 
tendered. Worse yet - the new authority wants to 
review the project. Translation: more delay. Issu- 
ing the purchase authorization order should have 
been as easy as changing the alcohol sales rules. 
This could have been a slick Bertuzzi-to-Nas- 
lund two-on-one. Instead it's turning into clutch 
and grab. And that's hardly something to inspire 
taxpayer confidence in what is supposed to be a 
more efficient and responsive way to provide 
health care. 
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HUBERT BEYER 
glimpses of the Queen Mother 
at races or official functions, 
always in those outrageous 
hats and colourful chiffon 
dresses, always that smile and 
always displaying a genuine 
interest in whomever she hap- 
pened to be talking to. 
This was the woman who 
alongside her husband, the 
VICTORIA - The first thing I 
ever heard about the Queen 
Mum was when Hitler called 
her "the most dangerous 
woman in Europe." 
And well he might: This was 
the woman who more than 
anyone else represented the 
defiance of England when she 
stood alone against an enemy 
staring at her across the Chan- 
nel. 
"The children will not leave 
without me; I will not leave 
without the King and the King 
will never leave," she respon- 
ded to suggestions that the 
royal family seek safety in 
Canada or some other place 
not threatened by invasion 
from the seemingly invincible 
German army. 
At the time, of course, Ger- 
mans readily believed without 
reservation that the English, 
along with the royal family, 
were indeed the most danger- 
ous thing this side of Hades. 
for a nation and a Common- 
wealth that politicians can 
never hope to emulate. 
As others have pointed out, 
the Queen Mother during her 
lifetime, saw almost all the 
world's other crowns and 
thrones disappear, including 
those of Germany, Russia, Au- 
stria, Turkey and Italy. 
When she was born, Israel 
didn't exists, nor did the states 
sworn to destroy her - Iraq, 
Syria and Saudi Arabia. 
Although I met her daughter, 
the Queen, on two occasions, 
once aboard the Royal Yacht 
Britannia, I never met the 
woman I most admired, the 
Queen Mother. 
Being an unabashed admirer 
of our Queen, I am sure my 
now almost life-long admira- 
tion of her mother would have 
been more than justified. 
were ruled. And she knew that 
contract well. 
When during the Blitz, 
Buckingham Palace was 
bombed, the family was in a 
nearby room, showered with 
glass and debris. 
"I'm almost glad we've been 
bombed. Now I can look the 
East End in the face," she re- 
marked. The East End of Lon- 
don had been the most hard hit 
during the Blitz. 
Despite her privileged birth, 
she seemed to have a genuine 
connection to working people. 
During a coal miners, strike, a 
woman tried to ingratiate her- 
self to the Queen Mother by 
saying, "aren't the miners 
dreadful?" 
Observers of the scene repor- 
ted that she gave the woman 
an icy stare and replied, 
"where I come from, they are Her generation did not yet 
tolerate the antics of today's good people and very loyal." 
King, presided over a still in- young royals that have left The Queen Mother's death 
Years later when I worked tact w,,rld em,,ir- This was blemishes on the monarchy will, no doubt, renew some 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  .,~ :,:,~,: .... -~., . . .  e.~,~.. . . . . . . . . . . .  ando:otzpted the Queen to 'nav~l'Zazing about':~heth'6~"6r , ,a,s.,a,,r, epg.x,~er,;~t,Lhe.,,W, mn.zpeg ,~,,the woman, ~who~ proved, to be,~i ,,,,,,,,~. ~,, . ~-..,-~ .,~. ,,o ,.,~,- :,,,:~,,.', rr~,,.~ .:,,,t,~:~ ,).~. w, o,,~ 
reter cunng a mew xear-s aa: not we snou~tl retain the men-" 
Free Press, I was rather as- the steely determination be- dress some years back as her archy. 
hind the throne in England's 
darkest hour. 
Having experienced first- 
hand where demagoguery and 
tyranny lead, I found it re- 
markable asy to opt for the 
tradition and history of the 
British monarchy. 
To me the Queen Mother re- 
presented the vital continuity 
"annum terribilis." 
The Queen Mother, her mar- 
riage arranged as much as any 
in the Muslim world, knew 
where her duties lay. Noblesse 
oblige. There was an unwritten 
and unspoken contract be- 
tween those who were privi- 
leged to rule and those who 
Considering the alternatives, 
I believe I will stick with the 
monarchy. And the Queen 
Mum more than anyone else is 
responsible for that belief. 
Beyer can be reached at" 
E-mail: hubert@coolcom.com; 
Tel (250) 381-6900; Web 
http://www.hubertbeyer.com 
tounded by a headline: Queen 
visits relatives in Germany. 
Even though I was aware of 
the royal family's German 
roots, it still sounded so im- 
probable. That was during the 
Queen's first official visit to 
Germany after the war. 
It was in those years that on 
television I caught regular 
 chc ()1 (:lose rules broken 
IN THEIR March 26 closure of 
five district schools, the Coast 
Mountain school trustees by- 
passed the School Act and 
ministerial guidelines which 
allot 60 days for proper public 
notice and meaningful public 
consultation. 
Consultation begins the day 
the board raises the prospect 
in an open board meeting. In 
this ease, March 6. And I 'm 
told Copper Mountain wasn't 
.mentioned then. 
Copper Mountain first 
learned it was on the chopping 
block March 22, in a phone 
call from the board to the prin- 
cipal. 
The only public meeting 
Copper Mountain had an op- 
portunity to attend was the 
R.E.M. Lee meeting March 24. 
A truly "consultative" 
meeting! All discussion was 
ruled out, but everyone was 
instructed to leave a written 
copy of their remarks, to satis- 
fy another ministerial guide- 
line of which presenters were 
probably unaware. 
B.C. education ministry 
guidelines for the board to fol- 
I l ;  I t l o l l lg l "  m : !  i ~[o l~ '+|  ~.~11 
CLAUDETTE SANDECKI 
low when considering closure 
of a school say this: 
"To ensure that an open 
and meaningful public consul- 
tation has taken place (a) 
make available, in writing, a 
full disclosure of all facts and 
information considered by the 
school board including but not 
limited to - detailed reasons 
for proposed school closure; 
which schools are being 
considered for closure; 
how this would affect the 
current catchment area for 
each school; general effect on 
surrounding schools; 
effect on bussing; course 
implications; financial consid- 
erations; proposed use of the 
closed school." 
Information shared by the 
board with Copper Mountain 
would fit on a cocktail napkin. 
"(b) provide an adequate 
opportunity for affected per- 
sons to submit a written 
response." Remember R.E.M. 
Lee? 
(c) hold at least one public 
meeting to discuss the pro- 
posed closure, summarize 
written submissions, and listen 
to the community's concerns 
and proposed options." Have 
you seen a summary of written 
submissions? 
For consultation to be 
meaningful, fair consideration 
includes the concept hat the 
board's proposal to close a 
school could be changed or 
reversed." 
Two days after the R.E.M. 
Lee meeting, the board deci- 
ded to close Copper Mountain 
and not open the new Moun- 
tainview school. 
"Teachers, staff, students 
and parents of students attend- 
ing the schools which might re- 
ceive displaced students must 
be given notification and a 
chance to give their input." 
Thornhill Primary and Ele- 
mentary schools had no such 
chance. They learned March 27 
via the grapevine Copper 
Mountain students might be 
squeezing in with them come 
September. 
"Ministerial approval to 
close a school may be refused 
where enroiment growth fore- 
casts for the surrounding area 
will require that the school be 
reopened in the near future." 
Copper Mountain's enrol- 
ment has been steady for years 
and is expected to increase. 
The board's school closure 
has been panicky, poorly 
thought out, if at all. Principals 
and staff have not been consul- 
ted. 
As of April 1, even our MLA 
hadn't been asked by the board 
to seek more time or funding 
from Victoria, or even to attend 
a meeting. 
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;~/AI t::LLI I I-b are increasingly a force on our lives. The many facets of their influence are explored in a new documentary produced 
by Smithers film maker Monty Bassett. It airs on the Discovery channel at 8 p.m. April 16, 
on 't look up 
Smithers film maker turns his eye to the sky in latest 
with satellites began. 
"I was working on a wildlife collaring pro- 
ject in remote wilderness," said Bassett. 
"When one of our pilot's planes disap- 
peared during the project, we started looking 
at how information produced by satellites 
could help us find him." 
Intrigued by the multiple layers of percep- 
tion offered by what Bassett calls "orbital ste- 
thoscopes," he pitched a documentary idea 
about satellites to the Discovery Channel, for 
whom he'd worked previously. 
They loved the idea. 
Saturn's Eyes: Satellites Tak- 
ing the Planet's Pulse explores 
the world of satellites and their 
implications for everything from 
communication and culture, to 
natural and human-made disas- 
ters, to the distribution of political 
power. 
By LARISSA ARDIS 
Special to the Standard 
MOST OF us don't think much about satellites 
- but a new documentary written, directed and 
produced by Smithers-based film maker Monty 
Bassett offers several reasons to do so more 
often. 
In Saturn's Eyes: Satellites Taking the Pla- 
net's Pulse, Bassett explores the world of sa- 
tellites and their implications for everything 
from communication and culture, to natural 
and human-made disasters, to the distribution 
of political power. 
Bassett's documentary is scheduled to air 
on the Discovery Channel at 8 p.m. April 16. 
Driven by an engaging musical score and 
packed with enough thought-provoking facts 
and compelling imagery to merit multiple 
viewings, Saturn's Eyes is a treat for the eyes, 
ears and mind. 
In one mesmerizing sequence, viewers are 
invited to contemplate the political meaning 
of satellite-produced images of the electrified 
earth as seen at night - appropriately, to Bee- 
thoven's haunting Moonlight Sonata. 
"Just as the sun reveals our activities by 
qasting shadows upon the earth, our illumina- Almost three years o f  research and 22 
ti~n' Ofr~d eari h at night re;coals Who'has the "weeks :~f editing later, Bagsett.s 46,-minute=do: 
pbwer," intofie's the n/irrafor, while a pail of a"~'cumefit~/r~;'i~i'rd~idy for'vieW' ,~i;'l!, .' ..:~.: 
relatively dark landscape of continental' Africa Rich in elegant turns of phrase, Saturn's 
gives way to the frenetic blaze of electric light script hints at Bassett's own background as a 
emanating from North America. seasoned wordsmith who experienced rebirth 
In another scene, actual promotional foot- as a documentary filmmaker only five years 
age from the U.S. government's Star Wars pro- ago. 
ject relies on computer graphics to illustrate Saturn has also been enhanced by the ta- 
tidy stellar warfare as envisioned by the Re- lents of several Bulkley Valley residents. 
agan administration. In our post-September 11 Among these are Smithers ongstresses Elaine 
world, it reads as an eerie high tech fairy tale. Edmison and Abra Hamilton, who deliver a 
Bassett remembers when his fascination celestial rendition of a Lakme duet, and 
documentary work 
award-winning Hazelton photographer Cas 
Sowa, whose original camera work is all over 
this project. 
Bassett counts Saturn's Eyes as the latest in 
a series of documentaries. 
Another project, Chasing Shadows" The 
Simon Peter Gtmanoot Story is currently nomi- 
nated for several fihn industry avcards. 
Chasing Shadows relates the tale of a Gitx- 
san man from the Hazeltons, suspected in 
1906 of having murdered two white men in a 
bar room brawl. Simon Gunanoot managed to 
elude bounty hunters and RCMP alike for 13 
years, in what became the lengthiest and cost- 
liest manhunt in Canadian history - and the 
thorn in the side of the local police. 
Gunanoot owed his tenuous freedom to 
years of covert support from countless mem- 
bers of five First Nations and many whites who 
considered themselves his fans. 
"His allies all had a common enemy: the 
government," winked Bassett. 
As a fugitive, Gunanoot did more than just 
survive: he flourished, fathering four children 
with his wife and enjoying the live-in company 
of his parents. 
- While researching that documentary, ~as , / [  
:msett ~fdf'nd l~imseif w0nde'ring~Why the can~ -.~ I 
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man government and the pouce rocuseoso ' i  
much resources on capturing this one man, in | 
a frontier atmosphere where unsolved murder | 
cases were not uncommon. I 
Bassett's research suggested an answer: po- | 
liticians of the day feared Gunanoot's way 
among native people and the spectre that he 
might become the next Louis Riel. 
Bassett has also produced Life on the Verti- 
cal, the story of mountain goats living in the 
Stikine Canyon north of here. 
Call issued to destroy, spoil 
I treaty referendum ballot 
By LARRY GUNO 
WE CONDEMN the Liberal government's ill-
advised and reckless decision to press on with 
its treaty referendum, in spite of a growing 
number of reasoned voices calling for the gov- 
ernment o cease and desist. 
It is clear, that by any reasoned analysis, 
whether on a legal or historical basis, the eight 
questions presented to the citizens, ostensibly 
to inform future treaty negotiations, reflect an 
astonishing breadth of ignorance of our history. 
It is a history of over a hundred years of 
painstaking struggle that took place in our 
courts, in various political arenas, and most of 
all, in the hearts and minds of people of good 
will. 
Finally it seemed that, through dialogue, 
we had arrived at a consensus that the time is 
now right, to reconcile a long standing ques- 
tion of human rights through negotiated settle- 
ments. 
But now Mr. Campbell, driven by some 
nineteenth century mind-set, will have us be- 
lieve that through this expensive and divisive 
process, he will facilitate the important matter 
of removing the uncertainties that unresolved 
aboriginal aspirations presents to the economic 
well-being of our communities and our pro- 
vince. 
We are of the 
opinion that it 
will do the exact 
opposite. 
First, the govern- 
ment's decision 
has clearly alie- 
nated the First 
Nations commun- 
ity, who view this 
process as an as- 
sault on their 
aboriginal rights 
that have long re- 
cognized and ex- 
panded by our 
highest courts, 
and enshrined in 
Larry Guno our  constitution. 
Indeed, this mule- 
headed action on the part of this government 
not only flaunts the tenets of representative 
government, it undermines the very corner- 
stone of any effective democratic society, that 
is to protect minority rights from the tyrannical 
whims of the majority. 
Secondly, many of the questions that are 
contained in this referendum are unconstitu- 
tional, in that the area and scope of the ques- 
tions fall outside the jurisdictional powers of 
the province. 
But beyond the clear duty to negotiate, the 
Supreme Court of Canada, in the Delgamuukw 
case, stated unequivocally that the Crown is 
under a moral duty to enter into and conduct 
those negotiations in good faith. The Liberal 
government, in undertaking this referendum, 
unquestionably, is acting in bad faith. 
We are proud to state, that our province, 
with its growing diversity of peoples, has de- 
veloped a tolerant culture which accepts the 
differences that now exist amongst us. And in 
this struggle to co-exist, we have become 
more appreciative of the fragility of freedom, 
realizing that the diminishment of one, threa- 
tens all. 
While it is now too late to stop the Liberal 
government from taking this reprehensible 
step, we urge those who want to support he 
First Nations peoples to heed the instructions 
of their leaders on how to best demonstrate 
their support either by boycotting it or spoiling 
their ballot. 
Larry Guno is a lawyer and playwright. He 
ran as the New Democratic Party candidate in 
the the Skeena riding in the 2000 federal elec- 
tion and writes this as a member of the Action 
Coalition of Terrace. 
Children will suffer from cuts 
By KEN HEALEY 
FOSTER CARE used to be based on the best 
interests of the child. A child at risk would be 
placed with a caring family who slated their 
home and heart. The child had the opportunity 
to be exposed to normal family life instead of 
a dysfunctional one. The child would have rou- 
tine, rules, and values to guide development. 
Everyone would agree that this should be 
the standard. Everyone xcept he Ministry for 
Children and Family Development. The mini- 
obvious geographical ones, not faced in the 
lower mainland. Services are not on the door- 
step. Often they are five hours or more away, 
and involve costs such as child care, loss of 
pay, gas, motels, meals, etc. Social workers 
will now determine if services uch as medi- 
cal, dental, orthopedics, orthodontics and var- 
ious therapies are seen as necessary rather 
than optional, Foster parents will now be ex- 
pected to cover the expenses themselves. The 
ministry will, if the case is pleaded, consider 
stry has been told to cut the budget and to start some financial aid if the ministry deems it an 
with the children who cost the most - the emergency, although no member of the staff 
children and youth in need. has the medical background to make this as, 
The north has unique problems, beyond the sessment. 
These children and youth come from dys- 
functional settings, not just poor ones. Some 
are being sent back to unsafe situations. The 
ministry's response is "we are willing to admit 
that there will be fatalities". These children 
and youth do not have a choice, 
Please know that our children surely are 
worth more than this. Children are being trea- 
ted as a commodity that can be devalued in 
order that some bureaucratic hierarchy can be 
maintained. We ask the minister, Mr. Gordon 
Hogg, to live by his words and do what "is in 
the best interests of the child." 
Ken Healey is a local foster parent and a 
member of several foster parent organizations. 
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I am not a deadbeat 
Dear Sir: 
This is in reply to John Jonson's letter "They're like 
bananas" in the March 20 The Terrace Standard. I 
have to agree with you about many issues you so 
humourously.ridiculed, Mr. Jonson, but one that really 
get's my goat is the so-called social services 
(welfare) that we have here. 
I don't know if you intended it as a joke, but let 
me clear things up for you. I am 49 years old, I am 
not a deadbeat and yes, I am on welfare. 
Thank you Mr. Campbell, but due to your messing 
up this north country big time, there are a lot of 
honest hard working people living "high off the hog" 
on welfare as you call it, Mr. Jonson. 
Yeah, on $510 a month, give me a break and quit 
being so funny. Not to mention the many families who 
have left here in disgust due to ao jobs here. I had 
found a job in Alberta but could not financially afford 
to get there and welfare refused to help so I could go 
there to work. 
I later found out that welfare has funds set up to 
help people relocate to a different province if they 
have a job waiting for them, which I did. So, it. 
appears that this office could care less if we get off 
welfare or not. So much for people trying to get off 
welfare when they are refused help. 
And, every time an industry tries to come here, all 
the goody two shoes come out and gripe and 
bellyache till these companies leave in disgust. A 
plywood mill, a steel mill, to name just two and there 
were others also, a lot of others. 
You people know who you are so give yourself a 
pat on the back, and how dare you call us a bunch 
of deadbeats living high off the hog. Shame on you. 
Granted there are some on welfare who do not wish 
to work but not all of us are there because we want to 
be. try living on $510 per mouth and see how far you 
get. Personally, I think you owe all of us an apology, 
Mr. Jonson, for calling us deadbeats. 
I was raised in this town but by God if I am lucky 
enough to find my way out of it again, I will not be 
back. People would be a lot better off if they would 
help one another instead of calling each other down, 
but I suppose that is the sign of the times. Everyone 
for himself, the richest man wins. 
Guess what bud, you can't take it with you and 
your kids sure won't appreciate it, they will just end 
up with a real attitude. Makes me wonder where you 
got your money from. 
Cam Schulte, Terrace, B.C. 
Right on, Roger 
Dear Sir: 
Do you know what happens to a country that has a 
socialist economy? Ask Russia, Cuba, New Zealand, 
or China. Now we can ask British Columbians. 
The Liberals have been in power for less than one 
year. How long have you been unemployed? If you 
are, like most loggers ,a~d ,mill:workers in ~the ,nort~, 
your E.I. benefits have run out and are;now on S6ch/l 
assistance. 
Eight years of socialistic madness has left northern 
B.C. devastated. Does the Lower Mainland care or 
even know about our plight? Did the NDP care? The 
votes are all in the south. Why should they care about 
us? 
The Liberal government does care enough to take 
the steps needed to correct he huge wrongs done to 
us by the NDP. 
Keep going, Roger Harris. Keep lowering 
government spending. Bring back prosperity. 
Steve Alvey, Terrace, B.C. 
Corporate tax breaks 
Dear Sir c°uld help natwes 
The editorial on taxation on Indian reserves in The 
Terrace Standard of March 20, 2002 deserves ome 
comment. 
It is interesting to note that the non-aboriginal 
population carries the percelStion that aboriginal 
people are getting a free ride while the aboriginal 
population carries the perception that it is the whites 
who are getting something (land and resources) for 
• nothing. 
So the question is this: how does the amount of 
foregone income tax compare to the amount of 
corporate tax and royalties collected on tribal 
territories? I would ask your investigative journalists 
exactly how much did the provincial government 
receive in timber royalties for logging on Nisga'a 
lands before the treaty came into effect? 
During the same time period, exactly how much 
income tax did the province forgo? And where was 
this forgone provincial revenue spent - Terrace, by 
any chance? 
The irony is that the policy of the B.C. Liberals to 
increase tax collected on Indian reserves comes at a 
time when everyone lse is getting tax breaks. The 
only people subject to a tax increase in British 
Columbia will be those living in the communities 
with the highest unemployment rate and the lowest 
standard of living. 
In the present system it is ultimately public money 
that supports reserve infrastructures. By providing tax 
breaks to corporations operating on reserves, in effect 
creating tax-free conomic development zones, much 
more private capital could become available to these 
impoverished communities. 
I would suggest hat the Liberals follow their own 
philosophy on this one. The question on the treaty 
referendum should read: Should corporations or 
individuals acting in partnership with First Nations 
organizations or individuals be given tax incentives 
for any joint ventures taking place on tribal lands? 
David Dickinson, ltazelton, B.C. 
About the Mail Bag 
The Terrace Standard welcomes letters. Our 
address is 3210 Clinton St., Terrace, B.C. V8G 
5R2. You can fax us at 250-638-8432 or e-mall 
us at standard@kermode.net, No attachments, 
please. We need your name, address and 
phone number for verification, Our deadline is 
noon Friday or noon Thursday I f  It's a long 
weekend, 
r 
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Letters to the editor 
Referendum copout 
Dear Sir: don Campbell) asked the land claim question. 
The referendum on na- crowd(voters)  and they Can we learn from the 
tire land claim issues is a yelled, "crucify him". An past, I hope so?  Vote in 
copout, I believe, by pre- innocent man was hung on favour o f  settling land 
sent leadership to do what the cross because of fear, claims fairly, : 
is just according to God greed, hate, injustice and There was enough for us 
and what the  supreme on aniJ on ,  a hundred years ago, and 
court of Canada has al- I wonder what the still is. We will all benefit. 
ready ruled on. crowds (voters) are going Daniel Leighton, 
Ultimately God will t ip  to say this time on the Terrace,  B.C. 
the scales of justice for the 
First Nations of B.C. 
How can B.C. expect to 
be blessed year after year 
II while [hey have not made right the way the First Na- tions were wronged? 
B.C. has been blessed 
with an abundance of re- 
sources on sea and land 
that exist to this day, yet 
in the last few years the 
economic situation in B.C. 
has dwindled drastically, 
almost reaching recession. 
Why? I believe because 
of the universal law of 
sowing and reaping. How 
can B.C. expect he United 
States to be fair, when 
they are not fair to the 
First Nations? 
In the Bible a man who 
asked for mercy and re- 
ceived it, but in return did 
not show mercy was se- 
verely dealt with. Also if 
someone stole they had to 
pay back with interest. 
Now I would like to go 
back to the referendum. 
How many times in history 
has the majority been 
given a chance to vote on ~'~ 
something and made bad ,.~,~, 
or wrong decisions. 
Say, in the case of '  
Jesus. Pilate (Premier Gor- ,,. ~ _., , , , , ,~  
Unite on 
future of 
schools 
Dear Sir: 
It seems inevitable that 
a primary school in the 
Horseshoe will be closed. 
We need to stand toge- 
ther and make hard deci- 
sions for what is best for 
all the children in the pri- 
mary schools. 
Ask yourself if you 
would want all your child- 
ren who attend Parkside or 
E.T. Kenney jammed in at 
Clarence Michael making 
it a K-1 to 7. I do not, 
whether it be Parkside 
children or E.T. Kenney 
children. 
Do you want to see La- 
kelse and the alternate 
school beside Clarence 
Michiel at E.T. Kenney 
with them fenced in to se- 
parate them? I do not. 
Stop and do not listen 
to the rumours and gossip 
about each other's schools. 
Let's stop any finger point- 
ing now. 
We are in a public 
school system here; no 
school should be better 
than the other. A school is 
a building, four walls and 
a roof. The spirit and es- 
sence of a school is the 
teachers, staff and stu- 
dents. 
This spirit can continue 
if we combine the primary 
schools into one. So let's 
start working together. 
That way we as parents 
are working together for 
what is best for all the 
children. Let's not spend 
our energy attacking each 
other's schools, as only the 
children will end up suffer- 
ing for our stupidity, 
Standing up and brag- 
ging about our school is 
not going to get us what 
we want. A financial and 
logical plan is what is 
needed. So let's get toge- 
ther and start a united 
plan. 
Cathy Palasthy, 
Terrace, B.C. 
.. .,~ 
,:,. . 
Stung 
again? 
Dear Sir: 
I wonder how many 
more times these suppor- 
ters of S.C.I. are going to 
get stung before they stay 
away from the hornet's 
nest. 
Lindesay Burnett, 
Terrace, B.C. 
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It'll cost to recreate out there 
Dear Sir: 
Recently I read a letter by a local resi- 
dent and a former member of the Nass 
Wildlife Committee. It brings to light the 
soon to be realized price of recreating 
(fish, hunt, hike etc.) on Nisga'a land. 
Considering we have a referendum re- 
garding treaty negotiations, I thought it ap- 
propriate to raise awareness of this topic. 
It is sometimes difficult to bring up these 
kinds of subjects because of the potential of 
being labelled. However it is information we 
should have so we know what is going on. 
If you think it isn't going to happen, it al- 
ready has. Pine mushroom pickers are already 
being charged a fee. And soon to be an- 
nounced in the hunting synopsis are the fees 
for non-Nisga'a to hunt on Nisga'a land during 
the 2003 hunting season. Can fishing and hik- 
ing or just crossing the land be far behind? 
What will these fees be? $50, $100, or 
$200? Apparently these are the numbers that 
are being discussed. The treaty only says 
"reasonable fee". What does that mean? 
The Nisga'a treaty has been settled and 
there is little that can be done about it but 
what about future treaties that are modelled 
after this treaty? Imagine the cost and the con- 
fusion of dealing with all the treaties that are 
to be settled in the northwest. 
As an example we can likely expect the 
following. A fee to fish, hunt or recreate in the 
Haisla lands in and around Kitimat and the 
Douglas Channel; another fee for the Gitanyow 
lands along the Skeena near Kitwanga and up 
the Kitwanga River valley to the Cranberry 
River; another fee for the Gitxsan in the Skee- 
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na and Kispiox river areas around Hazeltons 
another fee for the Wet'suwet'en along the 
Buikley and Morice River valleys near Smi- 
thers and Houston; another fee for the 
Nat'oot'ten along the Babine River and Lake; 
another fee for the Tsimshian for the Kalum, 
Lakelse or Copper Rivers near Terrace and the 
lower Skeena and Prince Rupert coast areas. 
Now instead of being able to purchase one 
licence, a person will be required to pur- 
chase s~x aboriginal icenses/permits inad- 
dition to the B.C. provincial icence for this 
relatively small area of the province. Just 
think of the cost and general complication 
when you include treaties from across the 
rest of the province. 
It may seem like no'big deal now with only 
one treaty but the rest will be settled some day 
and the agreements we make will be long 
lasting. 
If we don't say something right now the 
government negotiators will continue to ne- 
gotiate these kinds of agreements. Either say 
something now or expect fewer places to re- 
create or be willing to pay much more. 
Ken Newman, Terrace, B.C. 
Labour rights under attack 
Dear Sir: 
Gordon Campbell and his Liberal govern- 
ment continue their onslaught of attacks on the 
oppressed and the workers of our society. This 
is being done by Mr. Campbell to finance the 
massive tax breaks given mostly to the rich 
and large corporations. 
The Liberals are now focusing their attacks 
on all workers including those in the private 
sector, these attacks are being levied through 
proposed changes in the Labour Code. 
The Liberals want to take away your con- 
tracts and attack your unions. It will be easier 
for an employer to bust an existing contract. 
Your contract can be ripped up if your com- 
pany closes for two years. Your contract will 
automatically be gone if your employer sells 
or transfers the business in a bankruptcy. 
During June 1987 organized labour stood to- 
gether in a general provincial strike to fend off 
proposed changes through Bill 19 as then pro- 
posed by the Vander Zalm government. 
Many of those proposals in 1987 are exactly 
the same as those that Mr. Campbell is at- 
tempting to ram down our throats now. 
The discussion paper is only open for public 
input until April 11. The B.C. Federation of 
Labour is demanding a place at the table if 
changes are going to take place. The labour 
code must protect he democratic right to be a 
union member. 
Ross Slezak, Terrace, B.C. 
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NORTHERN HEALTH 
author i ty  
McConnell Estate 
SENIORS SUPPORTIVE HOUSING 
The Northern Health Authorily is accepting applications 
for rental housing units at the McConnell Estate located 
in Terrace, BC, This complex is new seniors supportive 
housing tl~t consists of 19 one bedroom apartments, 
2 wheel chair equipped units and one 2 bedroom units 
adjacent o Terraceview Lodge, It's anticipated opening is 
June 1, 2002. 
The tenant selection criteria must be met prior to 
acceplance. A point score system will be used to identify 
applicants witl~ the greatest need taking into account: 
present accommodation, financial situation, health needs. 
Applications must be 55 and older or qualifying for a 
disability pension. Additional consideration will be given 
to local residenls and if a spouse or partner resides at 
Terraceview Lodge. 
Potential tenants will be required to have proof of income 
and will be required to do a health needs assessment. Rent 
will be geared to income and a fee for services that are 
provided. 
These units are independent living with some health 
support services. Supported services provided include: 
one meal per day, emergency response, cleaning of units 
once monthly, and recreational opportunities. 
Additional Services may be available such as: laundry, 
additional cleaning, additional meals can be provided for 
an additional fee. 
Application forms can be obtained from: Nancy Wilcox, 
Mills Memorial Hospllal, 4720 Haugland Ave., 
Terrace, BC or call (250) 638-4045. 
Applications must be submitted no later than 4:00 p.m., 
April 22, 2002 for consideration in the June opening, 
For further information please contact Peggy Julseth, 
Housing Program at (250) 638-2261, 
o: :  !,': 
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Unfortunately, 
AzrBC Air Nova-Air Ontario-Ca 
didn'tfit on the side of the plane. 
Air Canada's regional airlines have become one: Air Canada Jazz. Still, while our name is 
new, some ihings about us remain unchanged. Like the warm and welcoming serv ice :  
upon  which we've built our reputation. And we still serve more  Canadian communit ies ~ 
• destinations 800 times than  anyone else; in fact, we fly to 66 Canadian and 11 American . . . . . . .  i:. 
daily. We'll bring over seven mill ion people together in the next year alone. And, withour![i)il • 
Air Canada and Star Alliance partnership, we'll continue to bring you the rest of the worldi~:J 
• -~- - " ' -  . . . . . . . . . .  ~ ' " - ' " '  . . . . .  ~- ' - "  "^- - ' -^ '~^~'s  our creativespir it ,  our  freshnessi.! : 
ItS nicely on  the sides of our planes. 
1 1-888-247-2262. 
~anadlan Reglonal Airlines, and Air Canada Jazz, 
7 ¸ ~ i  ~ i[ 
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B USINESS REVIEW 
Methanex natural gas deal 
will cost other users more 
By JEFF NAGEL 
NATURAL GAS users in this region will 
pay more as a result of a new dear be- 
tween Pacific Northern Gas and its lar- 
gest customer, Mcthanex Corp. 
The seven-year agreement slashes in  
half the rate Methanex pays PNG to 
thercole of the B.C. Public Interest Advo- 
cacy Centre. 
If that happens, he said, rates could 
soon pop back np, because PNG's rates 
are recalculated quarterly to reflect gas 
pric e changes, .... . . . . . .  
"Thflt rate decrease could disappear 
transport gas to its Kitimat methanol very qnickly," he Said. 
phmt. It ends a long dispute that had seen Gathercole said- the deal doesn't ap- 
Methanex threaten to close its plant per- pea r to deliver long-term security, be- 
manently, cause Methanex can pay a penalty to 
As a result, PNG's revenues fl'om Me- break the contract at any time. 
thanex will drop and all other users on the 
system will pick upa greater share of the 
utility's costs. 
An amendment to its rate proposal in- 
dicates PNG now wants to increase its 
gas delivery charges to residential users 
for this year by 22 per cent, rather than 
the 17.5 per cent increase it defended be- 
fore regulators at a hearing here last 
inonth. 
But a 27.1 per cent decrease in the 
commodity cost of natural gas will more 
than off:set the delivery charge hikes. 
The end result is users will now see 
only a 9.4 per cent overall reduction of 
their bills - rather than the 11 per cent 
cut that went into effect Jan. I on an in- 
teriln basis - as a result of the agreement 
with Meth,'mex. The small business rate 
will drop by 10.7 per cent. 
The B.C. Utilities Commission will 
hear arguments on the rate changes at a 
hearing in Vancouver on Apr. 17. 
A decision on the rate requests is ex- 
pected in May. 
But natural gas prices seem to be 
starting to rise again, warns Richard Ga- 
"We're still in the salne position," he 
said. "If this is ap- 
proved we're going to 
have to be looking from 
year to year to see if 
Methanex continues to 
operate." 
The agreement with 
Methanex takes effect 
Nov. I. 
PNG's forecast for 2003 
Gathercole indicates it may end up 
short $313 million 
which would have to be recovered from 
other users as a result of the Methanex 
deal. 
If Skeena Cellulose resumes full 
operations, its gas consumption may 
completely offset that shortfall. 
But if the mill stays down and Metha- 
nex also shuts down, the shortfall could 
balllon to $10.2 million. 
Methanex officials say the agreement 
reduces their operations costs by about $6 
million. As part of the deal PNG may get 
a share of profits froln Methanex's Kiti- 
mat plant.. 
MELISSA GAUTHIER stocks vodka at the Northern Motor Inn's cold beer and 
wine store last Tuesday - the first day spirits could be sold. JEFF NAGEL PHOTO 
Four liquor stores here now 
LOCAL COLD beer and 
wine stores began selling 
hard liquor the instant hey 
were allowed to April 2. 
Cabinet decided March 
15 to let the shops to stock 
spirits only government li- 
quor stores could sell. 
Business was brisk as 
customers began to realize 
there are three new outlets 
to buy hard liquor here. 
" I t ' s  been really 
steady," said Darryn Eves, 
manager of the Northern 
cold beer and wine store. 
He said many Thornhill 
residents are grateful they 
can buy spirits there with- 
out a trip downtown. 
Coast Inn of the West 
manager Doug Barrett said 
sales started slowly but 
picked up later. 
The outlets expect their 
biggest day will be Sun- 
days, when the govern- 
ment liquor store is closed. 
The cold beer and wine 
stores sell liquor for around 
five per cent more than the 
government store. They 
purchase it from the liquor 
store at a 10 per cent dis- 
count from retail rates. The 
difference covers the cold 
beer and wine stores' over- 
head and profit. 
"I don't think we're 
going to be any kind of a 
threat to the liquor store," 
Barrett said. "I think the 
convenience is going to be 
the factor that decides it." 
Cold beer and wine 
stores are also allowed to 
double in size to a limit of 
2,000 square feet. Local 
operators are considering 
expansion but are waiting 
to first gauge demand. 
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SENIORS!! 
Do you need help on a regular basis for doctors' 
appointments, banking, shopping, or a friendly visit? 
For more information on help from a regularly 
~cheduled volunteer on a weekly or bi-weekly basis, call 
Terrace Volunteer Bureau at 
CALL: 638-1330 
HOUSE OF COMMONS 
Andy Burton 
Member of parliament 
for Skeena 
Constituency office 
4654 Lazelle Ave. 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 1 $6 
Phone: (250) 635-1601 
Fax: (250) 635-4109 
Toll Free: 1-800.661-2208 
E-mail: andy@andyburton.ca 
Website: www.and~,burion.ca 
A, 
The Regional District of Kitimat-Stikine wishes 
to advise their Thornhill Water System 
customers that a flushing procedure will be 
carried out April 8 - April 19, 2002. This 
procedure is necessary to remove any sediment 
that may be present in the water mains and to 
ensure the best possible water quality is 
maintained. During this procedure, water may 
appear colored or cloudy. You are advised to 
run your water until it clears. Your ongoing 
cooperation and understanding is appreciated. 
NEW VOTING RIGHTS 
For  F i rs t  Nat ions  Members  
L iv ing Of f -Reserve  
If you are a Gitanmaax Band Member egardless of whether you live 
on or off-reserve, 18 year of age or older, you will have the right o vote 
in Indian Act elections and referendums held by your First Nation. 
How To Register To Vote? 
For Off-Resewe band members to participate inthe major decisions 
affecting your community, our Band Office needs to know how to 
contact you. To register to vote, it is important toprovide your name 
and address to your Band office so that hey may contact you pdor to 
your Band's next election or referendum. Off-reserve members can 
also vote in person at poll on election day. 
Gitanmaax Off-Reserve Band Members please contact Linda or 
Heather, Deputy Electoral Officers with your current address IF mail.in 
ballot is required. On-reserve band members can request mail-in ballot 
also, if they cannot make it to the poll on election day. 
The Electoral Officer will send mail-in ballots and voting information to
registered off-rsserve voters five weeks before the election. 
Gitanmaax Band Council Election: 
NOMINATION MEETING: Wednesday, April 17, 2002 
7:00 P.m.- 10:00 P.m. 
Gitanmaax Community Hall 
ELECTION: Wednesday, June 12, 2002 
$ ' ~ " r t ~' ,,ig:OOA.m..B:OOP.m:"-:;, 
Gitanmaax Community Hall 
For further information, contact: 
James Westhaver-Electoral Officer 
Indian & Northern Affairs 
604-666-2654 
www.qitanmaax.c0m 
Deputy Electoral Officers: 
Linda Hilbach 1400.663-4590 
or 250-842.5297 
Heather Barnes 1-800-650-5518 
or 250-842.2248 (365) 
a proud sponsor of 
CRltYtI: 
,q;ll)iqq'llS 
Terrace Crime Stoppers are asking for your help 
to solve a break & enter to the Thornhill 
Community Centre in Terrace, B.C. 
Sometime during the month of March 2002, the 
Thornhill Community Centre was entered and 
some items were taken. A temporary door was 
removed with a tool. 
Several areas of the community centre, 
including the kitchen area were entered. More 
than one person is believed to have entered the 
building. Some liquor was taken from the kitchen 
area. 
Terrace Crimestoppers wants your information, 
not your name: Call if you know the identity of 
those responsible for this or any other crime. Any 
information is valuable and may lead to the arrest 
and conviction of the offenders. 
Crime Stoppers offers o cash reward of up to  $1,000.00 for 
Information leading to an arrest and charges being laid against 
an individual In this or other unsolved crime, If you have any 
Information call Crime Stoppers at 635-TIPS that's 635-8477. 
Callers will not be required to reveal their identity nor testify In 
court. Crime Stoppers does not subscribe to call display. 
Call 635.TIPS 
TERRY'S TIPS 
i ::: ..,~. { ",'~V ~.  
Knock, Knock, Who's There? 
A door v iewer instal led in i~':ii~! ....... :~: ............. 
your  door will let you see 
who is there  before you  open it. There  are 
many models avai lable,  inc lud ing v iewers 
that  allow you to see a large image with a 
lot of detail .  Some models swivel and 
enable you £o see :someone ven i f  they~,are:!~ 
s tand ing  beside your  door. 
• Commercial, Residential, 
Automo~ve hx.ksmithlng 
• Emer#nc70~n~ 
• B~I & Insur~l 
• ASSA & MIWA Iligh Security I~clm 
4624A GnZ~[G AVEN~, ']~ZU~CE, B.C. V8G 1M9 
PHONE (250) 635-5549 * Toll Free 1-888-560-5549 
Putting Can L First 
Help Canada's agriculture and agri-food industry 
be number one in the world 
We want  your input. 
To prosper in the 21 st century, 
Canadian agr iculture n 
world in food safety, in~ 
environmentally-respons 
Together with farmers, 
agri - food industry and,  
governments are workil 
an act ion plan to he lp  
agriculture meet the ch 
seize the opportunit ies 
century. A plan to ensu 
"produced in Canada" 
excellence to consumer~ 
You have a stake in 
this new direction. 
To learn more and provide input, 
visit www.aar.ac.ca/Duttinacanadafirst or call 
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l p : ...... i iu i i i  ........ Ex t ra  he  ca l led  in f: b c Jill announcesits }li= ;i.E~ 
e ause  of  snowfa l l  [: " CALCIUM, 
lift Tuesday, May 14th, 2002 [~ i Reg. 9.99 ' ~f~: 
30 aw .roadmaintenance workers ANsUNUSUALspr'nR s ° st°rmM~rugh. twh~r:'gh:l:hZ~t n aa:dSte; 1aadsd'tt~°~al o ~;rW~ It:] 7;00 p.m. [ f, :: ~iiii"-. I i Mil ls Memor ia l  Hospi ta l  t 
[i1 £ducat ion Room [! gung to keep up on local highways, graders. 
More than 58cm of snow fell that day, "It's a difficult storm when it's not }~] Welcome Members, Volunteers and all [I 
causing very slippery road conditions and forecast llke that, Beaulac said. ~] interested Community Members. Ii 
a build up slush on the highways. He said the most hard hit areas inclu- L I ~ ~ ~ o = , , - , , ~ , , , T ~ J ~  
"The rate of snowfall was very, very ded parts of Hwyl6 West and Kalum ° 
high in some locations which requires the Lake Drive. 
addition of resources to those areas," said Kalum Lake Drive got the highest rate • -" 
r~echako l~orth Coast vice president Peter of snow fall near Findlay Lake with re- IT I  I:T~It.RAC E 
Lansdowne. ports of over two feet of snow on some 
The weather forecast for MarCh 30 paris of the road. I J  VOLUNTEER 
called for 5-10em of snow early in the Driving advisories were issued shortly Looking for men, women and young F BUREAU 
morning. But by mid'afternoon s ow was after noon, Beaulac added, adults who are dedicated t helping the 
falling at a rate of 5cm per hour in most The Terrace fire department, which, VOtUNTEEBS NEEBEB ' 
areas and 8-12cm per hour on parts of acts as a first responder for highway acci- 
Kalum Lake Drive. 
On a normal day with no poor weather 
forecast, there are two Nechako employ- 
ees out patrolling the highways, says Ne- 
chako's operations coordinator Dan Beau- 
Inc. 
But more crews needed to be called in 
to help deal with the heavy snow. "We 
ended up with eight guys working the day 
shift and a hired grader," Beaulac said. 
Two people were also scheduled for 
dents, did not respond to any accident 
calls Saturday, March 30. 
There was one car accident hat day 
20kin north of Kitimat on Hwy37 South. It 
occurred at 9 a,m., before the snow storm 
was in full force. 
An eight-year-old girl died after the 
van she was travelling in lost control, 
crossed the centre line and landed in the 
ditch. The accident is still under invest- 
igation. 
Road hump plagues drivers 
HIGHWAYS OFFICIALS are worried to raise it up but it continues to settle, he 
about the erosion of a short section of added. 
Hwyl6 just west of the level rail crossing 
about 60km toward Prince Rupert. 
The Skeena River is eating first into 
the CN railbed and then into the road, 
says local highways manager Don Ram. 
say. 
That's causing the eastbound lane to 
sink and resulting in a large rock hump in 
the westbound lane for drivers to either 
navigate around or over. 
"CN has spent hundreds of thousands 
to try to hold the river away," noted 
Ramsay. 
Highways maintenance crews have 
placed an asphalt cold mix into the sun- 
ken portion of the road, which is any- 
where from six inches to a foot in depth, 
"The problem is if we put in more mix, 
tile weight of it will cause the road to set- 
tle even more," Ramsay continued. 
One possible measure is to chisel 
away the rock hump in an effort to restore 
the road level. 
"But there's a tremendous amount of 
erosion there. The solution is to solve the 
erosion problem," Ramsay said. 
CN has engineers working on the pro- 
blem and Ramsay said any solution will 
be a joint project between his ministry 
and the railway. 
In the meantime, highways officials 
have beefed up their display of driver 
caution signs and have lowered the speed 
limit to 40kph. 
Smile and Whitening 
By Dr. Zucchiatti 
ADENT DENTAL CLINIC 
Phone: 635-2552 
4623 Lakelse Avenue, Terrace 
Mon-Fri • 8:00 am - 5:00 pm 
BEAUTIFUL SMILE 
By 
Dr. Joe Zucchiatti 
20 years of mercury-free dentistry 
'FOunding rbember and treasurer ..,~,, 
of the Western Canadian Ac6demy 
of Cosmetic Dentistry 
General Practitioner 
Providing services in: 
Mercury-free white fillings 
Teeth Whitening 
Porcelain Veneers and Crowns 
Microabrasion Dentistry 
(No drilling, no freezing) 
Hygiene and Preventive Care 
Intra-oral camera assisted Diagnosis 
For your comfort, we have 
overhead televisions and headsets. 
We welcome patients 
of Dr. Gustavsen 
And A l l  New Patients 
VL~I" 
Volunteers needed to help our seniors! 
Can you give a couple of hours a week on a regular 
basis? Help those who need help to go shopping, to 
medical appointments, or for social outing. You could 
also be a friendly visitor. For more information on the 
Volunteers for Seniors Program 
CALL: 638-1330 
elderly and disabled to maintain a
c0mfortabble and safe independence. "" 
Volunteer to help with: 
s ~ri lg y~ cleanup, cleanin~ 
>f .=a ,es c ec lg of outside windows, 
and minor home repairs? 
Call the Volunteer Bureau at 
638-1330 
Terrace Volunteer Bureau 
#2-3215 Eby St., Terrace, B.C. 
We know just where to look. With our knowledge of the neighbourhood we can 
~;  give you expert advice and serf your home fa.ster To find the Local Expert 
%~/': in your area, visit www.century21canada.com or call 877-605-2121. 
Ca' U ¥21. 
The Local Experts TM 
I 
Each office is independently owned and operated• ® and T~ Registered trademarks of Century 21 Real Estate Corporation used under license. 
® TM Trademarks 0t AIR MILES International Trading B.V., used under license by Loyalty Management Group Canada Inc. and Century 21 Real Estate Canada Ltd. 
,•~i;~i:ii;i ¸ 
Regular maintenance from a 
Toyota Trained Technician is the 
best way to keep your vehicle 
running like new. So visit your 
local Toyota BC Dealer today 
and take advantage of first rate 
service with the added benefit 
of Toyota Everyday Value Pricing. 
TOYOTA EXPERIENCE 
The par t  you ¢an~t rep lace  
:i~: ~ i  
v. . , -  
• +~'  ~ l~ ~*~"  ~t~ ". "~ z .~ 
, 
i ~ : ~ i~ LL  ~ Z ~ ~ ' : ,~  i 
" ~ ~i~ ~ ,~ , ,  : :  i ' :  • ~,  
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Man drowns in river 
in tragic accident 
A LOCAL man is dead after a tragic 
drowning accident on the Skeena River 
March 27. 
Luke Dylan Bevan, 25, and a co-work- 
er were doing a fish survey near Snow- 
bound Creek 80kin from Terrace when 
they crossed over to a large island, said 
Dave Jephson of Terrace Water Search 
and Rescue. 
local Department of Fisheries and Oceans 
office. 
Jephson said search and rescue crews 
left Terrace at 5:10 p.m, March 27 and 
reached the location at 5:50 p.m. 
"We spotted the person on the island 
and got to him by boat," Jephson said. 
Luke Bevan was found shortly after- 
ward downstream and his body was reco- 
"While they were there the river came vered. 
up and trapped them on the other side," Jephson said the tide comes in very 
Jephson said, quickly around the China Bar and Snow- 
Police said it appears Bevan tried to 
swim ashore while his coworker emained 
behind. Bevan was not successful. 
A motorist en route to Prince Rupert 
noticed Bevan's co-worker waving from 
the island and reported the man to the 
bound Creek area. 
"We get called out there about two or 
three times a year," he said. 
A memorial service was held for 
Bevan on April 1 and his funeral took 
place April 2, 
Fire damages  home 
A TERRACE family is out 
of their home after the roof 
of their log house was de- 
stroyed by fire last week. 
Terrace and Thornhill 
firefighters battled the per- 
sistent fire which started 
shortly before noon for 
over three hours April 2. 
The large log home is 
located at 5145 Case Lane 
in north Terrace, 
The fire is estimated to 
have caused $100,000 
damage, said Terrace fire 
chief Randy Smith. 
He said it appears the 
fire started around the 
stone chimney. 
A cracked liner is sus- 
pected to have allowed 
high heat or a spark to ig- 
nite a fire in the nearby 
cedar shake shingles. 
"The fire did run the 
length and width of the 
roof on one side," Smith 
said. 
Smith said early detec- 
tion in any house fire is 
crucial to salvaging con- 
tents and l imiting fire 
damage. 
"Fires grow so fast 
whether it's a log house or 
a typical single family 
dwelling in Terrace here," 
FIREFIGHTERS SPENT three hours battling a 
house fire on Case Lane north of town April 2, The 
fire destroyed the roof of the log structure and offi- 
cials estimate overall damage at $100,000. 
Say hello to "Someday/' 
rt l  1 
._,A_ 
That~ right. That mythical day you've been pining for is 
actually here. No more saving for a rainier one. It~ simply 
that day of days to get your very own German-engineered 
Volkswagen Jetta. But hurry, a deal this good could make it 
"someday" for a lot of folks. See for yourself at your 
local Volkswagen Dealer. 
©2002 Volkswagen. 1-800 DRIVE VW or vw.com 
Drivers wanted: @ 
Whichever occurs firsl, tWeor & tear items and adjustments excluded after initial 12 months/20,000 km (whichever occurs first). 'Finance plans available through 
Volkswagen Credil on approved credit• 2.9% offer perlains to 24 month finance terms only on all 2002 JettasV purchased through porticipaling Volkswagen dealers 
Purchase example: $20,000 financed al 2.9% for 2,4 months, monthly payment is $858.74, cost of borrowing is $609.76 and total to be repaid is $20,609.76. 
Down poymenl may be required, insurance and applicable taxes are extra. Offer ends April 30, 2002. Other special rates apply. See dealer for complete delails 
¥Offer hal valid on TDI and GLI models. 
At all participating Volkswagen Dealers including your local Dealer: 
Columbia Auto Haus 
4109 Substation Avenue . . . . .  . . . . . . . . .  Smith said. "Minutes " " , ~" "'~ "'-~";' : 
'- count so much." .:,,-',:v:~.._ :';':"'bod~'~'were able to help the ~ ~t~et ~eent1~iits~''Offt~'': '~ " Of' ....... .. '~  " "  ~' ~, ~ ~ ,. ., . . . . . .  . .  : . (250) 535-5717 ., . . . . . . . . . . . .  ..... • .... ¢,~,~,~ 
Firefighters and neigh- occupants remove furniture the home. . ................................................................................................. 
i~f:~ ::~:~'! ,?~::::~ 
~!iil :iJ ...... 
2. " >'•', • 
".":i~:::!~i: ..... ~:.. 
.. .~ ~:~*.'~~ : :~ ,~:U  " ~':~ -.. ~!~-i~,: ~ i~ ~ ;. ;~. . :  ~.~ .'~::::,~, ,,I~ .:~:: 
:~ : ! :~:$"  ~ .. "~ .  .~::~:.:qS:: '. ~.,'.!~i~ 
r -~.~!~" ,,~I~...':.~::~:t~.~'~ "~.: 
' ...::.:.: -.ii] .. " .... ..,. 
} ~ "~..~b:":.::~'~~::": t~::"~ "~ ~ ~i~ii:;i.~ , ~:: :~.  ,~I 
Cal l  
i r J l e  
experts... ~l  
,..,ou....Wh.do.u il .p...e. "00' 
I "~ .~"~ * Birds Animals I~ '~  ~1 
.:.:~*i~ :i:: greying~ I'm in my early • -., :.~'!.i~t/.: , ' I ~-~,:,e--.-~...... , Reptiles • Product ~"~ ~ 
=0s. i Knowledge ~r~,~,  
635-  1600 
l ~ :  I Answer: We recommend i:ili:! lt D  'l nr'! .,o. Ke i thAveMal ,  
~: I ~ i : l  using a permanent hair :~::~:::':'~t I ~ I ~  b l~ l l  i%¢I 1-000-633-7787 
it ~ , : I  colour Depend ng  on your  ii~ I natural hat colour, a darker i~,~! When it comes to Iravel...experience counts. 
I i :~1  tone is usually the most i::.!! Elan Travel has served the north west for over 26 years. 
i ~ effective. On the average, i ~ ~ E  
i:~ ~uery four-six weeks is normal for seeing 
i! j,our ha~.styli~t for a reapp icat ion .~~ I ,., travelLAN 
11 ~.[lldlo ::~ . .. Tel: 635-2281 • Fax: 635-7695 
: : '~ ' ;  ~-~,~r I I .I ~ : :  ~ ~ B e s t  Wesern Terrac  Inn.  o  1411 ,j d!I~l :: ~noe~i=~sa°slseTI~ H U T 0  ~wwvv ' t t l l l n l r ; I v (21 'n (2 '  
, Deta i l ing  
Who Can I Trust With ~-,.~ 
Solutions For My Water? ~!!:i 
' r r t l s t  Itle spec ia l i s t s  a t  It::: 
"SURETECH WATER I!i 
i SYSTEMS" ~:  
Friendl~e=l::ledgeable Staff  .:.~!,~.!i.:! 
 .tudio  c'i,s'sofs .,  air ' 
Best Western 
Terrace Inn .e l~ J~ j~ 
615-0060 
& WINDOW T INT ING 
Great Family Entertainment 
~ Spa Accessories & Chemicals 
~, , Darts & Billiard Accessories 
. . . .  
ItItU'"~' .......................................... ~i~, 63sTakepHoNEWith'68411tToThe12 YearsFREECajjPr°fessi°nalSExperienCepau IEsTIMATEfOr a 818 HwyUNI16B! 461 0 Lazelle, Terrace. 6;35-6600-- [~ :~,  7 !, J~°~~,o6.¢7,6Seym°~' L~z~.e^ ve.ue, T~rra  .O*ner/Monog : ~i!~ 6~S'81,8 ' ] 
"1 ~:1  home soles dug to the ~o-eomy~ !iI 
S&HEXTINGUIsHERS  ..... "" " 
: !:~,-*~"." h. i i  '~ l I~  ~ I ACK/&ND$ i ~ decrease in home sales due to lhe e~onomy ".:i!' I; k rm¥,  II !!I ~.:]: / of this city and the province oE B.C. ~or~!  ~;:~*:~:~" !~ 
|:i!! ~ people are leavlng our areo end the .~i!I i~::~ INDUSTRIAL, FLEET, SAFETY'SUPPLY 
[ili; I~! I  province to find work ~ ! i i  I 
~ ~ I~  ~ I government, retail ondind,~nerolis ~i;I I I nspected  and  Approved \ ~! 
m~!~.: J downsizingandlaylngoffempJoyeeswhich ::iI I by Transpo d Canada ~ 
I!i::i:. I • . I  has ° d=~no effect on t h? reo. ~ e.,,..,..'] 
[:i I industry. On the bright side, thelow interest : i I  I:~i:::.!;~;i'iiii~! !' I For All Your Extinguisher Needs re,as o.a Iow.r home p,ces .r~ enc~ng ~e r~r,t hom'~ !i I ~ld~j~l 
F::b~e" end people w.th staUe .nc~es ~o~purcho~ instead or ::!~I 
[ii renting a home. I do think we are coming~t eeh ndd our sales ':ilI I ~ : I  2512 South Kalum St, Terrace, B.C. V8G 2M3 
J~!slump~nd~hemarketwiIllmproveinthenext~wyeors...and !:!I ~ Ph: 615"5500 Fax: 615-5501 
|:/For Terrace if the wood industry r e c o v e ~  ~i I
!i home buyers and new construction ha III ~ 1  LTD. i 
AUTO GLIGS, Attll GL4SS, WINDSHIELD R[PAIRS, INSUP~N[[, REPL~C~ENIS, MIRRORS, WINDOWS, SEALB UNIIS 
J ~  We will pick-up & deliver your car 
~ ~ "  
3720 River Drive, Terrace, B.C. V8G 3N9 ~ • i - -  . . . . . . . . . . .  • 
Ph: 638-8OO1 Fox: 638-8007 ! • • 
TOLL  FREE 888-638-8001 • ..................................... ~ . . . . . . . .  • ~ IlIlllllllllllIlllIllllIllllIllllllllllllIlIllIlIlllll 
~! i  ~ i~:!ill '¢ '' ..... Paints, Slains & Accessories ~ Only The Best For 
............ [ ~  Custom Blinds Wallpaper & Borders ~ Your Wedding Day . . . . . . . . .  
;:~ ~ ~ Cabine Hardware Plus Much More... / _~ ii17 x~,x :.4¢.. 
. :i~i: f': ~:~:~ .... 
• , Danc ing  duo  
WHEN Grade 8 students at Skeena finished their assigned dance instruc- 
tion ahead of schedule recently, teachers decided a little recreation was 
in order, And that lead to a disco atmosphere in the gym for part of one 
afternoon. Katy Morrison, left, and Sonia Hundal perfect their moves. 
Air fare won't decline 
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o,/ room I 
Rosswood Communi ty  Assoc iat ion  
Annual General Meeting 
Monday, April 15, 2002 
7:00 p.m. at the 
Rosswood Community Hall 
42 Km north on Ka lum Lake Dr ive 
Election of Of f icers  
New Members Welcome 
For further information, phone 635-8806 
IIIllillllll_l.~111~f'1~lJJll/l~F_,~/JJJJl_N~r11_ll"~_~ 
Helping Handyman 
Program 
RRACE 
UNTEER 
AU 
For seniors and persons with disabilities 
2 
/ 
Do you need help wilh spring yard 
cleanup, washing outside windows, cleaning 
oteaves and minor home repairs? 
Call the Volunteer Bureau at 
638-1330 
Volunteers are here to help!! 
James W. Radelet 
RADELET & COMPANY Barristers & Sollcitors 
Tax Law • Trusts • Corporate & Commercial 
1330- 1075 West Georgia Street, Vancouver, B.C. V6E 3C9 
Phone: 604-689-0878 Fax: 604-689-1386 
despite security shift  LITRE SALE 
AIR C '~ IADA passengers can't exp ecta fl  ° ~n ~¢tlilC k~ta ~°kS~ 
price break now that security screening ~r passengers don't go 
has been taken over by a new federal through traditional screening when leav- 
agency, lag Terrace or when departing from the NOW ON ! 
The new agency began its work April 1 south terminal at the Vancouver airport. 
and passengers are being charged $12 But while Vancouver airport officials 
one-way over and above ticket costs and have promised some extra security men- • Matr ix  • J o i co  
other fees to pay for measures brought in sures at the south terminal, the extent of • Biolage • Crew 
as a result of the Sept. 11 terrorist attacks, them or a timetable to bring them in has 
Security screening had been the re- yet to be established. • Amplify • Back to Basics 
sponsibility of airlines before and the cost The people who man the screening • Redken • Paul Mitchell 
was included in tickets, station at the airport here are either al- 
~ , . ~  ~ : ....... ~ •..,~, .i.,~ ~oV , . . :  
But Dennis Erickson, an official of the ready working directly for the new federal :, ~ .~:~:, ~!~.  !,~:~, ,,,~,, 
mewly-named Air Canada Jazz regional security agency or will be soon, says a ~ ~ , :  ~.~ ~:,:~,~,~: 
~ ~ ! ~ ~ . ~ , i !  ,'~ ~ii~L carrier, says the airline has new addition- Transport Canada official. ~,i,/;, !i?ii~, 
al security measures which cost money Jacqaeline Roy said the new security ~#, : : "  ~ : @  
over and above metal detectors and hand- agency did not take over all screening at ~: 
baggage searches, every airport automatically on April 1. 
"There  is new security on cockpit "In some cases, those people will still 
doors and enhancements behind the be paid by the airlines for now and the 
scenes that quite frankly I can't discuss airlines will be reimbursed," she said. 
which have new costs," he said. The new agency is also developing 
"We are working with Transport Cana- certification requirements for screeners, 
da on those new enhancements." Roy added. 
The new $12 tax and the new Cana- Meanwhile, local airport society presi- 
dian Air Transport Security Agency is dent Frank Hamilton said new screening 
being heavily criticized by smaller car- equipment has arrived and is awaiting in- 
riers such as Terrace's Hawkair because stallation once screeners have been 
it is a set rate regardless of distance trained in its use. ~Z~,,, ,}, 
, ;enate pitch on tax falls short 
SENATORS listened intently to Haw- turn to Terracc;'"lt's a mindless tax grab 
kair's Dave Mcnzics in Ottawa March 25 is what it is." 
but ultimately approved the contentious "The government's done an amazing 
federal air security surcharge, job of ignoring the expert estimony from 
"They all lined up like good soldiers industry groups on this." 
and did their duty," said Menzies, one of Menzies said the security fee will col- 
eight expert industry witnesses who testi- lect more money from passengers at the 
fled before the Senate finance committee Terrace airport than the entire budget for 
The $12 surcharge - $24 for a round- the airport's operations. 
trip flight- took effect April 1. "The airport operation budget is $1.1 
"It's very disappointing that they've million here," he said. "The security fee 
ignored all the evidence and they're just by our calculation is going to collect $1.2 
doing it anyway," Menzies said on his re- million here." 
ENDS AP _ 
f ~ SPRING CLEAN-UP WEEK ~ 
I I  TF#~--~ APRIL 16-APRIL 19, 2002 I I  
I I  The City of Terrace's Public Works Department will pick up I I  
I I  extra garbage and refuse, free of charge, during the week of I I  ~ . . . . .  ' ..il Ao.  April 19, 2002. . .11  i 
II Please have the extra garbage and waste material in plastic I I  
I I  bags or cartons to assist the pickup. I I  
I I  This service does NOT inolude oar bodies, stumps, industrial I I  
I I  waste, or items normally charged for at the Landfill (such as I I  II major appliances). I I  
COMPOSTINGBEGINSMONDAY, PRILI,,2002 # ~ 0 ~  SA&EI 
; ( 7 :: ~" 
P 
COME TO OUR 
CHOLESTEROL CLINIC. 
And get  in touch  w i th  your  a r ter ies .  
Heart disease, the leading cause of death and disability in 
Canada, affects over 1.3 million Canadians! It is a known fact 
that high cholesterol, affecting 1 in 6 Canadians, is one of the 
main modifiable risk factors for heart disease. Why not drop by 
our pharmacy and have your levels checked today and learn 
how to reduce your risk. 
P lan  on  a t tend ing  our  "'~;' 
Cho les tero l  cl inic on:  ' ,  
Date :  Apr i l  12th ,  2002 
T ime:  lOam to4pm 
Appointments recommended. A nominal fee will be 
charged for this service. Special discount for Cardholders or 
free with Save-On-More bonus points. 
save foods 
"k'." pharmacy 
brightlife" Terrace Save-On-Foods 
b,mging ,e..,,,mg 4731 Lakelse Ave. 
,o ,f, 250-635-4021 
COURSES AVAILABLE 
SPR ING/SUMMER 2002 
SPRING 
FNST 298 - Special Topics: Gitksan Ethnobotany 
May 6 - June 19, Leslie Johnson - Hazelton 
FNST 325 - Language Mentoring - Hazelton 
GEOG 301 - Cultural Geography 
May 1 - June 12, Instructor: Wim Kok 
PaLS 100 - Contemporary Political Issues 
May 1 - June 12, Instructor: Jason Mooris 
SOCW 442 - Social Work with Victim Abuse 
June 24 - 30, Instructor: Si Transkin 
SOCW 439 - Social Work and the Law 
May 10- 12 and May 24- 26 and June 7- 9 
Instructor: Jason Schaefer 
SOCW 450 - Social Work and Family Practice 
April 19 - 26, Instructor: Lana Coldwell 
SUMMER 
ENGL 410- Contemporary Women's Literature 
July 22 - 26, Instructor: L. Dickson 
FNST 320 - The Structure of First Nations Language 
Aug. 19 - 31, Instructor: M. Anderson 
PaLS 200 - Canadian Government and Politics 
July 2 - Aug. 13, Instructor: Jason Mooris 
ENGL 381 - Rennaissance Literature 
July 22 - 26, Instructor: L. Dickson 
ENGL 470 - Creative Writing - Poetry 
July 15 - 20, Instructor: J. Hoekstra 
FNST 132/232 - Haida Language Level 2 and 4 
June 8 - 13, Instructor: D. Brown - Skidegate 
FNST 301 - Art and Material Culture 
July 15- 19, Instructor: R. Berthiaume 
FNST 604 - Northern Nations II 
July 2 - 12 and Aug. 19 - 30 
Instructor: C. Roth 
FNST 605 - The State of the Discipline 
July 2 - 12 and Aug. 19 - 30 
Instructor: A. Mills 
INST 307 - Global Resources 
July 22 - 26, Instructor: H. Myers 
SUBJECT TO APPROVAL 
EDUC 692 - ST-Leadership Issues in Northern Issues 
July 2 -Aug. 13, Instructor: Ed Harrison 
EDUC 780 - Foundations of Education 
July 2 - Aug. 13, Instructor: TBA 
FSTY 498-6 - Special Topics: Forest Field Ecology 
Dates - TBA, Instructor: J. Pojar 
Note: Course delivery is sublect to change 
and sufficient enrollment. 
To obtain further information about UNBC or if you wish to 
apply, please contact he Northwest Regional Office located at: 
UNBC - Northwest Regional Office 
. .4741 park Avenue, 
' Terrace, B.C. V8G lW2 
Tel: (260) 615-5578 Fax: (250) 615-5478 
or 1-800-697-7388 or E-maih alexcee@unbc.ca 
....... PH-SUSON 
./.. 
~~l l~E~'~" 'ahead of their competition" 
.'_'=_~" _ _ ~Choose  model, suspension, celour and 
W ~ R l ~ l r Y  ~0nce- in -a -  lifetime graphics package. 
From challenging mountain climb Ms~--" & Match 
to relaxing trails & family touring.,. Build Your  
...there's a machine for you! 0wn Sled! 
 cnc r" <. 
• What Snowmobilings AUAbout: 
Ii!0 DOWN .0% INTEREST i 
fNO PAYMENTS FOR | YEII R I 
!. '~ iI ~ii i ii ~ ~i 
,"~, : -  - ~-::'" " :":  ' ' " ' : " -  i 
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Avalanche strands 
hundreds on Shames  
Transportation ministry 
avalanche technicmns ay 
a sudden dump of snow 
and strong winds are to 
blame for the slide which 
occurred in mid-afternoon. 
Skiers and snowboar- 
ders at the resort - includ- 
ing over 60 youngsters and 
teens whose parents were 
not with them - had to 
spend the night on the 
mountain. 
Kayla Yagelniski, 13, 
was one of those teens. 
"We were pretty exci- 
ted because it was some- 
thing different," she said. 
She said the youngsters 
took advantage of the si- 
tuation by building jumps 
on the bunny hill and en- 
joying the huge amount of 
fresh powder. 
Those stuck at the hill 
were offered soup and chili 
in the evening and a pan- 
cake breakfast in the 
morning thanks to volun- 
teers who pitched in to 
help cook, said Shames 
Mountain administrator 
April Atwell. 
Clothing from the re- 
sort's lost and found was 
distributed to those without 
a change of clothing. 
Overnight, people slept 
in every available space 
the hill could provide. 
"Everybody pretty much 
found a spot wherever and 
just crashed," Atwell said. 
"The rental shop, ski 
school  room, chalet,  
benches and tables - there 
were people everywhere." 
The slide swept down a 
mountain off the Shames 
Mountain road leaving 2-5 
metres of snow piled up 
over a 25 metre stretch of 
road, said highways ava- 
lanche technician Tony 
Moore. 
Before the debris and 
.: .... . . . ' . :  
i -.i~ ~ %: 
AN AVALANCHE which stranded nearly 300 people on Shames Mountain 
March 30 dwarfs this person who stopped for a closer look after it had been 
cleared. Those stranded slept anywhere they could unti the road was cleared. 
snow could be cleared, 
further avalanche risk nee- 
ded to be assessed. 
"We wanted to go up 
and see if there was any 
unstable snow that could 
have come down before 
we sent crews to come m 
and do clean up work," 
Moore said. 
But with the snow fall- 
ing heavily well into the 
night on March 30, techni- 
cians weren't able to get 
up in a helicopter until 
skies cleared the next day. 
Technicians dropped 
five bombs from a helicop- 
ter on the avalanche's 
pathway before givmg the 
go-ahead for the clean up. 
"We got avalanches 
with each one but they 
stopped far above the 
road," Moore said. 
Despite the road clo- 
sure. three people stuck at 
the hill opted to walk 
down the 13km road to the 
highway - hiking across 
the avalanche path in the 
process, said Moore. 
"When we have a road 
closed that's because we 
think there's going to be 
avalanches affecting the 
road that will be big en- 
ough to damage or destroy 
a vehicle," Moore said. 
" I t ' s  dangerous and 
foolish for people to walk 
through a closed road be- 
cause of high avalanche 
hazard." 
Those three young 
people did make it down 
safely, but Moore said it's 
the kind of activity he ad- 
vises against in the future. 
Shames Mountain re- 
corded 58cm which fell 
between 8 a.m. and 11 p.m. 
the day of the avalanche, 
said Moore. 
The avalanche struck in 
mid-afternoon, only half 
way through th~ rare~spTi, ng
snowstorm. 
"This was definitely un- 
usual," Moore said. "It 
was definitely the most in- 
tense snowfall we had this 
year." 
Weather forecasts from 
Saturday morning predic- 
ted between 5 and 10 cm. 
of snow. By mid-afternoon 
snow was falling at a rate 
of 5 cm per hour, said 
ministry officials. 
"It was under forecast 
by a long way," Moore 
added of the snow fall. 
This was the second 
avalanche in the same 
spot in less than two 
months. 
The last one was a con- 
trolled avalanche triggered 
by technicians Feb. 15. 
That one left 280 skiers up 
at the hill before the snow 
was cleared that same 
evening at 6:30 p.m. 
Moore said this is the 
fourth time an avalanche 
has closed the Shame 
Mountain road since it has 
been open. The first was in 
December 1999. 
"DON'T HIDE FROM SUMMER, 
BASK IN IT." 
Sarah, Duchess of York, 
Are you ready for summer? With our Winning 
Points plan, you can eat the foods you love, stay / ~ , - -~  : i '  
satisfied, and still lose weight. Don,'t wait for . 
i shorts weather. Join now and get Today s Special," our new guide to satisfying meal :~  
JOIN NOW FOR 1/2  PR ICE  AND 
SAVE $22 CALL 1 -800-682-8011 
Knox  United Church (Terrace) 4907 Laze le • Tuesday 7 :00  pm 
real food. rea l  life,real results, 
Vahd al palhOp41]r~g to .3~lt rc  r:~t :J h .  ,r, T.'].~- 
0~i)02 'i',',~-fflt~l V~atC1181$ h)lellli3hOl)a InC. OWner Of the ?,'EIGttl W;~TCHERb II L . . . . . . . . .  : ' " ' , ' :  . .  t 
LIV ING W TH 
DIABETES 
IS A MATTER OF CONTROL, 
YOUNS, 
To assist /ou, our pharmacy is hosting a Diabetes Day. Come 
and meet our registered ietitian/nutritionist and pharmacist 
to discuss: 
• the importance of good nutrition 
• meal-planning made easy 
• the importance of carbohydrates 
This event will also provide information on: 
• Blood glucose monitoring 
• Foot care tips 
• The proper use of diabetes medications 
Hemoglobin AIC testing is available. Free for cardholders. 
Please call to book your appointment oday, Also, sign up for 
our diabetes program and receive your free Practical 
Guide to Diabetes, valued at $29.99. 
Apr i l  17th ,  2002,  1 pm to  5 pm 
save( foods 
pharmacy 
Terrace Save-On-Foods 
4731 Lakeise Ave. 
250-635-4021 ":"" 
. . . . . . . .  ~ rm '!)tl'~fllfl | 
- \ Q ', w \ ' 
. • ........... 
a l l \  ,.~=., I -J'~.,,!~3;:"Two- Speed - , Dr i l l /Drwe ' ,Kat  "k.. 
De uxe . ~ ........... ~ i ! ! i  i i ! ] i  
::~ i frozen \ bits. in" < Join your friends and neighbours as they walk, jog, ~) collet system ends . . . .  ~i 
rnl p.~"' run or bike, whi le having fun rais ing funds for the ~. 
~ batt le  aga inst  cancer. Make sure you pledge! 
il.z ~ For More~.information call: Lynda Fagan 635-9276 "~:i, 
o i:i 
www.relayforafriend.com • ~ .... : i C/:I 
~.,~.~I..,L:.~.Y]gVNYO X!l~,, 3H i .  : inH yZZ!d :: ;SVN,0.!93,~ :YgVNVO;I'I~!y:,I}~}!,I; 
precision machined aluminum motor 
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New school renamed " ,o., , .o°., . , . . , , ,0,0,o 
MARG Saulnier reads out one of her poems April 4 at a small ceremony held 
by the Action Coalition of Terrace to rename the unfinished Mountainview 
school after Skeena Liberal MLA Roger Harris. The school is to be finished this 
THE NEW school on the 
bench was given a new 
name last week by the Ac- 
tion Coalition of Terrace. 
About a dozen members 
of the coalition gathered 
April 4 and unveiled a sign 
changing the name of 
Mountainview to "Roger 
B. Harris Memorial Ele- 
mentary." 
The re-naming after the 
Skeena Liberal MLA was 
done to note the decision 
by the school board sev- 
eral weeks ago to never 
open the as-of-yet uncom- 
pleted school, said coali- 
tion speaker Gall Murray. 
(The board has since 
rescinded, at least tempor- 
arily, its decision to close 
Mountainview and five 
other schools in Kitimat, 
Terrace and Stewart.) 
"It will sit empty due to 
the funding cuts his gov- 
ernment has made to the 
education budget," said 
Murray. 
She noted that declin- 
INVITES RESIDENTS OF TERRACE 
TO ATTEND AN 
OPEN HOUSE 
FOR PURPOSE OF OUTLINING THE DEVELOPMENT AND RECEIVING 
YOUR OPINION ON THE PROPOSED DEVELOPMENT OF THE 
FORREST KERR RUN-OF RIVER HYDROELECTRIC PROJECT 
Date:  Apr i l  20 /02  
T ime:  I Oa .m.  - I p .m.  
P lace:  Coho  Rm - Best  Western  - Terrace 
Background: 
Coast Mountain Hydro Corp. proposes to construct a run-of-river hydroelectric 
plant having an installed generating capacity of I00 MW on the Iskut RIver 
near its confluence with Forrest Kerr Creek. The project will include the devel- 
opment of a diversion weir and intake structure, 3.5kin of tunnels, an under- 
ground powerhouse and a 185kin transmission line from the project site to 
Meziadin Junction, 
Coast Mountain Hydro invites the public to join project representatives for cof- 
fee and an informal discussion, as outlined above, where details of the Forrest 
Kerr Hydro project will be presented. Your view and comments are welcome. 
For Further Information Please Contact: Nell Brazier - President 
Coast Mountain Hydro Corp. 
1444 Alberni Street, 4th Floor 
Vancouver, BC V6G ZZ4 
Ph, 604-331-7444 
Fax: 604-929-4996 
ing enrolments are only fall but the school board, citing budget cuts, doesn't want to open it. • 
part of the reason for the 
closure decision, ris, our MLA, for a lot of Also speal<ing was local much as 50 per cent of 
Other reasons include empties," said Murray. conservationistReneeMi-what they were in the L 0 ~  0 ~ ~ ~ ~  0 
the school district getting Her list included the kaloff who said the new early 1990s. 
less money from the pro- correctional centre, day government has further cut 
vince and having to pay care centre at the college, environmental nd parks Marg Saulnier also read i 
for teacher salary in- mammography room at programs by an average of a poem, the last line of i 
creases without any addi- Mills Memorial, plans for 30 per cent which indicated Harris 
tional financial help. a dialysis unit and local She noted that the old could expect a recall cam- 
"We are here today to sawmills empty with raw provincial government had paign to start up later this ================================= 
give thanks to Roger Har- logs being exported, also cut programs by as year. 
ooi closures 
means additional layoffs 
By JENNIFER LANG 
DELAYING a decision to 
close five schools while a 
60-day public consultation 
process takes place may 
actually be more agoniz- 
ing. 
Forty teachers would 
have lost their jobs and the 
district would have saved 
about $2.2 million annual- 
ly if the decision had gone 
ahead. 
Impending layoffs will 
be substantially higher be- 
cause the district won't 
know until the end of May 
known how many schools 
- if any - will close. 
Terrace's teachers must 
receive notice of layoffs 
before May 15, while Kiti- 
mat teachers must be noti- 
fied by the end of April. 
District superintendent 
Randy Smallbrugge ex- 
pected some employees 
will be hired back, once a 
final decision on school 
closures is made. 
"We are now being 
rushed into making a hasty 
decision," secretary trea- 
surer Marcel Georges aid. 
"School closures will now 
be made after the budget 
has been passed." 
He warned teacher lay- 
offs will be all over the 
map as the district looks to 
make the necessary finan- 
cial savings. 
School board vice chair 
Peter King agreed. 
"The problem is, when 
you're laying off people, 
you're laying off junior 
people," King said. 
"You're literally laying off 
two teachers for the price 
of one senior teacher, so 
it's just going to decimate 
the district." 
While it's not yet 
known what the actual 
number of layoffs will be, 
Kitimat trustee Barry 
Pankhurst warned it will 
be substantially higher 
without knowing which 
schools will close. 
"Here we would be lay- 
ing off one in five," Pank- 
hurst said. "In Vancouver 
it's one in eight." 
If that's true, then more 
than 100 teachers here 
could lose their jobs. 
While Pankhurst also 
held out the possibility 
that the board could back 
down from school closures, 
if communities make a 
strong case, he said the 
board is now considering 
every school for closure. 
"This board has taken 
the position we would ra- 
ther have a teacher in the 
save $396,504 a year and 
combining Stewart Ele- 
mentary and Secondary 
schools will result in an- 
other $431,450 in annual 
savings. 
Closing Cormorant ele- 
mentary in Kitimat would 
result in another $280,763 
in savings. 
Closing Lakelse Junior 
High and the Teen Learn- 
ing Centre would save 
$179,434 in rent. 
'classroom and a janitor 
• cleaning that school rather 
than having a school that's 
near empty or with no 
people in it," Pankhurst 
said. 
"The school is just the 
building. The program is 
Dr. R A. 0kimi 
General Dentistry, Full Face Orthodontics, TMJ 
what's important. People 
have to realize that." 
School district admin- 
istrators are now figuring 
out the dates and locations 
for a series of public meet- 
ings on school closures. 
The news comes just 
days after staff, students 
and parents at five 
schools, including Park- 
side and Copper Mountain 
elementary, had been told 
their schools would close. 
"Now, all those wounds 
are going to be reopened 
again," Kitimat trustee 
Peter King said. "They 
have to relive all that pain 
again." 
King said eight teachers 
can be hired back for 
every school that closes. 
He said the school 
board is considering set- 
ting up a committee with 
representatives from differ- 
ent groups to review the 
deficit situation. 
The board had original- 
ly decided to close five 
schools to save $2,276,896 
each year in supplies, util- 
ity costs, snow removal, 
salaries and benefits, and 
in some cases, rent. 
Topping the list were 
Copper Mountain Elemen- 
tary, which would have 
saved the district $480,000 
a year, and Alexander Ele- 
mentary in Kitimat, worth 
another $500,837. 
Closing Parkside Ele- 
mentary in Terrace would 
. . . . . . . . . . . .  . '  '~.~:~ ;r~ .~'~ *:~,'. 
200-4619 Park Ave 
Office Hours Terrace, B,C, V8G 1V5 
o M0n- Thurs ~,:00 a.m.- 4:30 p.m. 1250) 635-7611 
Northwest Stewardship Society 
~ _  April 27th, 10 am 
at the 
Kitsumkalum 
Community Centre 
"* "'~wy. 16 West on West Kalum Road. 
Call 638-1676 for more information. 
Cottonwood Massage Clinic 
6 Days A Week 
Convenient Hours To Suit Everyones Schedule 
Evening Appointments Available On 
Thursdays & Fridays 
Quiet, Relaxed Setting Promotes Stress 
;:?:'.. • "i:i:i:i;i :.:.. c+: 
' •••• il, •I 
terracestandard 
!i!iii! 
• ? ::: : . . . .  , ,  
. . . . . . . . .  
'ace 
~!::::~..,::,. Tourism 
............................ iii!iiieUU 
il/!!:i!:O 
BusinesS: 
GoVerme t !ii'  
Entertainment&Music 
O • ! Recreahon & Sports 
° Weather&Roads 
 Iome Security Seczr/ty,S Pro~c~on 
sirN~ 1818 t' Lckage. 
and $ ?/1 .95 for 24 hr ULC ChUbbsecuri  Systems 
only '1"/mo' momtormg' 444:3 Keith Avenue, Terrace, BC 
638-8321 i wwwc   Oec°rt c°m L ......... Local People, Local Service * Based on a 13) year 36 monlh 24 hour moniloring agreement a $24.95 plus GST r, cr month. A! the end or ihe term yn. own tl~ system, OAC Only 
: !! 
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 orget abou, moving sawmill I 
angry NWBC boss tells city 
By JEFF NAGEL other idea they might bring to my at- "l can't and won't let any f t 
DAN VENIEZ says mayor Jack Tal- tention they might want me to fund affect our workforce," he said. "We 
stra can forget about his dream to re- 
locate Skeena Cellulose's sawmill 
to the airport lands, freeing up valu- 
able real estate in the heart of Ter- 
race. 
The president of NWBC Timber 
and Pulp says the city will get no 
cooperation from him on that idea 
after Terrace city council tried hard 
or participate in." 
He said city council has poisoned 
its relationship with him by trying to 
push SCI into bankruptcy and scuttle 
NWBC's bid. 
" I  would have hoped to have a 
constructive working relationship 
with council. They've made that im- 
possible/' he said. 
to torpedo the sale of Skeena last "I do not trust the 
week. mayor nor mem- 
Creditors voted Apr. 2 to approve bers of city coun- 
the sale, but Terrace opposed it and cil who made this 
tried to convince either Prince Ru- 
pert or Port Edward to also vote no 
and scuttle the deal. 
Veniez said Terrace council had 
asked him to agree to pay for part of 
a feasibility study that would ex- 
amine the possibility of relocating 
the sawmill. 
foolish decision." 
Veniez sug- 
gested Terrace 
voters should take 
into account  
council's handling 
of the issue. 
Jack Talstra 
"There are elections in Novem- 
have a terrific, highly skilled, moti- 
vated workforce that wants to get 
back to work. I want to get them 
back to work." 
"Don't ask me to go to any ban- 
quets in honour of the mayor." 
Mayor Talstra said the idea of 
moving the sawmill is a long-term 
one and wasn't a "deal breaker." 
He said if the company ever phms 
to make a major reinvestment in the 
sawmill, the city would like it to 
consider the idea of moving first. 
"It's not going to happen in my 
lifetime probably," he said. "When 
the time is appropriate, we'd like to 
look at it." 
Talstra said he continues to be- 
lieve an eventual move of both the 
sawmill and much of the rail yard to 
the newly acquired airport lands 
"They think it's an eyesore in the bet," he said. "I sure hope the citi- would be beneficial. 
middle of the city," Veniez said. zens in Terrace think carefully,about He says it would free up large 
"I agreed to maybe fund half of a the choice they have to make.' amounts of downtown land for major 
feasibility study as a gesture to the Veniez said he wouldn't let th, e new commercial development, 
city," he said. "I'm not going to fund discord with the city affect SCI s parks, recreation facilities, or corn- 
anything of that sort now - or any workers in Terrace. bination of all three. 
Fromp_uJpfrOntunion backed sale to NWBC 
"Thank goodness more 
reasonable heads prevailed 
here and we don't have a 
bankrupt company to deal 
with," Veniez said. 
The sale was approved 
in court Thursday an'd is 
slated to close April 29. 
Meanwhile, Veniez 
says he is embarking on 
consultations with natives 
and others in connection 
with the transfer of SCI's 
forest licences. Friday is 
the deadline for comments 
on the licence transfer. 
He's also ramping up 
efforts to raise financing 
now that the deal is ap- 
proved. "Now we have the 
ability to move aggress- 
ively into the market- 
place," Veniez said. 
Veniez said he's aiming 
for a mid-summer re-start 
of the pulp mill and saw- 
mills, and perhaps a bit 
earlier for logging. 
A war of words between 
Veniez and unionized pulp 
Bartolo. 
He said he supported 
the yes vote and believes 
Veniez is on the right path. 
"He made himself a 
good deal," de Bartolo 
said. "He has a good 
operation. He has a tax- 
"We're going to be watching him. We 
learned a bitter lesson last time 
around." 
workers appeared to ease 
as the sale was approved. 
"It is imperative now 
that we move on and turn 
this into a successful 
operation," said union 
local president Frank de 
free company now. On top 
of that he has a better col- 
lective agreement than 
any other forest company 
in B.C." 
"Now he has to show 
leadership and account- 
ability, and move this pro- 
cess forward." 
De Bartolo said' north- 
westerners will be watch- 
ing to see that NWBC 
operates differently than 
its predecessor, Repap En- 
terprises, which many ac- 
cuse of draining profits 
from the operation for ven- 
tures in eastern Canada. 
Veniez was a vice-pre- 
sident in Repap and Repap 
chairman George Petty is 
chairing NWBC. 
"We're going to be 
watching him," de Bartolo 
said. "We're going to be 
watching where that 
money goes. We learned a 
bitter lesson last time 
around." 
April is 
Dental Health Month 
...baby your teeth 
BCs OentLtt~ Htlplng to ta lk |  you sml¼, 
The Family Place 
is offering 
"Parenting Young Children", 
This 6 session course is designed tbr those who 
are parenting children birth to 6 years. 
Sessions run 
Monday afternoons 
April 22 - May 27,1:00 - 3 :15  p .m.  
Registration deadline April 16, 2002 
For more information orto register call 638-1863 or drop by 
FRENCH IMMERSION 
. be bilingual 
Reg,strat ,on =s open now 
and Kindergarten ' 
Sponsored by Canadian Parents for French 
Questions 635-3115 Child minding provided 
LEASE FOR 
s199 
PER MO, 
/60  MONTH LEASE 
WITH 
50 
DOWN PAYMENT 
OR FINANCING FROM 
0,9 % OAC 
OR PURCHASE FOR 
$15,045' 
2002 S ienna  CE Plus 
3.0L, V6 HP, VVT-I engine, automatic transmission, 
driver and front passenger air bags, 50/50 split rear 
seat, AM/FM CD, 4 speakers, removable middle seat, 
air conditioning, full wheel covers. EXTRA VALUE 
PACKAGE INCLUDES: Power windows/doorlocks/ 
mirrors, cruise control, keyless illuminated entry, 
retained accessory power, bodyside cladding graphics, 
engine immobilizer. 
s319 
PER MO.  
f48  MONTH LEASE 
S].  BS0 DOWN 
PAYMENT 
oR PURCHASE Fan 
s25,910' 
2002 Echo 2 door  
1.5L, 4 cylinder, DOHC, 
16 valve VVT-1 engine, 
AM/FM CD, 4 speakers, 
sport wheel covers. 
LEASE FOR 
s299 
PER MO.  
/48  MONTH LEASE 
S4.995 DOWN 
PAYMENT 
Oll I INAN¢ING ,RaM 
2/11 
  
17 °'C 
on PURCtlA~t FOR 
$30,580' 
2002 Camry  LE 
2.4 L, 4 cylinder, 157 HP, VVI"-i engine, Ultra Low 
Emissions Vehicle (ULEV), fuel economy 10.1/6.9 
L/100km 28/41 mpg City/Hwy, Dunlop P205/ 
65R15 tires with full-size spare, 60/40 split rear 
seat, rear seat heater ducts, AM/FM Cassette/CD. 
2002 RAV4 4 door  
2.0 L, 4 cylinder, DOHC, 16 valve WT-i engine, air 
conditioning, power windows, power remote 
mirrors, keyless entry, cruise control, AM/FM CD, 4 
speakers, colour bumpers/body side mouldings, roof 
rack, soft tire cover. 
s338 
PER MO. 
f46 MONTH LEASE 
$S.500 DOWN 
PAYMENT 
oi l  PUnCIIA$, IOn 
s27,575 r 
YOUR TOYOTA BC DEALERS 
DRIVETOYOTABC.COM 
~ some k ind  o f  wonder fu l  
IT PAYS TO READ THE FIN E PRINT: Lease and finance afire for qualified mtall ~tomen only on new 2002 models sold and delivered before Apn130. 2002. tern payments of S109 for the 2002 Echo ATi23M (A) based en 60-mnth walkaway lease with SO down. Total 
reuse obligations am $ I L940. Lease payments of $299 for the 2002 Sienna CE Plus ZF19CS(B) based on 48.month walkaway lease with $4,995 down. Total ease obligations are $19,347. tern payments of S319 for the 2002 Comfy BE32KP(A) based on 40month walkaway line with 
S3,850 down. Totallease obligations are S 19,162. Lease payments of $330 for [he 2002 RAV4 HH20VM(B) hoed on 48.month walkaway lease with S3,500 down. Total ease obligations are $19,724, Fi~andng plan at L9% for Echo and 2.9'/, for Sienna CE Plus ov|ila•! ham Toyota Canada, 
O.A.C, Lease payments based on a maximum of 06,000 kin. Additional charges am lO¢/km, license, insurance, and applicable taxes are z~a. ?Purchase price indudns a maximum tar height and p~elivery irnpection of $960 for Echo, St110 for Cmry and $t260 for Sienna CE Plus and 
RAV4. Other payment plans available. Oeolor may lease sen for less. Some conditions apply, and often may change without notice. See your partidpabno Toyota 0C Ooalem for more details. 
Go to www.toyota .ca  fo r  more  in to  
TERRACE MOTORS 
4912 Highway 16 West, Terrace, BC (250) 635.6558 1-800-313-6558 
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Grant money offered 
to explonng artists 
ARTISTS AND artisans in British Columbia 
who want to explore new media or learn new 
skills are invited to apply for grant money. 
The 2002 Visual Arts Development Award 
program will be giving out $56,000 in award 
money to artists in the province to assist them 
in learning new skills or exploring new techni- 
ques - in traditional or contemporary methods 
and media. 
Grants range from $3,000 to $5,000. 
Fourteen artists received grants last year. 
One used the grant to learn how to silkscreen 
photographic images onto a clay surface. 
Another artist learned storytelling and how 
to take traditional regalia from a First Nations 
elder. A third grant recipient learned how to 
build helium-filled structures. 
Applicants hould be planning to learn from 
a senior artist, mentor or elder. Self-guided 
programs will also be considered. 
Applications will be evaluated on the basis 
of merit and quality of their proposals. 
Those people who've reached a stage in 
their career where they would truly benefit 
from this type of exploration are strongly en- 
couraged to apply. 
The Visual Arts Development Award pro- 
gram, now in its sixth year, was initiated and 
is financially supported by the Vancouver 
Foundation. It's administered by the the Con- 
temporary Art Gallery in Vancouver at 555 
Nelson St. 
The deadline is May 24. Application forms 
are available at www.vada-awards.org 
Deadline looms for 
scholarship entries 
TIME IS running out for graduating high school 
students vying for $10,000 in scholarship 
money offered by B.C.'s community newspaper 
industry. 
Anyone interested in applying for one of 
three scholarships offered by the B.C. and 
Yukon Community Newspapers Association 
have until Monday to submit heir entries. 
Now in its second year, the B.C. and Yukon 
Community Newspapers Association's scholar- 
ship program has doubled from $5,000 in 
award money to $10,000, thanks to a matching 
contribution from the B.C. Press Council. 
Scholarships of $5,000, $3,000 and $1,500 
will be awarded to three students who write 
the best essay answering the question, "What 
role does a community newspaper play in your 
community?" 
Students who are interested in applying 
should submit a 500-word essay answering that 
question. 
That essay should be dropped off at the Ter- 
race Standard before April 15. 
Only one local 
finalist will be 
submitted the 
BCYCNA, where 
the top three 
scholarship win- 
ners will be selec- 
ted. 
"This is an in- 
valuable oppor- 
tunity for local 
newspapers to 
give back to the 
young people of 
the communities 
they serve," says 
Peter Kvarnstrom, 
BCYCNA presi- 
dent. Peter Kvarnstrom 
Kvarnst rom 
notes it's possible 
the winner will receive the largest bursary pre- 
sented in his or her community. 
Plants, flowers needed 
THE GREATER Terrace Beautification Socie- 
ty is looking for donations of flowers, plants, 
shrubs and herbs for its upcoming perennial 
plant sale. 
"We need plants," says Judy Chafin, one of 
the organizers. 
The merchandise at the sale is entirely de- 
pendent on donations from the public. 
The sale, now in its sixth year, is enorm- 
ously popular. 
"The flowers were all gone in two hours and 
we had 1,600 plants last year," she says. 
All proceeds go back to the community in 
the form of beautification projects. This year's 
fund raising efforts will support a landscaping 
initiative underway at the rest stop near the 
Old Skeena Bridge. 
So, if you're cleaning up your garden beds 
for the coming season and you've got some 
perennials you can split and repot, donate 
them to the sale. 
Call Judy or Howard at 638-1237 or Alison 
at 638-0063 to make arrangements. 
The beautification society is also looking 
for donations of flower pots, preferably five 
inches in diameter or larger. 
This year's sale takes place May 11 at City 
Hall. It starts at 8 a.m. 
Mourning Mum 
A loyal 
S U bl'ect 
By JENNIFER LANG 
KATHY BAXTER, a woman who 
has mingled with British royalty 
more than once over the years, 
tbund herself reminiscing about 
the late Queen Mother last week. 
On Thursday night, she set her 
alarm so she could wake at 2 a.m. 
to watch the funeral procession 
through Central London to West- 
minster Hall live on television. 
"It was really quite impres- 
sive," Baxter said Friday after- 
noon. '1 think the last time I saw 
something like that was when 
Winston Churchill died." 
Baxter, a prairie flower who 
was born in Winnipeg to English 
parents, has lived on both sides of 
the Atlantic during her 74 years. 
She's seen the Queen Mother 
in person three times; first in 
1942, when King George VI and 
his Queen, the Lady Elizabeth 
Bowes-Lyon, visited Rochester, 
England. 
Baxter's father worked at the 
Shorts Brothers factory producing 
fuel tanks for Sterling bombers 
during the Second World War. 
He told his daughters the King 
and Queen would visit the next 
day - but not to tell anyone. 
"We were sworn to secrecy," 
Baxter said. 
'File next morning, the 13-year- 
old and her sister, 9, were the 
only two people stmlding outside 
the airport to welcome the royal 
couple. 
"Tile King and Queen gave a 
good wave at us," she remem- 
bered. "We were thrilled to bits." 
The Queen Mother earned en- 
during admiration for her refusal 
to leave London during the Sec- 
ond World War, 
"They were quite amazing. 
They would travel all over Eng- 
land to see people, particularly 
the areas that had been seriously 
bombed. It was a risky thing to 
do," Baxter said. 
She saw tile Queen Mother 
again in the early 1970s at a gar- 
den party at Buckingham Palace 
when she joined celebrations in 
honour of the National Council of 
Social Services. 
The Queen Mother wore a pale 
mauve dress, but it was Queen 
Elizabeth I1 who caught Baxter's 
attention. 
"She had beautiful skin and 
she had lovely eyes. She's a bit 
like the Queen Mother - when she 
ROYAL WATCHER Kathy Baxter saw the Queen Mum in per- 
son three times. She admired her listening skills. 
looks at you she's really interes- 
ted," Baxter said. 
She brushed elbows with roy- 
alty a third time - in 1986, the 
year Baxter's 20 years of volun- 
teer service with the Citizen's 
Advice Council earned her a 
Member of the British Empire, an 
order of knighthood. 
Baxter, a present-day volunteer 
with the Mills Memorial Hospital 
Auxiliary, had dispensed advice 
through a weekly radio show for 
I1 years, among other contribu- 
tions. 
Her service earned her the 
MBE, bestowed by the Queen at a 
special ceremony that included 
the Queen Mother and other dig- 
nitaries. 
Baxter's affection for the royal 
family traces back to 1937, when 
the Queen and King George IV 
toured Canada. She still has the 
cream-coloured certificate Winni- 
peg school children were given to 
mark the visit. 
Just in cas'e, she has this ad- 
vice if you're ever in the presence 
of royalty: "Don't speak until 
you're spoken to, 'like at school. 
Smile, and that's it." 
I I  Bus-boys 
CLOWNS Tomie and 
Abdool join Potentate 
Stanley Yee on the 
lift into the new 
Shrine bus. The bus 
has been outfitted 
with $200,000-worth 
of renovations that 
make it into a travel- 
ling medical room. It's 
going to be a com- 
fortable way to 
transport young 
medical patients to 
Shriners Hospitals in 
the United States 
from Vancouver. 
About 10 patients 
from the Terrace Kiti- 
mat area receive free 
medical treatment at 
Shriners Hospitals 
each year. Yee, head 
of Shrine Clubs in B.C 
and the Yukon, came 
to Terrace March 23 
for an installation of 
officers ceremony, 
Nisga'a Treaty inspires new 
exhibit at Royal B.C. Museum 
By JENNIFER LANG 
THE SOUND of drumming and singing will fill 
the Royal B.C. Museum Saturday, when 
Nisga'a elders, dignitaries and guests will 
open a new exhibit - the Nisga'a Treaty Gall- 
ery. 
It's a permanent display showcasing the 
Nisga'a people and their l l3-year struggle to 
resolve the land question. 
"We are expecting a large crowd," said 
Fran Johnson, manager of the Ayuukhl Nisga'a 
department of the Nisga'a Lisims Government. 
"It's going to be a real day of celebration." 
Johnson has already seen the exhibit and 
she's pleased with the results. 
"Looking at the exhibit will give people a 
better understanding of the Nisga'a people," 
she said last week, as she worked on prepara- 
tions for the cultural component of Saturday's 
opening ceremony. 
The display uses photographs, portraits, ar- 
tifacts, maps, video and sounds to bring 
Nisga'a culture, and the quest for a treaty, to 
life. 
For example, gallery-goers will hear the 
sound of a Nisga'a woman singing a traditional 
song as they gaze at photographs of people 
and places in the Nass Valley. 
A large stone bowl sits on a pedestal at the 
centre of the round room that forms part of the 
exhibit. It represents he Nisga'a 
philosophy of the Common Bowl, 
the concept of sharing demonstra- 
ted in the feast system - and in 
the framework of the treaty itself. 
Along with all eight volumes 
of the Nisga'a Treaty, several 
other artifacts are on display, in- 
eluding a ladle, a moon mask and 
a bent wood box, are displayed in 
the Nisga'a Treaty Gallery. John- 
son said those artifacts were al- 
ready part of the museum's col- 
lection. 
Gallery officials expect about 
a half a million people a year will 
see the new exhibit, located in- 
side the museum's First Nations 
Gallery. 
The museum spearheaded the 
project soon after the treaty received royal as- 
sent from Parliament in Ottawa, on April 13, 
2000 - coincidentally, two years to the day 
before the treaty gallery's official opening. 
Members of the Nisga'a Ts'amiks Vancou- 
ver Society in the Lower Mainland are plan- 
ning to send a contingent o Victoria for the 
opening ceremony, including about 50 dancers. 
A delegation of Nisga'a Lisims Government 
officials, including the elders council and ex- 
Edmund Wright 
ecutive members Edmund 
Wright, Herbert Morven and Jo- 
seph Gosnell, will also attend. 
Johnson said two matriarchs, 
Doris Tate of New Aiyansh and 
Emma Nyee of Gitwinksihlkw, 
will perform the ribbon cutting 
ceremony. 
The ribbon will be made from 
customary cedar bark. 
Four chiefs, Horace Stevens 
from Lakalzap, Jacob Nyce from 
Gitwinksihlkw, Rod Robinson 
from New Aiyansh and Hubert 
Stevens from Gingolx, will then 
call out the Nisga'a name for the 
exhibit, Hoohlganhl Nisga' a. 
"The Nisga'a name is rather a 
tongue-twister," Johnson said. 
"It basically means the 'treasure 
chest of the Nisga'a', meaning a wooden 
chest. 
"It engulfs everything. It holds everything 
that is valuable to the Nisga'a." 
Rev. Rod Robinson will then perform a 
blessing. 
The extensive guest list also includes Lieu- 
tenant Governor lona Campagnola, First Na- 
tions leaders, and provincial and federal gov- 
ernment officials. 
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BAR SCENE 
GATOR'S PUB: Live party music nightly, Ladies 
night Thursday. 
BEASLEY'S MIX: Tasha plays the smooth soulful 
sounds of today's pop and country hits Fridays and 
Saturdays, On Friday, April 12, Lou Williamson, Bob 
Miller and Ran Johnson of the New Orleans Connection 
host a workshop, Building a Successful Rhythm Sec- 
tion, at 8 p.m. 
HANKY PANKY'S: The northwest's largest dance 
night club. No cover. Karaoke Sundays and Mondays, 
GEORGE'S PUB: Images of Yesterday and 
Today. 
ROYAL CANADIAN LEGION: Karaoke contest 
March 8 to June 7 every Friday from 8 p,m. to mid- 
night. Two qualifiers chosen by audience per week. Fi- 
nalists judged by selected judges. Door prizes and 
cash prizes for winners. Members and bona fide 
guests. New members welcome. 
CONCERTS 
The New Orleans Connnection performs April 13 
at the R.E.M. Lee at 7:30 a.m, Don't miss this Canadian 
-made jazz ensemble. Tickets at Sight and Sound in 
the Skeena Mall. Tickets at Sight and Sound. 
The New Orleans Connection holds free work- 
shops at 1 and 3 p.m. April 12, Low brass and 
woodwind, at Caledonia, trumpet and percussion 
workshops at Skeena. Registration not required. 
Everyone weicomei At 10 a.m and 3 p.m. April 13, 
trumpet workshops at Caledonia, Low brass, wood- 
wind and rhythm section workshops at Skeena, 
The Pacific Northwest Music Festival's Scholarshlp 
Competition 6:30 p,m, April 19 and the Gala Per- 
formance and Awards Night featuring highlights 
of the 37th annual music festival, at 7:30 p,m. April 
20at the R.E.M. Lee Theatre. Tickets at Sight and 
Sound. 
The 37th Pacific Northwest Music Festival April 
8-20. The annual festival and competition takes place 
at the R,E,M, Lee Theatre, the Terrace Pentecostal 
Assembly, the Terrace Evangelical Free Church and 
the Zion Baptist Church, 
Women Say, Women Sing Coffee House, Elks 
Hall, Saturday April 27 at 7:30 p.m. Featuring talen- 
ted local singers, groups and musicians. Silent auction 
featuring artworks by local women. AIII proceeds from 
this event will be donated to the Terrace Transition 
House building fund. 
THEATRE 
Award-winning director Daniel Barnswell brings the 
madcap comedy Art Attack to the Terrace stage. 
Written by Vancouver playwright Kico Gonzalez-Risso 
and featuring a knockout ensemble of local talent, the 
Terrace Little Theatre pulls out all the stops in this 
delicious farce, Presented to April 6 at the McCall 
Playhouse. Tickets at Uniglobe Courtesy Travel. 
Terrace Little Theatre presents a play reading of 
Andrew Bovell's Speaking In Tongues, April 16 at 
the McCall Playhouse. The reading begins at 7:30 p.m. 
Yuk Yuk's comedy. Two nights of laughs featuring 
headliner Daryl Makk and guest Tony Binns. One show 
9 p,m, Friday, April 19 and two shows, at 7 and 9:15 
p,m,, April 20. At the Best Western Terrace Inn. 
Someday, Drew Hayden Taylor's comic drama about 
an aboriginal woman who wins the lottery - and tries 
to reunite with the daughter she was forced to give 
up for adoption, presented by the Skeena River Play- 
ers two nights only, April 26 and 27, at the R.E.M. Lee 
Theatre. Showtime at 8 p.m. Tickets at Elan Travel, 
Kitsumkalum Band Office, House of Sim-Oi-Ghets and 
Skeana River Players home at 4720A Lazelle Avenue, 
First Nations playwright Drew Dayden Taylor 
holds a public play reading at the McCall Playhouse, 
3625 Kalum St., at 7:30 p.m. April 30. Admission is 
free. Co-sponsored by Terrace Little Theatre, 
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Walk-a-bout, an exhibit featuring the works of I /Open 9am 
Terrace artist Peter Oickson, opens Friday, April i ~,, .... 
12 and continues at the Terrace Art Gallery until May 
12. Peter Dickson will be giving an artist talk Satur- 
day, April 20 from noon to 4 p,m. Refreshments will 
be available. Art Gallery Hours: Wed, to Sat. from 
noon to 4 p.m. Friday from noon to 6 p.m. and Sunday 
from 1 to 4 p,m. 
The Terrace Art Gallery's Spring Arts and Craft 
sale is May 25. Entry forms are available at the art 
gallery.Deadline isMay 17. 
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SAFEWAY .+ + ++ + + 
www.safeway.com WEDNESDAY, APRIL 10 door-to-door campaign, 
Northwest Injured Workers Association, a 
I " ° " " -  registered non profit society assisting people Attention Caledonia Grads of 1982. Our 20- TERRACE TERRACE i ~a~ :HRYSLEI | ( < ~ ) ~  with WCB problems, meets at 7 p.m. atthe Kin year reunion is scheduled for July 26, 27and 28, 
Hut, For info call Jim at 635-9121. If you're a Cal grad, or know someone who is, 
please call us for more info, Jacqui Munson at ',: ,General ~eotlng Skeena RiVer'.Players First 635-6302:or ,John Evans at 635;1400,..0r log 
Nations theatre company Wednesday, April onto www.grad82.com 
10th 7:00 p.m. 4720A Lazelle Ave. All members . . . . . .  
urged to attend. Call Marianne 635-8873 for in- Is your child starting kindergarten this 
~='--, F .d~ T l : :R~ "-- ' '~E =....~_.~ t t / -~  - r~R  --£<~"-~ E formation. Bring a friend[ year? Prekindergarten immunization clinics at 
the Terrace Health Unit May 9, 10 and 16, By 
~ ~  (~)  li't'~",~1"/31 APRIL 10. 11 AND 12 appointment, Call 638-2200 or drop in to 3412 
in fo@ter raceautomal l . com Tsimshian Nation Sepclal Assembly April Kalum St. ISTANDARD 10, 11, and 12, at the Jim Ciccone Civic Centre, Prince Rupert. Registration starts at 8 a.m. Southslde and downtown residents - are 
--" The Terrace Standard daily. Call the Tsimshian Tribal Council at 627- you Interested in joining a community gar- 
advertlslng@terracestandard.com 8782 for information, den? A community garden is for individuals, 
Your  webs i te /emai l  address  kids and families who plant, grow, and harvest a 
THURSDAY. APRIL 11 garden together, Share the work and harvest a 
cou ld  be here!  Are you struggling to make ends meet? If bounty, Interested? Call Jennifer at 635-4631 
Contact  us at 638-7283 so, you are invited to help plan a community re- and leave a message, 
sponse to hungry children and youth. Our com- 
mittee is made up of community service agencies The Kltimat Hospice Society facilitates a 
and indiviuduals committed to finding long-term teleconferenoe April 24 from 10:30 a,m, to 1:30 
solutions. Join us, The next meeting is Thursday, p,m, The topic: Living With Grief: Loss in Later 
April 11 at the Terrace Churches Food Bank, Life, The elderly are often disenfranchised, ig- 
from 11 a.m. to noon, Kids welcome, Call 638- nored and under-served grievers, Call Dorothy 
1863 for more information, at 632.4044 for more information. 
Cancer Support Group for family and friends BC Epilepsy is launching a network of support 
meets at the Stepping Stones Clubhouse at programs in our community and they're looking 
4450 Grieg Ave. This group meets on the sec- for great volunteers, If you have a few hours 
end and forth Thursdays of the month. For info each week to spare, and would welcome the op- 
call Craig at 635.0049. portunity to be trained and would like to make a 
difference, call 1.866.EPILEPSY, 
SUNDAY. APRIL 21 
General Meeting of the Lakelse Community The Family History Centre (genealogy) is 
Association. April 21 at 2 p,m, at the Mount open every Wednesday from 7-9 p.m. Call Laura 
Layton Hot Springs Resort, Info: lan at 798- at 635-3190 for more information, 
9500. 
Youth Opportunities Odd Job Registry has 
P U B tIC S E RVIC E many people who are looking for odd jobs, Do you 
ANNOUNCEMENTS need casual help? Call 635-3812, 
Free lawyer's assistance In criminal, family Gltlaxdax Sayt K'illm Goothl Nisga'a 
and civil law at the Kermode Friendship (Terrace Nisga'a Cultural Dancers) meet every 
So¢'.~ty, 3313 Kalum St, You qualify if you do Monday at the Skeena Health Unit Auditorium 
rot qualify for legal aid and you cannot afford a 3412 Kalum St, (side door entrance) at 6:30 
lawyer, Half hour appointment step by step ad- p,m, For more information please contact Keane 
vice to resolution, lawyers in Civil law, Appoint- or Cindy at 615.4723, 
This month at the R.E.M. Lee Theatre ment dates: April 11, Call 635-7670 for an ap- 
pointment, The Northwest B.C. Metls Association will 
March/April meet every third Thursday of the month at 7 
The Greater Terrace Beautification Society p,m, in room 205 at Interconnect, For more info 
March 15. April 24- A Rnal Farewell. Paintings needs donations of perennial plants and pots please call Frank at 849-5060 or Shelley at 
of the late Terrace painter Wally Humphrey (lower 
lobby) (preferably 6" in diameter or larger) for fun. 635.0772, 
draising plant sale, Call Judy or Howard at 638- 
April 8-20. Northwest Music Festival 1237. The Canadian Cancer Society Resource 
April :1.3 - New Orleans Jazz Connection 7:30 p,m, Centre, 301-4722 Lakelse Ave,, is open Men- 
April 19. Music Festival Scholarship Evening 6:30 p.m. One Step, a women's drop.In group, meets days, Wednesdays and Fridays from 10 a,m, to 3 
April 20. Music Festival Gala 7:30 p.m. every Wednesday from 1:30-3 p,m, at Ksan p,m, For information about emergency aid or the 
Tickets for all Music Festival shows avalalble at Sight & House Society. An opportunity for women to join Cancer Peer Support programs call 638-8583, 
Sound In the Skeena Mall with other women in sharing, listening and con- 
April 26 & 27 - Skeena River Players present "Someday" necting. For more info or to arrange a childcare The Kermode Friendship Centre offers a 
- a touching and funny play about Aboriginal subsidy, please all 635-2373, range of youth activities open to ages 13-18. Fit 
children on reserve being "scooped up" in the for Life Sundays, workshops Mondays from 
1950's and 1960's- 8:00 p.m, Do you wish your child behaved differently 6:30-8 p.m,, Quit smoking program Tuesdays 
Tickets available at Elan Travel or Kltsumkalum Reserve or that you had more patience? Is parent- 6:30-8 p,m, Gym night Wednesdays 6:30-8 p,m, 
Ing a challenge? "Parenting Young Children", Movie and popcorn Fridays from 4.6 p,m,, 
Terrace Concert Terrace Little a six-session course for parents of children from Afterschool program for ages 7-12 years 
Society Tickets Theatre Tickets birth to six years, Mondays April 22- May 27 1- Mondays from 3:30-5 p,m,, Tuesdays-Fridays 
Available at 3:15 p,m, At the Family Place, 4553 Park Ave, 3:30-4:30, Call 635-4906 for Information on 
Erwln's House of Available at Call 638-1863 to register, these and other programs at Kermode Friend- 
Fine Jewellery Uniglobe Courtesy ship Society; 
in the Skeena Mall Travel Volunteers are needed to canvas in the Tar- 
~ race area for the Canadian Cancer Society's 
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Baby's N:une: 
Ki:mna SidneyJolmne 
Date & 'rime of I|irth: 
March 28, 2002 at 7:18 a.m. 
Weight: 9 Ibs. 3 oz. ~x:  Fern',fie 
ParenL,~: Noel Wilson & 
J:ulelle Johnson 
Baby's N:une: 
Sajan 
Date & 'lime of Birth: 
March 27, 2002 at 10:12 p.m. 
Weight: 6 Ibs. IO oz. ~x: M~fle 
ParenL~: Manray &Jeuy K~mdola 
Little brotber forJo,en 
Btlhy°s N.'lm e: 
Sophia Grace Kayley 
Date & 'Rme of Birth: 
March 31,2002 at 6:45 p.m. 
Weight: 81bs. 14 oz. ~x: Fern=de 
Parents: Bri~m & Freda Se}mour 
Ilaby's Name: 
Klarra Leigh 
Dale & 'lime of Birth: 
March 28, 2002 at 9:36 p.m. 
Weight: 11 lbs. 6 oz. Sex: Female 
Parents: Ken & Robyn Scheller 0 
Bab)"s Name: 
Ilayley Chinti-Mae 
Dale & 'lime of Ilirlh: 
March 28, 2002 at 5:19 a.m. 
Weight: 9 Ibs. 5 oz. ~x: F'em',de 
Parents: Terry & Mac Kruger ¢ 
Ilab# Name: 
Jasmine Allxsa-May 
Dale & Time of Birth: 
February 20, 2002 at 4:02 p.m 
Weight: 8 Ibs. 7½ oz. Sex: Female 
Parents: Scott & Stella Peden 
Little sister for Aurom 
~in  Northern Drugs' Baby Club and 
F~our newborn will receive their first 
/ Gund Teddy Bear 
O 
SKEENA MALL 
TERRACE, B.C., 
Terrace's aboriginal theatre company 
prepares for its second Igro luction 
CONTRIBUTED Someday is about a woman who 
SKEENA RIVER Players presents 
its second production, the come- attempts to reunite with her daughter 
die drama Someday by First Na- This is the story of their meet- Lee Theatre in Terrace April ,6 
tions playwright Drew Hayden ing: can all your dreams really and 27. Showtime is 8 p.m. No ~ l~ l l l l~ l l~~] i  Taylor. 
Last year, SRP took the north- come true? late seating. ~ ~ +  . . . . .  :: 
west by storm with its successful Carolyn McNamara plays the Tickets are available at Elan / ~ . .=ad l  ii 
tour of The RezSisters, long-lost Grace and newcomers Travel, Kitsumkalum Band Of- l ~ :  \~  
Like last year's tory, Someday Dale Sebastian (Gitxsan), Nedra rice, House of Sim-Oi-Ghets and / ~ ~  
is set on the Rez, prize money is Lee Prisk (Mi'kmaq) and Annette Skeena River Players home at / ~ !  
a factor, and everyone has a Krause (Gltxsan) round out the 4720A Lazelle Avenue. For more 
dream, ensemble, information, please call 635-8873. ~!  : # : "~ i i z~ i  ;~  ~g,~ i~i  
In this case, 53-year-old Anne Director Marianne Weston pro- On Tuesday, April 30, Hayden 
Wabung has lived all her life on mises you an evening of laughter Taylor will read from his many ~ l t ~ ~  
the reserve, and tears, works at a public play reading at ~ ~ /  
When she wins the lottery, she Someday,is theprequel to Hay- the McColl Playhouse, 3625 ~ ~ ~ ~  
sets out one more time in search den Taylor s Only Drunks and Kalum Street at 7:30 pm. Admis- ~ ~ ~  
of the daughter "scooped" by the Children Tell the Truth, which sion is free. Co-sponsored by Ter- ~ ~ L ~ m .  
Children's Aid Society 35 years played in Terrace. race Little Theatre, Theatre Alive ~LAYWRIGHT Drew 
earlier. Someday plays at the R.E.M. and Skeena River Players. Taylor holds a reading April 30. 
Jazz ensemble connects 
New Orleans and Swing 
THE NEW ORLEANS Jazz Connection, 
appearing in Terrace Saturday night, 
knows playing music is about having fun. 
The ensemble caps off a series of 
workshops this week - as part of the 37th 
annual Pacific Northwest Music Festival 
- with a concert at the R.E.M. Lee 
Theatre. 
The Connection, firmly rooted in the 
sounds of the New Orleans musical tradi- 
tions, happily explores the Swing Era and 
other trends in jazz. The ensemble has 
performed with symphonies, on concerl 
stages, in music halls and at music festi- 
vals. 
The lineup includes George Hayden on 
clarinet, Denny Clark on trumpet, Dennis 
Essen, Ron Johnson and Bob Miller. The 
concert starts at 7:30 p.m. at the R.E.M. 
Lee. Tickets at Sight and Sound. 
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NORTHERN TAEKWON-DO ACADEMY 
David Burk 
I f  ~'IV'~---=. ~ X\ |,TF. Cerlilied 2nd Degree Black Belt 
11 ~ ~.>~ L~p.~/a+2.l} Instructor 
11+11 Free 1-877-747-8080 
d 
Present this card to receive one I'ree lesson! 
MacKay's Funeral Service Ltd. 
, .'.'-k, rving qbrrace, Kitimat, Smilhers & Prince I,,uperl 
Monuments Concerned personal 
Bronze  P laques  sea, ice in the Northwest 
l Terrace Crematorium ' since 19.16 
4626 Davis Street 
Terrace, B.C. V8G lX7 
/A ~A=~d .S~N:e Phone 635-2444 • Fax 635-635-2160 24 hour pager 
Hayden 
I ' ER  Ft./a~,C Eo  K I T I /~1 A T  
PR I Iq lC ;E  RUFF- -Re  T ~ oaryl MaKK 
with 
Tony Binns J 
Best Western Terrace inn 
April 19th and 20th, 2002 
Friday 9:30pro, Sat. 7 8 9:30prn 
Tickets $15 
,Our off icial t icket outlet, is . . . . .  | I t lE l  I~IBIP- :..' 
4718A LazelLe Ave 
l April fooling 
FAKEI The Dricos kids, Alana, 3 (from left), Elizabeth, almost 7, and bro- 
ther Stephan, 4, and sister Alana, 3, try the handle on this door separa- 
ting the Terrace Plaza parking lot from the McDonald's. A closer look re- 
veals someone - possibly an April Fool's Day. prankster - has installed a 
fake doorknob and hinges that don't work, creating the illusion that the 
door works. It doesn't, It was closed permanently several years ago, Pe- 
destrians in search of a shortcut between the two parking lots now 
squeeze between the fence and a shrub. 
Concert 
Featuring 
I 
R.E.M. Lee Theatre 
Saturday, April 13th, 2002 
7:30 pm 
$10 General Admission 
Tickets available at Sight & Sound in the Skeena Mall ' 
British Columbia Music Educators' 
l Association ~ . 
I 
i 
' * L+'L+ c+'~'""~ 
~|  Purchase Financing 
for 36 months PLUS 
~ 1  No Payments for 90 days 
- - " -  Ha Tnterest for 60 days 
on oll modelstt 
+++:,+~ RZDA PROTEGE [X):~i/ :: cash purchase from lease from 
$16,975 [] $199* 
per month148 months 
• 130 hp., 2.0L DOHC engine 
• Class-leading interior room 
• AWFH/CO stereo s/stem 
(~+~<~ 20 02. ~ . . .~  
BEST NE~+~ 
cash purchase from lease from 
N$2C,77S [] $249" 
per month/48 months 
• 130 hp., 2.0L DOHC engine 
• Rear disc brakes with 
Anti-lock Broke System (fiBS) 
• AHIFHICD stereo system 
+ECONOMY CAR OF TH~:~AR' 
;I:++H OTO Re N G 2002+) 7/ 
v* +~+ '+~ ' • ' * +++'" • / + ++'  
~, +~ ~1 IAZDA PROTEGES !~+ i,,++; +
ROADSZDE ASSZSTRNCE PROGRAN EskobouttheMozdopeoceofmindpomtsestenda'doneverynewHo"lo ( ~  
14 FI Z D A L E A D E R S H 1 P W A R R FIN TY Ask ~mt our outstanding comprehensive enclpowedroinwarrantycoverage, www.mSZdll.Ce 
THORNHILL HAZDR. 3040 Hwy 16 E • Phone 250-635-7286 
D7041 
GREDuRTES GET RN RDDITIONRI. $750 OFF PURCHASE OR LEASE 
I - - '~ '~ '~I  orfert ovedoble on retod/lurchesetlleoSel Ifi plrfioeltlnt vehlcrcs from Nerch I, 1007 roe 4 limited tJmt eel r It/$e ln l  rifllflc¢ 0 ii.( fir quill|Sial cmtemw$ eel, Me interest CEil|el wJl Reel r eurin| tel rifle SO dl~ erie, 
" " "  urcMser lo l ls  de see ore p# t ¢ to m vlh+¢ l II e fil r ts i t  4Ws ~ e i star to act  ge end the ~IUtChl+el well repel  ,lace II e*d IMet l l tmlMhl  l~ I t  the term of the Clnt(lC| S I I% rl(*llStl l l re l  ivOJllble o* l i l  lOOt 
1o,i+~'+6+t Ec  J l t . , ,o . . , . ,  ...... e,T,+o,. **,,. ,I. ....... ,,. r. ,,0 o .  0, t , , . . .  ,,..o,,,.,,,,s. e . . . .  ,.. c o,. ,. h , .  h ,., . ,+ , . , . r , ,e .+, . . . . . , .  e , .o . , . , . . , , :  +rr , . . .+.s , . . . , . , , ,  ....... +, 
$ 3+ 1 9 . . n u y * trim P ! t f: et 
I Jrl+te,d*+Utln¢l, tO l l l  I r~dlther| lOtettP+Ofl J ( l l l t l l  l l e l l l+mwsl l l / l l l e  ~+OliltS ~I l~Clnt tO|b lC lmblne l l  Se l le r+e l la  i t f |e~l l$  us|r l  i mo|elollrlltlretl+ttll,~lllrtdo¢ uldmoll lPtmfffn|  l l e l l lC t~ lSth lwn 
1 '800, 
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ROB BROWN 
Trout Travels 5 
B y the time Kenny had suited up and 
made his way back to the riverbank 
the sun was climbing above the moun- 
tains. The valley was slowly filling 
with light that was filtered by a mist 
and broken by the trees before it reached the 
river leaving the surface of the water brindled. 
As he took a few steps into the river, a dark 
crimson fish quivered as if it had suffered an 
electric shock and bolted under bars of shadow 
before disappearing into greener water. 
Old coho, thought Kenny. He waded to his 
knees, stripping line from his reel. He lifted the 
rod smoothly, hauled sharply on the line and 
sent it behind him. He brought he rod forward, 
enjoying its flex and the sound it made as it 
sliced through the cool air, with a crisp snap of 
his wrist he brought it to the rear once again, 
then pulled sharply down with his left hand as 
he brought he rod to the front once more, send- 
ing the fly fifty feet over the water this time, 
where it landed gently, leaving a small ring just 
downstream of the place where the startled sal- 
mon had vanished. 
More black and blood red fish scattered be- 
fore him as Kenny worked downstream rhyth- 
mically. The rugged rocks set down along the 
far bank to keep the Vedder off the bottom land 
that had been stolen from it then converted to 
fields, were the only structure in this stretch of 
river. The bottom was sand and pea-sized gra- 
vel. 
Kenny felt a pull. The weight at the end of 
the line ,was nearly dead. He pumped and re- 
eled. In a minute an expiring coho - a big red 
male with a black head, a large, black, aquiline 
head and milt dripping from its vent - lay 
twitching at his feet. The dying beast under- 
scored the unappealing aspects of the place. 
Kenny pried the hook from the fish's toothy jaw 
with his forceps. With the toe of his waders he 
gently pushed the brute back into the river then 
made his way back to the truck. 
At Vedder Crossing the character of the river 
changed again. Here there were rocks and rif- 
fles, but, curiously, no fishermen. 
The day had lost its"cold edge. Heat waves 
shimmered above the road. Kenny rolled down 
the window. The road was paved for long way 
and well graded after that. 
After a stop to consult the map, he deter- 
mined that he'd passed a creek called Tamahi 
and was on his way to another called Slesse. 
After driving some ten miles he slowed and 
pulled into an obviously well used parking area 
near a small creek he hadn't noticed on the 
map. Kenny had no trouble finding the trail to 
the river. At first, it was narrow and tightly con- 
fined a tunnel through dense brush, with a 
musty, sweet smell that, along with the hot 
damp air suggested a marsh nearby. Gradually 
' the path opened wide revealing a long breath- 
' taking run with a long series of rapids roaring off 
into the distance behind it. 
Kenny started in immediately, swimming his 
fly through the blue water, mending llne to slow 
down its drift. He didn't notice the man sitting 
on a log next to the tailout until the fellow was 
almost within range of his back cast. 
"You're too early," the man said. "You're 
after steelhead, I can tell by your equipment," 
he added, "and you're a month too soon for the 
earliest of them." 
"You fish here a lot?" asked Kenny. 
"Not any more," was the reply. 
"There are too many fishermen ow and not 
very many fish," said the man, taking his cap 
off his head and running his left had through a 
thick gray hair. 
Kenny reeled in and sat down on a large 
smooth boulder. He lit a cigarette. He offered 
one to the old man, who took it. 
"I grew up not so far from here," said the 
older man. "It was heaven for a boy. On some 
summer mornings we rode our horses to the high 
mountain lakes. We rode on trails that cut 
through fields full of wild flowers so tall and so 
covered with dew that our legs would be soaked 
when we reached the other side of them. 
We fished trout in those little, high Bltitude 
lakes. We hunted moose and deer in winter, 
geese and ducks in the fall. We grew our own 
vegetables and our own fruit too. And, we killed 
fish: so many fish, me, my friends - all of us - 
that I'm ashamed to talk about it. Even the guys 
that abided by the limits killed too many be- 
cause the limits were too damn high. It was 
slaughter." 
KennY extended his hand. " I 'm Kenny 
Corbett." 
"Morris Theme," the older man shook it. 
"So..,the fishing is no good now?" 
"Terrible," the old guy leaned forward. His 
eyes were an intense pale blue, 
To be continued..,. 
Tumble time 
THE TERRACE Peaks gymnastics club sent five gymnasts to sica Ames, 10, Nicole. Pelletier, 10, Maria Schulmeister, 14, 
the B.C. gymnastics championships last weekend. It's the big- Erica Dykes, 12, and Siobhan Sloan McMullen, 12, competed 
gest competitive meet of the year for the young tumblers. Jes- at the event. SARAH A. ZIMMERMAN PHOTO. 
Terrace teens try out for 
Best Ever hockey team 
THREE TERRACE ban- Amos coached bantam final cut for the northwest 
tam ;hockey players a re  hockey in Terrace this team . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
among 46 boys invited to year and is one of the as- Two coaches, two 
attend this weekend's try- sistant coaches for the scouts and two special 
outs for the northwest Best Ever team. evaluators all watch the 
B.C.'s Best Ever hockey If the three local boys try-outs to spot the top 
team. are chosen for the north- players. 
The Best Ever program west team they'll be play- "That's the whole thing 
comes out of B.C. amateur ing against some of the - we try to make it as 
hockey and is a way for best young hockey players transparent as possible," 
scouts from western Cana- in the province. Amos says. 
da to watch young up and "The boys here will The B.C. Cup is being 
coming hockey players in have to perform well to held in Kitimat - and the 
action, make the cup," Amos says north - for the first time 
The northwest team will of this week's try-outs, ever. 
play at the prestigious B.C. "For some of them this "There will be lots of 
Cup which will be held in may be as far as they go is scouts out there - B.C. Ju- 
Kitimat May 2-5. getting an invite to the try- nior League, Western 
Kyle Leblond, Chad out for elite type hockey." Hockey League and all of 
Casper and goaltender With boys from 100 the scouting staff from 
Brad Norwood are the Mile house north to B.C. Amateur hockey," 
three local teens going to Whitehorse and east to Amos explains. 
the tryout in Prince George Fort St. John vying for 20 From the six teams 
Apr. 12-14. spots on the northwest playing at the B.C. Cup 46 
"They get two practices team the competition players will be chosen to 
and they do some scrim- looks to be tough, attend a summer camp 
mages and we pick the top Amos says he'll have where a team will be se- 
20 kids from that," says limited decision making lected for next year's Ca- 
John Amos. power in who makes the nada Winter Games. 
Sports Scope 
Thirty-one for two  . . . . . . . . .  
CRIBBAGE players were pegging up a storm in 
Prince Rupert Mar. 30 as the playoffs for the Zone 10 
B.C. Senior Games got under way. 
Sixteen teams took part in the playoffs - the first of 
many which determine who goes to the games in 
Prince George this coming August. 
The A-Team honours go to Anna Hrychuck and 
Vera McKenzie of Terrace. And the B-Team winners 
- Roberta Perry and Jean Cunningham - also hailed 
from Terrace. 
The C-Team winners came from Prince Rupert -
Ron Basso and Sharon Maguire. 
Tennis gets into swing 
THE TERRACE Tennis Club is officially opening 
for another season this Saturday at the Halliwell Ten- 
nis Courts.Play gets under way at 1:30 p.m. And the 
club is always looking for new members. 
"We had a number of new people join the club last 
year and we're hoping to continue to grow," says 
club member Dighton Haynes. 
Every Sunday the club features social tennis, where 
every 25 minutes play is stopped and groups are 
mixed up. The club meets on Tuesday and Thursday 
nights as well from 6 p.m. until dusk. 
For more information about the tennis club and 
tournaments planned for the season call Dighton 
Haynes at 635-2925 or Ada Sarsiat at 635-9695. 
THE JOHN KENNEDY rink shows of the Loggers Bonsplel trophy. 
Loggers spiel caps off 
 utstanding season 
JOHN Kennedy's rink 
earned top spot at this 
year's popular Loggers 
Bonsplel at the Terrace 
curling rink. 
The 47th annual event 
caps off a very successful 
season for local curlers. 
The Kennedy rink con- 
sisting of John Kennedy 
skipping, Dale Walker, 
Richard Blanes and Mike 
Wraight easily took top 
spot the A Event. The 
team went undefeated in 
the bonspiel, 
John Kennedy and Dale 
Walker were two members 
of the Legion Provincial 
champions which played 
at the national level Mar. 
21-24 in Hudson, Quebec. 
They won six games, lost 
three and finished third, 
The B Event was won 
by the Rob Brise team 
from Smithers. 
Ter race 's  juveni le 
team, the Michael Dahms 
rink, played very well only 
losing one game and win- 
ning the C Event, 
The Michael Dahms 
team will be attending the 
Canada Winter Games tn 
New Brunswick next year. 
The D Event was won 
by the Mitch Griffith team 
from Terrace. 
The popular men's ben- 
spiel was attended by 32 
teams including teams 
from Prince Rupert, Kiti- 
mat, Smithers and 
Houston. It was the last 
event for the curling club 
this season. 
The club enjoyed a very 
successful season having 
hosted the Senior Ladles 
Provincials in January and 
two teams from the Ter- 
race team winning provin- 
cial titles 
Stallion auction set 
Looking for love 
SPRING HAS sprung and 
that means love is in the 
a i r -  especially for horses. 
The Terrace Totem 
Saddle Club is hosting a 
Stallion auction this week- 
end which allows horse 
owners from around the 
north to choose quality 
stallions for breeding with 
mares. 
With 15 different stal- 
lions in attendance, orga- 
nizers are confident the 
match making event will 
be a success. 
Jolene McCormick is 
one of the organizers for 
the event and she says 
when it comes to breeding 
time is of the essence. 
Mares are best bred in 
the spring time as their 
gestation petted lasts 
about 11 months, meaning 
new foals will come into 
the world around this time 
next year. 
Mares are generally 
brought o the stallion for 
breeding and McCormick 
says there's not much win- 
ing and dining that takes 
place. 
"There's actually not a 
lot of romance involved 
it's about 10 seconds and 
it's over," she says laugh- 
ing. 
This year's auction fea- 
tures five quarter horses, 
one thoroughbred, a Paint 
horse, one Miniature 
Donkey, two Miniature 
Stallions, one Morgan, one 
Welsh Pony and three Ar- 
abian Stallions. 
McCormick added 
many of the owners are 
also bringing their stal- 
lions' foals and yearlings 
to be viewed. 
She says horse breeders 
are a picky lot and the 
auction is a good chance 
for owners to hand choose 
stallions. 
The auction takes place 
at 1 p.m. at the Thornhiil 
Fair Grounds. 
Stallion viewings begin 
at 11 a.m, 
All money from "the 
auction goes towards the 
Skeena Valley Exhibition 
Arena fund. 
,,..:: 
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DEADLINE: FRIDAY 4 P.M.  
Display,  Word  Classi f ied and Classif ied D isp lay  
ADVERTISING DEADLINES: When a stat hol iday falls 
on a Saturday, Sunday or Monday, the deadl ine is 
Thursday at 4 p.m. for all display and classified ads. 
TERRACE STANDARD, 3210 CLINTON STREET 
TERRACE, B.C. V8G 5R2 www.terracestandard.com 
All classified and classified display ads MUST BE PREPAID by 
either cash, VISA or Mastercard. When phoning in ads please 
have your VISA or Mastercard number ready. 
WORD ADS RUN IN Terrace Standard & Weekend Advertiser 
1 Week (Standa,d & Advertiser) ~ ( m ¢  gs GO13 
3 weeks  (Standard & Advertiser) $26.75"(,~c ~.Ts aST) 
• Additional words (over 20) 25¢ PER WORD PLUS GST 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY ADS CONFIDENTIAL BOX SERVICE 
$12.88 per column inch ' Pickup $5.00 Mail out $10.00 
(BIRTHDAY/ANNIVERSARY/CARD OF THANKS/OBITUARIES ! 
IN MEMORIUM/CHURCHES/NON PROFIT GROUPS) $8.40 c.in 
4g LEGAL ADVERTISING ................................ $14.98 per column inch 
WORD ADS ON ACCOUNT 
Word Ads charged on account are subject o a service fee of 
$4.75 per Issue, plus GET ($10.17 per week). 
For regional coverage place your display ad in the 
weekend edition of the Weekend Advertiser. 
105 
ANNOUNCEMENT 
Classificationst 
ANNOUNCEMENTS 616 COMMERCIAL 
) US ANNOUNCEMENTS 628 FOR SALE OR RENT 
I I O ANNIVERSARIES 636 HOUSES FOR RENT 
120 BIRTHDAYS 640 MISC FOR RENT 
12S CHURCH 644 MOBILE HOMES 
130 COMING EVENTS 648 ROOM & BOARD 
135 ENGAGEMENT/ 656 SHARE 
WEDDINGS ACCOMMODATK3N 
145 IN MEMORIAM 660 STORAGE 
I S0 LEGAL NOTICES 668 TOURIST 
I SS OBffUARIES ACCOMMODA|K~S 
160 TENDERS 676 WANTED TO RENT 
16S THANKS 680 WAREHOUSES 
PERSONAL REAL ESTATE 
210 BUSINESS PERSONALS 7OS ACREAGES/LOTS 
230 LOST & FOUND 715 COMMERCIAL PROPERTY 
240 PERSONALS 730 FOR SALE BY OWNER 
MERCHANDISE 73S HOUSES 
745 MOBILES 
31S AUCHONS 75S OPEN HOUSE 
330 COMPUTERS 770 WANTEO 
355 FURNITURE 
360 GARAGE SALES AUTOMOTIVE 
36S MISC FOR SALE BIO CARS FOR SALE 
380 TIMBER 81S TRUCKS FOR SALE 
395 WANTED 820 VANS FOR SALE 
PETS / FARM RECREAIIONAt 
410 FARM EQUIPMENT 854 AIBC RAFT 
42S LIVESTOCK 
435 PETS 858 AI~S 
862 BOATS / MARINE 
INDUSTRY 866 MOTORCYCLES 
460 EQUIPMENT 870 RV'S CAMPERS 
470 LOGGING/TIMBER 874 RV'S 5TH WHBELS 
480 MACHINERY 878 RV'S MOTORHaMES 
EMPLOYMENT 882 RV RENTALS 
510 BUSINESS 890 SNOWMOBILES 
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520 CAREERS SERVICES 
S3O EDUCATION 910 BUILDING SERV1CES 
S40 HELP WANTEe 912 CARPENTRY 
S7O TUTORING 914 CHILD CARE 
SS0 WORK WANTED 920 CONSTRUCTION 
RENTAL 932 HANDYMAN 
604 APARTMENTS 936 JANITORIAL 
608 BASEMENT SUITE 944 MISC SERVICES 
612 CABINS/COTTAGES 
The Terrace Standard reserves the right o classify ads under appropriate headings and to set rates therefore and to determine page Iocalion. 
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13  
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27 .55  
1 8 .59  
28 .89  
STANDARD 
155 OBITUARIES 
14 
19  
..*5 
10  
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2~.7~ 
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27 .82  
16 .85  17 .12  
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For  longer  ao  ] lease use  a separate  sheet  
Phone Fax  
638-7283 638-8432 
135 ENGAGEMENTS/WEDDINGS 
z•NIRVANA METAPHYSIC & HEALING CENTRE 
'~You ARE THE CREATOR 
~:!! OF YOUR OWN LIFE' : 
OPEN CHANNEL, TAROT, 
PALM READINGS, METAPHYSICAL/ 
TRANSFORMATIONAL COUNSELLING 
LAUREL BALLARD Mscd. Phd, 
KAMLOOPS CHAPTER invites 
you to our "Healthy Celiac" 
Seminar Saturday April 27102. 
10:00 am - 4:00 pro. Full gospel 
Church. 1550 Tranquille Road. 
Kamloops, B.C. FMI on cost 
/reclistration. Call 250-372-9564 
Audr ie  and  Ha,~o~ 
to annoureee the er~, 
Jode z 
Ron 
~ ~ son of  y race  and  
, ~11 Cottonwood Cres., Th0rnhill, 635'71 
RecreationC'O'R'E'Education) II . . . . . . . . . . . .  (Conservation Outdoor J 
Fireerm Safety CourseJ ~ ~  ~. Jody and Dr. ;~on 
will begin I 
Apri118' J 1' ~ ,~ i~. ,~ ...... ; .:;,~ . ..... * .: .,. 
riroarm Safety • lnlmal Idonlincollon I 
Bird Identification • Ethics I I I t 
Hunting Laws & Regulations I 
This 24 hr course prepares I~e student [or I 
the 2 exams vJnkh are necessary Ioobtain I
the B.C. Hunk.we Number. This number is I 
required b dobin a bkj game hunllng I 
Ikence & is ~essary 1o apply fa" J aLimitedEnlP/Lkence. I to all who helped and at tended the 
This will be my last class offo'ed before Ihe I Whitt ingtonlMenure wedding.  . 
LIMITED ENTRY SEASON J Your thoughtfulness was very much appreciated. 
Register TODAY! J 
PhoneJOHNHAIIFYot "'~=~sl~%J July 28/01 to Dec. 20 /01  as short lived as it was. 
635-6542  a.k Yo.  
There is llmil~d class space so call t0dayl J A.  Vf l l i t t ington 
I You We'come / 
I Wagon Hostess for /
J Terrace, B.C. is: l a.thy | for 161Cs 9286J providing the resources to the 
Metis Provincial Council of BC 
J If you are new to l 
I Terrace or having a I for fund ing  of  the recent 
i baby, please call Your J  "Computer  Pro f ic iency  Program"  
J Welcome Wagon J t ra in ing course through 
In terconnect  in Terrace. hostess for your free ) 
~f i s  and in fo rmat io~ 
IACE MAN BECOMES A FIREFIGHTER 1 
orza was born in Terrace, Briti, 
}74. He attended elementary se 
d on to Skeena Junior Second~ 
Caledonia Secondary School in 
fall of ~99~ Jason travelled to R 
University of Nevada, the air 
~d father. He graduated in z, 
Business Management achievin[ 
average throughout his studie 
d to become a member of sev 
eties upon commencement. Ja~, 
ral summers working and man 
..k trips into the Mammoth 
is of the Sierra Nevada 
Range before deciding to apply 
tion as a firefighter with the 
fire departments. In September 
]son applied along with ~4oo 
licants for one of seven posi- 
ted. In November he was noti- 
had been selected to enter the 
~my in December, 2ooL He 
~gh several months of gruelling 
ad graduated at the top of his 
larch 8, 2002. The graduation 
~nded by state Senators, 
mn and municipal representatiT 
currently stationed at a f ireh,, , .  I 
~vada Ca suburb of Reno). J 
ieiving his badge, which was pinned on by his mother, Jason stated that he J 
troud and honored to be a fireman with the Sparks Fire Department, He J 
d with the audw~ce his love of Canada nd his pride in being raised in l 
ritish Columbia prior to his move to Reno. J 
Frances J. Nickle-Knaap 
Born December 13, 1939, North Bay, 
)nlurio. Suddenly passed away 
February 27, 2002 in Vancouver el Ihe 
age at 62 yams. Sadly missed by her 
doughier Bey & husband Harold 
Monlgomery, grundthildren Dustin & 
Faro, of Terrnce, 8[. Her son Russell 
Gowon and Veto Wallace of Nova S(olia. 
Her sisler Susan NJckle & husband Rod 
Meredilh, nephew Alex of Torruce, BC 
and ell of her loving friends in 
Vancouver, BE. homes left us to join her 
parents Alvin & Dorothy Hickle, her hus- 
band Jan Knaap and her youngest son 
Brenlon Alvin Gowan. A memorial serv. 
ice was held March 4, 2002 al Ihe ftrsl 
United Church in Vancouver. 
The Monlgomery, Gowan and 
Meredilh families wauld like to express 
lheir appreciation Io everyone lhal has 
shown lheir kindness and supporl 
lhreugh Ihls lime of sorrow. 
"Iradlllon$ ore a blg pad of my 
culture, Unfotlunalely, Beis 
diabetes." 
Sarnle, First Na!iot~ counsellor 
HELP SOMEONE YOU KNOW, 
CALL I.seO.EANrlNG 
¢/~IAOIAH ASIO¢IAIHON 
DIAB[TES ¢AeC4Dl[tlNg 
B J  ASOOClAClO~I J OU [aAORT[ 
www.dlabefel,ca 
f 
William Gavin Monro ~i, 
Emil) 
May 7, 1944 March 31, 2002 
Bill passed away peacefully 
at Mills Memorial Hospital, 
Terrace, B.C. after a 15 month 
illness. " ! 
He is predeceased by his 
parents, Val and Arthur 
Monro and survived by his 
loving wife Jacky and dear 
children Kelly (Lia) Monro, 
Ryan (Matreya} Monro, 
Shevaune Monro, (Murray 
Battiston, Dan Monro (Pam 
Visentin), Genevieve Monro, 
and four grandsons Phoenix, 
Blake, Connor and Louis. 
Also survived by brother 
Jim Monro (Liz Walker) and 
sisters Peggy Monro and 
Shelda Fleet (Ray). 
On Thursday, April 4, 2002 
at 3:30 p.m. a memorial serv- 
ice ,'was held for family and 
friends at Thornhill Community 
Church, Terrace, B.C. 
Bill's sense of humour and 
pleasant disposition will be 
missed by many where he 
ved and worked. 
J 
Earl will be sadly missed by J 
his son Nathan, loving com- J 
panion Marg, all his many | 
friends, Mother, family and | 
friends in New Brunswick. | 
wi l l  be  alwa~ls In] 
o~r hearts 
CITY OF TERRACE 
PUBLIC NOTICE OF INTENTION 
ROAD CLOSURE & ROAD EXCHANGE 
TAKE NOTICE THAT, pursuant o Section 525 & 527 of the Local 
Government Act, the Council of the City of Terrace intends to stop 
up and close that portion of highway (the "Closed Road") marked 
as "Closed Road" and shown hatched on Ihe accompanying 
drawing and exchange the "Closed Road" for that portion of land 
marked "Road" and shown in heavy black outline on the accom- 
panying drawing. 
'~ :~ 4" ;  .,,~.,r 
p I I ; ' ;E ; J J / - /Y  
THE PROPOSED ROAD CLOSURE & EXCHANGE BYLAW MAY BE 
INSPECTED between the hours of 8:30 a.m. to 4~30 p.m., each 
day, from Wednesday, April 10111, 2002, to .Mondayr May 13111, 
2002 inclusive, excluding Saturdays and Sundays in the reception 
area at the Cily of Terrace Public Works Building at 5003 Graham 
Avenue, Terrace, B.C., 
THIS NOTICE IS GIVEN IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE LOCAL 
GOVERNMENT ACT, R.S.B.C., 1996, 'AND AMENDM- '~ 
THERETO. 
TAKE NOTICE and be governed accordingly. 
RaN POOLE, 
Chief Administrative Officer 
Not i ce  to  Fores t ry  
Consu l t ing  Cont rac tors  
TEL /Mu l t iphase  ~M~H~ 
Deve lopment -Request  fo r  
Express ion  o f  In teres t  
Forestry Timber Planning and Layout 
The Ministry of Forests, Lakes DJstdct is establishing a Select 
List of pre-qualified contractors who will be invited to participate 
in subsequent Invitations to Tender for multi-phase timber sate 
development contracts during the term from April 31, 2002 to 
March 31, 2003. The work will include, but not be limited to the 
following activities; probing, road and block location, road and 
block layout, Silviculture prescdptions, timber cruising and 
compilations, GPS work, Microstation mapping, Arc Into/View 
mapping, and archaeological recess. Only those contractors 
having been prequaliUed will be Invited by select invitation to 
compete for these contracts. 
Contractors interested in being evaluated for inclusion on the 
Select List are invited to obtain a pre-qualiflcation Information 
package containing further details of the proposed project, the 
pre-qualification mandatory requirements and complete 
Instructions for submission of an Expression of Interest. 
Irfformation packages may be obtained at no charge from the: 
Ministry of Forests 
Lakes Forest District 
Bag 3500 
185 Yellowhead Highway 
Burns Lake, BC 
VOJ lEO 
Attention: Dtane Popovitch, Contract Services Clerk or lan 
Brown, SBFEP Assistant Forester 
Telephone: (250) 692-2200 or Fax: (250) 692'7461 
E-mall: D]~ne.Pocovitch@_aemsl ._aov.be.ca or 
l~n.Brown @aems7.9ov.bo.ca 
Expressions of Interest will be received until 2:00 p.m. (local 
time) on April 19, 2002, Submissions must be in accordance 
with the terms and conditions specified in the Information 
package. No further advedlsing will take place. 
Submission of a pre-quaiiflcatlon application does not 
guarantee inclusion on a resulting short Ile, t of pre-qualified 
contractors. The ministry reserves the right to limit the 
number of pre-qualifled contractors Invited to compete on a 
subsequent contract. 
The ministry may reject late submissions. 
This solicitation la subject o Chapter 5 of the Agreement 
on internal Trade. 
I" 
F f '~ 
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MISCELLANEOUS 
FOR SALE  :' 
, .. ., . 
WAREHOUSEMAN'S 
LIEN ACT 
Take notice that pursuant to 
section 192 o[ Ihe "Motor 
Vehicle Act" a 1989 Cavalier 
Serial #1G1JF11T517100245 
will be sold by closed bids at 
S.K.B. Auto Salvage (1985) 
Ltd. on April 19, 2002 to sat- 
is[,/the indebtedness of Justin 
Briand in the sum of 
$4,763.20. Please call [or a 
viewing appointment at 2.50- 
635-2333. Offer must be 
submitted in writing to S.K.B. 
Auto Salvage (1985) Ltd. 
3690 Duhan Rd., Terrace, 
6.C. V8G 3Z9. Highest or 
any offer not necessarily 
accepted. 
BRr:rL~H CALLING FOR TENDERS FOR .,.,t~, (~ 
COLUMBIA MISCELLANEOUS CRUISE COMPILATIONS ~=,.a 
CONTRACT SBF03DKM-003 
Sealed Tenders for the Miscellaneous Cruise Compilations, Contracl No. SBF03DKM- 
003, under the "13mbor Sale Pmgraml will be reed!veal by the DislriCl Manager, 
Minislq/ot Foresls, Kalum Forosl DIstricl, 200.5220 Keith Avenue, Terrace, B.C,, V8G 
1L1, until 9:00 a .m.  on April 19, 2002, 
All inquiries hould be dgectod to Chris Lind, Contracl Coordinator, at Iho above 
address. Phone (250) 638.5100, Contract particulars package can be obtained et the 
Kalum Forest District Office between 8:00 a,m. and 4130 p.m., Monday to Friday. 
No tender will b0 considered having any qualilying clauses whalsoever, and the low- 
ost or any tondm will not necessarily be accepted. 
Conlracl award is subject Io funding being available althe Umo. 
~E INV ITAT ION TO TENDER 
GREIG AVENUE & ATWOOD STREET 
RECONSTRUCTION CONTRACT 
Tender documents for full roadway reconstruction and 
associated works on Greig Avenue (Atwood Street to 
Clinton Street) and Atwood Street (Greig Avenue to Lakelse 
Avenue) are available from April 10th, 2002, af the Public 
Works Building, 5003 Graham Avenue, Terrace, weekdays 
between the hours o[ 8:30 a.m. and 4:30 p.m., for a non- 
re[undable lee of $25.00. 
A mandatory site visit will take place at 9:00 a.m., April  
18th, 2002 at the intersection of Greig Avenue and 
Alwood Street. 
Tenders to close at 2:00 p.m. on Thursday, April  25th, 
2002. 
PUBL IC  REVIEW AND COMMENT MinistP/of ( ~  
~BEr~H ON THE PROPOSED SBFEP  Forests 
LOLUMS[A 2002-2006 FOREST DEVELOPMENT PLAN 
Notice is hereby given that the Kalum Forest District's Small Business Forest Enterprise 
Program proposed 2002-2006 Forest Development Plan (FDP) is available for public 
review and comment. The plan proposes operations in the: 
• Kalum TSA (Weewanie Creek, Kitimat River Valley, west of Dasque Creek, lower 
Skeena near Exchamsiks River, Thunder Bird, Sandur-Airport area, Deep 
Creek Community Watershed, Kleanza Lake, Skeena West, lower Kalum 
River, Rosswood, Red Sand Lake); 
• NassTSA (West Nass-Harper/Arbor, Vandyke, Bonney Lake, Kwinageese River, 
Kotsinta-Kwinageese ast); 
• TFL#1 (Limonite Creek, Nogold Creek); and 
• TFL #41 (Danube Bay, North Hirsch Creek) .  
The proposed FDP shows the location and orderly deve lopment  of proposed 
harvesting, road development, maintenance, and deactivation required for the term of 
this plan. The plan also includes information on the maintenance and protection of other 
non-timber resource values in the area, It is available for review and comment by 
resource agencies and the public before the Ministry of Forests puts the plan into effect. 
The proposed plan is made available for review and comment to provide the opportunity 
to address concerns of the public and resource users. The Forest Development Plan 
will be available for review at the dates, times and locations listed below: 
April 10, 2002 to June 10, 2002 Ministry of Forests - Kalum Forest District Office 
(Monday to Friday, 8:00 am to 4:00 pm) #200-5220 Keith Ave, Terrace, BC 
April 10, 2002 to June 10, 2002 
(regular operating hours) 
Terrace Public Library 
4610 Park Avenue, Terrace, BC 
If interested parties are unavailable to review the proposed plans during the above 
times, arrangements can be made to review the plan at a time convenient for them. If 
you. would like to discuss' the proposed plan~.~ith a SBFEP representative please 
contact tile Ka]um ~stnct off ce to arrange a mee'ting. 
Please forward any comments, questions or concerns in writing, by no later than June 
10, 2002, to David Nicholson, R.P.F. at the Ministry of Forests, 200-5220 Keith Avenue, 
Terrace, BC. E-mail: Dave.Nicholson@gemsl.gov.bc.ca, Ph: 250-638-5124, Fax: 250- 
638-5176. 
:: : ::540.HELP :::::,: 
• ::: : : :WANTED ::i::i-::.: 
~?540HELP  i:. :. 
':.':' : , : : i :  : : " : "  . :  ::: . 
I WOULD like to take this op- 
portunity to thank the citizens 
and the businesses of your 
community for the outstanding 
support they have given to the 
Heart and Stroke Foundation of 
BC & Yukon during this years 
campaign. Terry Runions, Area 
Coordinator NWC. 
BOOKKEEPING SERVICES: 
Set up and maintenance of your 
small business requirements. 
Serving the Northwest for over 
9 veers. Phone 250-635-9592 
FREE CREDIT counselling con- 
solidate debts, one low monthly 
payment, eliminate or reduce 
interest, rebuild your credit rat- 
ing, Credit Counselling Society 
of B.C., Non profit service. 1- 
868-527-8999. 
LOST: MAN'S felt hat with 
beaded buckskin hat band. 
Please call anytime. 250-635- 
6661 
LOST: MEN'S wallet. Billabong 
on the front, black rubberized 
with maroon trim. Reward. 
Phone 250-635-1971 
LOST: UPLANDS horseshoe 
area. Female Boxer. Comes to 
the name of Brook. Tan and 
white 2 1/2 years old. Friendly, 
Greatly missed by family. Re- 
ward offered Call 250-638- 
0491. 
THREE PIECE wedding ring 
lost around town. Engraved in- 
side band.. Reward offered 
phone eveninq 250-635-0093. 
CANADA'S BEST 24 hour. 1 
on 1 (18yrs+) 1-888-913-8122 
from $2.40/min. Credit card bill- 
ing, 1-900-870-7647, (all new 
girls) $3.99/min. New manage- 
ment 
EVAHLY RAYS 
LIVE PSYCHICS 
Voted most  accurate  
by  customers.  Pol ice 
use usl Relat ionships? 
Spouse cheat ing? 
Get t ing  lover  back?  
1-900-451-4055 
18+ $2.99/min 
DON'T WORRY be happyl #1 
Psychics - Accurate and caring 
Mystical Connections. 
$2.99/min. 1-900-677-5872 or 
Visa/Me 1-877-478-4410. 18+ 
5am - 1am wwwmysticalcon- 
nections.ca 
GET BACK on trackll Bad cred- 
it? Bills? Unemployed? Need 
Money? We lendll If you own 
your own home - you qualify. 1- 
877-987-1420 www.pioneer- 
west.corn Broker/lender fees 
may applyl 
TWO SOLID maple dressers, 
one wood bookcase. 250-638- 
8296 
DESIGNER $3000 wedding 
dress. White strapless gown 
with extremely wide skirt. Per- 
fect for an elaborate wedding. 
Asking $1000. Please call 250- 
635-1712. 
Inventory Reduction 
AUCTION SALE 
Satui'day, April 13, 2002 
beginning at l l :00am 
At Terrace Equ ipment  Sales Ltd., 4441 Lakelse Ave. 
Terrace, BC 
New Inventory 
6 Toro Lawn Mowers 
2 Troybuilt Lawn Mowers 
Troybuilt Mulching Mower 
8 Toro Snow Blowers 
Tom Snow Blower Anaehments 
Taro 42 Inch Snow Blade 
Tom Yard Trailer 
2 BCS Rototillers 
BCS Potato Ridger 
2 Wolverine 17ft. Canoes 
Smoker Craft 17ft. Alum, Canoe 
2 14ft. Jon Boats 
12ft. Jan Boat 
3 Suzuki Water Puutps 
Stihl Cutoff Blades 
12ft. Round Solar Pool Cover 
Snowmobile Suits, Boots, 
& Jackets 
Snowmobile Module Helmets 
Snowmobile Helmets 
Snowmobile Covers & Accessories 
Snowmobile Windshields &
Backrests 
Motorcycle Part Accessories & 
Manuals 
Paddles, Oars, Tank, Cables 
Outboard Props & Pans 
Husqvama Parts 
Lister Parts 
Janmar Parts 
Yamaha Parts 
Echo Pans 
Tires-ATV-Motoreycle-Traetor 
Pickup Loading Ramps 
Pickup Rails & Racks 
Argo Bellypan 
Used Inventory 
Husqvama Snow Blower 
2 Husqvama 265 RX Brush 
Cutters 
4 Stihl Trimmers 
6 Weed Trimmers 
7 Power Saws 
3 Honda Generators 
Honda TR350 - ~.x4 ATV 
Honda 10 HP Motor 
Mikasa Jmnping Jack 
Mikasa Plate Tamper 
Honda Power Trowle 
3 Honda Lawn Mowers 
1998 Lowe 20ft. Pontoon 8oal 
with EZ Load Trailer 
Trailblazer Double Skidoo Trailer 
Johnson 25 HP Jet Outboard 
3 Outboards 
2 Johnson 45 HP Outboards. 
2 Honda CB550F Motorcycles 
2 Honda CB900F Motorcycles 
12 Used Lawnmowe~ 
Pickup Box Liner 
Chain Sharpener 
Fire Extinguisher Filling Equip. 
Plus many items too nUmerous tomention. 
Subject to Additions and Deletions 
Terms Cash 
Persons paying for major items with uncenified cheque may be 
required to leave items on the grounds until cheque clears the bank. 
DO YOU have DSS HU card 
that is looped? We can fix it for 
you. Programming also avail- 
able. Phone 250-635-9094 
FACTORY DIRECT kitchen 
cabinets - countertops, We ship 
throughout BC. Visit our web- 
site www.kitchensbo.com, For 
further links and complete infor- 
mation. Tel 1-800-336-1639 fax 
1-250-561-2250 
FLOORING COMPANY needs 
to sell inventory, laminate 
$.75sq/ft: oak unfinished 
$1.49sqft; oak/maple floating 
$3.50sqft; oak or maple prefin- 
ished. $2.49 sqft: tons more! 1' 
800-631-3342 or 604-888-6175 
ACCESS TO a computer? Earn 
$500 - $1500 p/t working ar- 
ound your current job. Earn 
$2000 - $5000+f/t. Make your 
hours. Call toll Free. 1-888-406- 
8851 or www.jointheonline- 
biz.com 
FITNESS FACILITY, 18 years 
in business. 5600 sqft. Serious 
inquiries only. Days 250-635- 
6146 
GOVERNMENT FUNDS, grants 
& loans information. For all 
business & farms. Call 1-800- 
505-8866 
NET $2800 a month secured. 
Pit - no selling, Clientele provid- 
ed. $9995 investment. For free 
info. 1.800-321-6126 (24 hrs) 
LOGGING TRUCKLOADS of 
firewood. Mixed Hemlock, AI- PAYDAY LOANS + cheque 
der, and Birch. $800 to Terrace. cashing turn key - since 1992. 
250-638-7290 Franchise available. 
www,checkstationcanada,com 
MOVING MUST sell ASAP vari- or call 1-604-522-7999. 
ous items freezer, ride-on lawn- 
mower/snowthrower, gas weed 
eater, snowblower (near new) 
88 Buick for parts and a boat 
with trailer plus household 
items, no reasonable offer re- 
fused. Can be reached at 250- 
635-9028 until April 3/02. First 
some first serve. 
NEW-TON-TEK, Direct TV Sa- 
lellite System Sales. We also 
program H-cards/Hu-cards. 
With private scripts, installa- 
tions. References supplied. 
Phone 250-846-9762 Fax 250- 
846-9760. emaili newlontek 
@ hotmail.com 
ONE YEAR old Yamaha con- 
sole piano 10 year warranty, 
tuning included, presently 
owned by piano teacher, white, 
like new condition. $3,800. 992- 
0947 
DRY FIREWOOD wanted. 
Phone 798-2555 leave mes- 
sage or 250-624-2023 collect. 
WANTED FREEZER burned 
meat, bones or fish for sled 
dogs. Will pick up 250-635- 
3772 
ELECTRIC FARM King grain 
grinder/roller. Asking $850 obo. 
Call 250-845-7707 
EXPERIENCE THE miniature 
horse. Loving animals less than 
34" tall. Breeding, show and 
beautiful "pets" available. Minia- 
ture dexter/zebu. Bull and Heif- 
er for sale. 250-546-9323 
FOR SALE: Raxsim Bull (prov- 
en breeder) available: May 27, 
2002. Can be semen tested, for 
information Asking $1750. Call 
Houston: 1-250-845-770 
TEST DRIVEl Unique opportun- 
ity to own and operate a 2002 
Pete with zero down. You must 
have rain. 2yrs flatdeck highway 
experience, able and willing to 
run Canada/USA and possess 
good references. Tom or Andre. 
800-663-0099 
WORK AT HOME ON-LINE 
Earn $500 - $1500P/'T', K$2000 
- $5000+/MO F/I'. YOU BE 
THE BOSS.Call 888-213-8946 
www.321 seethedream.com 
ATTENTION: PROFESSIONAL 
driver Training programs 
including long haul and moun- 
tain driver training. Career 
counselling and job placement 
available. Call Harry 1-877-763- 
8040 to start your new career 
today, MJ Bloomfield & Okana- 
clan University Colle.qe. 
TRAIN TO work in the comput- 
er industry. Network Techni- 
cian, Computer Technician, 
Programmer Analyst, Office Ad- 
ministrator. For program or 
student loan information, from 
our CDI College (Abbotsford 
Campus) Call toll free today 1- 
888-229-1555 
MICROSOFT CERTIFIED Boot- 
camp, MCSE/MCSA, A+, Net- 
work +work alongside systems 
engineers. Custom Hi-tech lab 
and classroom. True hands-on 
training on IBM Servers. 
www.kamtex.com or 250-828- 
0419 
A COMPUTER is a tool. Work 
from home. $25 - $75/hr. PUff 
log onto www.uandican- 
dream.com. 
LIVESTOCK HAULING, large ACCESS TO a computer? 
or small to auctions in B.C.and $600 - $1500 PT $5000 + FT. 
Alberta from farm gate to auc- Website: www.endlessmo- 
lion. Call Alfred 1-250-698- hies.com.. Toll free: 1-800-549- 
5126 7692. 
N.T. FALL Fair & Rodeo 
Livestock Auction, Fair Grounds 
Barriere, B.C. April 27th 10 am. 
Leslie 672-5207. Outdoor flea 
market. $7/space. Bring own 
table. 
ONE BULL, registered Gelvieh. 
two years old. For breeding pur- 
poses etc. For more info please 
call 250-635-3018. 
REGISTERED RED angus bulls 
and heifers for sale. Contact 
Giddings Bros., Telkwa, 250- 
846-5628 
REPLACEMENT TYPE heifers 
for sale 700-8001bs Red Angus 
cross. Phone 250-567-2725 or 
250-567-3266 
STEEL TUBING cut in lengths 
or gate and panel packages. 
Sizes: 1"-.45c/ft. 1 1/4" - .60c/ft. 
1 1/2"- .70c/ft. 1 3/4"- .80c/ft. 
2"- .90c/ft. 2 7/8"-$1.10/ft. 2 
3/8"- $1.00/ft. Phone 403-843- 
3370 
1989 UNIVISION Tridem Hiboy 
$10,500 or trade for single axle 
Jeep and pole trailer. 250-638- 
0214 
FORSALE BY BID North Cen- 
tral Bailliffs Terrace. 1999 John 
Deere 270 LC Excavator, 3700 
hrs, c.w 2 buckets, guarding, 
hydraulic thumb. 1999 Thomas 
Skidsteer T173 HLS Series 111 
Skidsteer Loader, 615 hrs full 
heated cab, auxilliary hydraulics 
c/w 1999 tandem trailer, bucket 
and 1999 Thomas Sweeper 
unit. 1994 Western Star Tractor 
Truck c/w 1994 Brodex Tri-axle 
log trailer, 1988 Clark 668D 
Skldder, 1969 TD Dresser 
Crawler. Call Gary at 250-635- 
0115 for bid form or 
www,northcentralbailiffs.bc.ca 
Northern Hearing & Safety Training 
WCB OFA Level 1 
Wed., April 17 ............................................................................. $85 
WCB OFA TRANSPORTAT ION ENDORSEMENT 
Thurs., April 18 ......................................................................... $85 
WCB OFA Level 3 £AREYBOGART. Instructor 
April 22-May 3 May 21-June 3 (Tues Start) .............. $659 
Adul t  Care ¢/w Level I 
Fri., April 19 ............................................................ $95  
WHMIS  -- Anytime via computer ................................. $50 
uGcess L i f  
Skills for S kpl in e • .-- . .  ace,%rie  
...... ¢111Q I11 II1~ vv Spring 2002 
LM'e Skfdr~ Work.qbops: 6:J0-9:30 p .m.  
Apr i l  30 & May  2 Communicat ion  Sk i l l s ,  6 hr.~ 
May 7 & 9 Bu i ld ing  Sell" E.~teem, 6 hrs  
May 14 Money Managemen, ,  3 h rs  
Cop ing  w i l l ,  Change ,  3 hrs  -- May 16 
May 21 & 23 Anger  Management  Intro,  6 hrs  
May 28 & 30 Ma inta in ing  Healtht,"  Re la t lnnst t tps ,  6 hrs  
June  4 Ba lanc ing  Emot ions .  3 h r~ 
June  6 Stress Management ,  3 h rs  
rune  I I Anger  i anagen len¢  Advanced ,  3 hra  
June 13 Conf l i c t  ][~esolul lon.  3 hrs  
~ploy~e~t  l~tl~ten~u~r Sktllmt d:30-9:30 p.X~l. 
J une  18 Emblem So lv ing  E,¢ Dec is ion  Mak ing  
June  20 F~rnp|oyev/I~.mployee Resp .ns l t ) t l l t i es  
E~¢pegta, Ions 
June  2S 1;~an't work  Sk i l l s  
J une  27 Hand l ing  Conf l i c t  in  t i le  ~/orkp lace  
El{re.tie pl'~-lr~4~ll~l" for e=¢h workshop at 631B-8108 
Sponsored by ~ NORTHWEST TRAINING LTD. 
Human ~ #2OL-4622 Greig Ave. 
Resources Terrace, Be 
Dovolopmenl 
Canada (250)  638-8108 
LOG OPERATION seeking to 
buy 60X60' fixed or mobile 
crane on reed-sized truck, Call 
Peter at: 250-847-3207 
THUNDERBIRD RANCH & 
Farm Equipment. Quality used 
sales & Iocaters - Hauling avail- 
able. Dave Crossan (250) 567- 
2607, 6km Mapes Road, Van- 
derhoof, B.C. 
WANTED STANDING TIMBER 
All species including hard- 
woods. Competitive prices, Ref- 
erences. Glen 250-638-0214 
ACCESS TO a computer? Put it 
to workl $1500+ part-time, 
$3000 - $5000 full-time. Call t- 
800-439-2037 www.truly'free- 
dom.com 
ACCESS TO a computer? 
Work at home online $500 - 
$1500/month P/t, $3000/month 
F/t. www.successabundance.- 
com 1-888-247-3370 
BELL 11 Lodge (Hwy 37 
North) Requires experienced 
Housekeeping and Front Desk 
staff for busy summer season. 
Full time. Available starting 
April, Fax resume 604-881- 
8330 
BRIAN DAFOE GMC in Merritt, 
B.C. is currently accepting 
applications for the position of 
autobody technician, inter- 
provincial or B.C. certified, paint 
experience an asset. Fax 
resume 250-378-4929 
CASUALS REQUIRED- Home 
Support Workers. Caring de- 
pendable individuals who have 
a Home Support Worker/Nurses 
Aide Certificate or a nursing 
background and enjoy working 
with clients in their homes. 
There is also weekend employ- 
ment available. Vehicle re- 
quired. Apply at Terrace Home 
Support Services, 4720 Hau- 
gland, Terrace, B.C. 250-638- 
4013 
Apr 12-13 • Fri/Sat • 6:00pro - 10:30pm/9:00am - 4:00pro 
Pasta Making $48+gst 
Apr 16 ° Tues • 1:30pro - 4:30pm 
MS FrontPage 2000 $169 
Apr 16-25 • Tues/Thur • 7:00pm - lO:O0pm 
MS Publisher 2000 $169 
Apr 16-25 ° Tues/'rhur ° 7:00pm - 10:00pm ~ I 
19 
I ~pm $75 Alrbrakes $9g Apr 16-20 • Tues-Sat • 6:30pm- 10:30pm/8:00am - 4:00 Transportation of Dangerous Goods 
Apr 18 ° Thur ° 9:00pro - 4:00pm 
Chainsaw Safety 
Apr 19-20 ° Fri/Sat • 8:30pro - 5:30pm 
$659 I 
"°÷'" I i 
ss9 I ! .9 } ! 
OFA Level III 
Apr 19-May2 ° Mon-Fri • 8:30pm - 4:30pm 
Red Cross CPR Level "C" 
Apr 20 • Sat ° 9:00pro - 4:00pm 
Starting Your Own Garden Pond 
Apr 20 • Satt • 1:00pro - 4:00pm 
Start Herel 
Apr 22-24. Men/Wed • 7:00pro - 4:00pm 
: OFA Level.ll ~ ,...., 
Apr 25.  Thur • 8:30pro - 4:30pro 
Take a closer look. 
Interfor North Coast Operations 
located in Terrace is looking for resumes and/or an 
expression of interest to assist our operation with any 
of the following types of forestry work: 
• Engineering layout - block boundary; 
road location and design 
• Preparing permit applications (Road and Cutting Permits) 
• Silviculture Prescriptions - field data collection 
and write-ups 
• Silviculture surveys 
• Assessments - tream, terrain, archaeology, other 
Please forward information on your company to: 
Drew MacKay at Interfor 
#206-4716 Lazelle Ave., Terrace, B.C. V8G I T2 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  r . . . [ . . . . . . . .L~L, , i :nH:L:  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  :::::: : ~- -~ 
We will be the leading bitumen producer and mining company In Canada. Alblan Sands Energy Inc. is located 
75 kilometres north el Fort McMurray, Alberta, The company was created Io construct and operate the Muskeg River Mine. ' 
The Muskeg River Mine Is part of Ihe Athabasca Oil Sands Prelect -- an oil sands mine, extraclion and upgrading projecL I 
PLANT/EXTRACTION & TAILINGS :: ] 
Plant Maintainer  (posit ions - 2 Electrical, 2 Instrumentation) I! 
Reporting to the Maintenance Team Leader and being a member of a 26-person maintenance t am in the IIII ' ~1 
Extraction & "railings Area, the Plant Maintainer performs routine and emergency repair and maintenance on | |  
equipment in the area including slurry pumps, piping systems, compressors, blowers, gear boxes* process | |  ~l 
Vessels, storage tanks, vertical pumps, VFDs, electrical motors, control valves, PLCs, DCS, and electrical II i 
systems, The incumbent will insure that the required maintenance activities are completed in a manner that l |  I 
promotes afety as the first priority, provide proactive safety and environmental leadership by example, and I I  ! 
foster a spirit of cooperation between operators, trades and technical staff to achieve Extraction & "railings 
Department overall goals. A Journeyman certificate inelectrical or instrumentation a d a minimum of five years 
mineral or chemical processing experience are required. Startup experience Is an asset. The successful candidate 
will have: a strong maintenance foundation including a sound technical knowledge of piptn& pumping, 
compression, instrumentation, and electrical systems; an ability to conceive innovative and cost-effective 
solu.ons to prob.0ms; adedication to.fe work and env.onmen~l respons~b,~ty; knowledge and expe.ence 
in plant process equipment/minerals; well-developed communication skills; and an ability to work as part of a 
team in a flexible work environment, Competition No, 040502TS I I  
Submit your resum6 by April 19, 2002, to: Electronic opy must be In MSWord format. 
Alblan Sends Energy Inc. Thank you for your Interest. Only those 
Suite 420, 120 - 9521 Franklin Ave. candidates to be Interviewed will be 
Fort McMurrey, AB TgH 3Z7 contacted. 
~_~ - i i .  - - I L l  . . . . . . . . . .  ,'~--I1,1 . . . . .  J-- ---- 
.{' , 
• Local company -" 
has opening for 
PART TIME 
SALESPERSON 
Salary and commission 
are negoliable 
depending on 
experience. 
Must have vehicle. 
Successful applicant will 
be highly motivated and I 
have excellent-, | 
communication skills. I 
Please send resume I 
P.O. Box 483 | 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 4B51 
636 HOUSES FOR 
~:  RENT : :  
BUSY SOUTHERN AB Dealer- 
ship is seeking to hire licensed 
Technicians, Good working 
conditions and benefit package, 
Fax 403-362-2102 Att: Mike, or 
mail Martin Chrysler, Box 1960, 
Brooks, AB, T1R 1 B6 
DOOR-TO-DOOR INTERVIEW- 
ER One of Canada's largest, 
most respected marketing re. 
search co's needs interviewers 
in Terrace and region. Travel & 
expenses paid. No sales; P/t 
only, eves/weekends. Excellent 
interpersonal skills, fluent eng- 
lish, vehicle essential. Experi- 
ence an assset. Resumes Attn: 
CURTIS GREST. email: cgrest 
@nfocfgroup.com Fax: 604- 
608-3333 Phone mon-fri 604- 
668-3344 1-4 collect. 
Terrace Totem Ford 
is looking for an energetic, career minded 
individual. This administrative position 
requires typing, computer skills, must be 
willing to work weekends and evenings and 
have a valid drivers license. Apply in person 
with a resume to Cathy Frenette at Terrace 
Totem Ford before April 15th 2002. 
~TERRACE 
~OTEM FORD 
4631 Ke i th  Avenue,  Ter race  
'1' 
Required Immediately 
Salesperson 
The successful applicant must have sales 
experience, should be a 
self-starter, able to communicate 
effectively with the public, have a positive 
attitude and desire to earn an above 
average income 
Please apply with resume to 
Sales Manager, 
Box 400, Smithers, B.C., V0J 2NO 
or phone 250-847-2237 
MARINE SERVICE Manager 
required for full service Van- 
couver Island pleasure craft re- 
pair yard, Applicants must have 
substantial marine repair man- 
agement experience. Resumes 
with references to City Wide 
Classifieds, Box 233, 818 
Breughton Street, Victoria, B.C,, 
V8W 1 E4 
NIGHT BREAD and bun maker 
3-5 years experience, wee- 
kends off. Starts @ $15/hr. Fax 
resume 250-837-3552 or apply 
by phone 250-837-4556 
Dan/Mike, 
QUALIFIED DIES-EL technician 
required for busy Maple Ridge 
shop. 3years experience on 
light duty diesels. Phone 604- 
460-1066 fax resume 604-460- 
1570 
SNOW VALLEY Nordic Ski  
Club is looking for a caretaker 
at their Onion Lake Ski Trails. 
Must have own mobile home 
meeting local snow load requ- 
irements. Apply at Box 404, Kiti- 
mat, B,C, VBC 2M4 
STRATHCONA TOYOTA re- 
quires an automotive salesper- 
son. Experience an asset, but 
will train. Apply to 2785 N. Is- 
land Hwy. Campbell River, B.C. 
or fax 250-287-9896 Attention 
Adam Gilchrist. 
TIRED OR OUT of work.'? Work 
from home using your computer 
$500 - $1500 p/t. $3000 - 
$5000 fit. Call toll free 1-888- 
267-6435 www.truedreaming.- 
cam 
E.D.S. NEEDS Plumbers Jour- 
neymen, 4th or 3rd year ap- 
prentices required towork in the 
booming construction trade. 
Simply send us your resume 
with contact information and rel- 
erences and we will call you to 
discuss opportunities, Contact 
us for details via emaih cathar- 
ine@resscan.com: Fax 604- 
730-5710 or Phone 604-730- 
5776. Register online: 
www.resscan.com 
616 COMMERCIAL 
GET PAID to go shopping. Oc- 
cassional work. Are you atten- 
tive to details and enjoy shop- 
ping? Join our nation-wide team 
of shoppers. Intemet is a must. 
Apply via internet only at 
www.thecrg.com/app-english.- 
html 
628 FOR SALE OR 
RENT 
CitiFinancial Canada, Inc. is a Fortune 50 Company and a member of 
Citigroup. We are a dynamic group of companies providing a diverse rar~ge 
of Financial products ~md sen,ices. We, currently have an opportunity for a 
careerqninded individual for our branch in the TERRACE area as a . . . 
• SENIOR CUSTOMER 
....... , . . . . . . . .  ~ .......... O199 
i ' SERVICE  R EP 'RESENTAT IV :E  " 
604 
APARTM ENTS 
636 HOUSES FOR 
.... RENT 
• FULL-TIME 
As a member of the branch team committed to sales and service, you will 
have initial and frequent contact with our customers and be responsible for 
selling loans and insurance products, making recommendations of credit 
worthiness, suggesting solutions on collection accounts, performing 
administrative tasks, and servicing accounts. This entry-level role offers the 
opportunity for advancement. 
If you're an aggressive and enthusiastic go-getter, please apply in writing, to: 
Branch Manager, CitiFinancial Canada, Inc. Fax: (250) 635-3964 
We thank all applicants in advance; however, only those selected hJr 
interviews will be contacted. No phone calls, please. 
ci financia 
At TransAIta, our 
direction is dear. 
Since 1911 we've set our sights above the status quo, and our company continues to be 
successful as we grow nationally and now globally. We're poised for great achievement in the 
competitive energy industry. We want people who aim their careers in that same direction. 
You will be working at Poplar Creek Power Station on Suncor Energy's Oilsands site, Fort 
McMurray, Alberta. TransAIta operates a state-of-the-art, non-conventional 425 MW combined 
cycle cogeneration plant comprised of two gas turbine generators HRSGs, four steam turbines,. 
eight steam boilers, a flue gas desulphurization plant, a 5600 USGPM reverse osmosis water 
treatment plant, and 22S MW transmission and distribution system. For details on these 
positions or to forward your resume on-line, please visit our career page at www.transalta.com. 
Quality Assurance Technologist 
Mechanical Maintainers 
Plant Chemist 
Operations Shift Supervisor 
Reliability Engineering Leader 
Electrical Reliability Engineer 
Third Class Power Engineers, 
Electrical/Instrumentation Maintainers 
Design Supervisor 
Maintenance Supervisor 
Senior Instrument Controls Engineer 
Senior Mechanical Engineer 
Mechanical Reliability Engineer 
TransAIta offers a comprehensive salary package, which includes a 10 per cent Company funded Defined 
Contribution Pension Plan. 
Interested and qualified applicants are invited to forward aresume, in confidence, by April 25, 2002, 
preferably throush our website. You may also apply via fax to: (780) 791 ~8096, or by mail to: TransAIta, 
ARm S. Banks nO. Box 4001, Fort McMurray, A| TgH 3E3, candidates who most clearly fit our needs will 
be contacted for interviews. : 
.... 
Trans ta ,,,w.,ransa,a.com 
i i 
TOUR GUIDES! German 
speaking tour guides for soft- 
adventure tours throughout BC 
and Alberta required. Please 
call Stephan at 1-888-476-1248 
Fax resume to: 1-403-246-8504 
or email: ntwild@telusplanet.net 
WE ARE accepting resumes for 
a waitressing position, Please 
send resume to the front desk 
of Shah" Yan Restaurant at 
4606 Greig Ave, Terrace. No 
phone calls please; 
WORK FROM home using your 
LARGE TWO bedroom suite in 
a quiet, clean four plex. Near 
hospital and bus routes. Onsite 
caretakers, 5 appliances, ng 
fireplace, mini storage, No pets 
please, $750/month. Call Betty 
250-635-6248 
NEW APARTMENTS. One and 
two bedroom apartments, close 
to town, 2 bedrooms and 4 ap- 
pliances. N/g fireplace, and 
storage room. Non smokers, no 
pets. $650/mo. Call 250-635- 
2250 or 250-635-1622. 
computer online. Earn $500- NEWER SPACIOUS 2 bed- 
$5000+/mo FT/PT. An exciting room, securit entrance, 4 a - 
a~t~wliv~nS~avb~drearnC°ompany' pliances. ~1 y petslsmokil~. 
888 2i3 ~127 ' ' " Walking distance to downtown. 
Available immediatelyl 250,638. 
GRANISLE RESORT Granisle, 
B,C. Year-round Resident Care- 
taker/Manager, Our50 unit non- 
resident strata complex over- 
looking Babine Lake requires, 
under the direction of the Strata 
Council, a self-motivated, hard 
working individual or couple to 
take care of exterior and interior 
maintenance, lawns, snow re- 
moval, supervision of cleaning 
staff, and rental of units on a 
daily, weekly, or monthly basis. 
Must be bondable: Fully fur- 
nished one bedroom condo in- 
cluded. Send resume with sal- 
ary expectations, to Granisle 
Resort, Box 145, Granisle, BC 
V0J lW0 or fax to 250-697- 
6254 Closing date April 19, 
2002 
INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS 
expanding. Work at home on 
line. $500-$500 + p/t, f/t. Call 1- 
888-707-4657. www.4inco. 
meonline.com 
JOCUS EDUCATIONAL Toys 
is looking for Raps in B.C. Ex- 
cellent quality, most under $20. 
Home party catalogue sales. 
$70 down, great gifts & bonus- 
as, Training provided. 1-600. 
361-4587 ext 9464 
LOSE WEIGHT naturally. One- 
on-one consultations, 30 day 
money back guarantee. Call 1- 
888-474-9043 or email Ivander 
@ uniserve.com 
EXPERIENCED CARPENTER 
Richard Thornton Construction. 
Available for renovations, re- 
pairs or new construction. 25 
years experience.Call Richard 
250-638-8526. 
SMART PAINTING Experi- 
enced painting contractor will 
paint spring and summer interi- 
or residential and commercial 
painting. 10% paint discounl 
from supplier Seniors 15% la- 
bour discount. Professional 
quality work. Reasonable rates 
Free estimates. References 
available. Call Karl 250-615- 
1 AND 2 bedroom apartments 
available immediately. On site 
management.250-635-1373, 
250-635-5136 or 250-635-6428. 
1,2, 3, bdr apt. Avail immd. On 
site management. Ref reqd, 
250-635-6428 or 250-638-0015 
or 250-615-0345 
2 BEDROOM duplex $400/mo 
Small 2 bedroom house 
$450/mo. Close to downtown. 
No pets please. References re- 
quired. $400/month, 250-638- 
1648 
2 bedroom unit in fourplex in 
Thornhill. Fridge/stove. No 
pets. $625/mo plusdd, utilities 
Included. Available May 1st. 
Call 250-635-5992 
2BEDROOM apartment. 
Fridge/stove, and carpeted all 
utilities included. Located on 
Lakelse Ave. $575/mo. Phone 
250-635-1702 after 5pm, 
3 BEDROOM apartment. 
Fridge/stove, washer/dryer, 
dishwasher, walking distance 
from downtown.Very clean. Ref. 
erences, $350 security deposit 
required. No pets, $710/mo. 
250-638-5954 
FOR RENT 2 bedroom apart- 
ment heat included. Right 
downtown. Secured building 
perfect for working couple. Call 
250-635-7585. 
FOR RENT close to town. 2 
bedroom + den apartment and 
3 bedroom basement suite 
available April 1/02, Call 250- 
635-2360. 
FOR RENT: Comfortable 2 
bedroom suite freshly painted 
with large yard and carport, 
Natural gas and electric heat. 
Available immediately. Located 
in center of town. 250-635-6611 
FURNISHED BACHELOR suite 
in Thornhiil. Very private, no 
parties or pets. Older type per- 
son preferred. Utilities Included, 
$400/mo. Call 250-635-6128. 
Summit Square 
Apartments 
1 & 2 Bedroom Units 
• Quiet & Clean 
• No Pets 
• Ample Parking 
• Laundry Facilities 
• Close to Schools & 
Hospital 
* On Bus Route 
• Secuhty Entrance 
• On site Building Manager 
• Basketball, Volleyball & 
Racquetball Courts 
• 24hr Video Surveillance 
SENIOR CITIZENS WELCOME 
Ask for Monlca Warner 
Call: 635-4478 
0046 or 250-635-4852 
ONE BEDROOM apartment. 
Fridge/stove, carpeted through- 
out. All utilities included. Locat- 
ed on Lakelse Ave. $450/mo. 
Phone 250-638-1702 after 5pm. 
ONE BEDROOM apt. Cable 
and laundry facilities. New man- 
agement on site. No pets 
please. 250-615-5441 
ONE BEDROOM furnished su- 
ite. Suitable for a single per- 
sons. Utilities included in rent or 
$475. No pets. Located behind 
Canadian Wholesale Club. 
Phone after 5 p.m. 250-635- 
2806 
ONE BEDROOM suite for rent. 
Single working person pre- 
ferred. Partially furnished, 
$385/mo. Ref roq. Call 250- 
635-2514 
ONE BEDROOM suite Thornhill 
4036 Motz Rd. Heat/hydro/ca- 
ble included. References re- 
quired. Phone 250-638-6896 
Sorry no pets. 
ONE BEDROOM suite, close to 
town. No drinking. Ready May 
1 st. 250-635-3284 
QUIET CLEAN 2 bdrm. apt 
close to town. Laundry facilities. 
Ref reqd.Available immediately. 
250-615-7665 or 250-635-5653. 
THREE BEDROOM condo near 
Medical Centre, fenced back- 
yard, fridge/stove. Available im- 
mediately. References required. 
Leave message at 250-635- 
3042 
TWO BEDROOM apartments 
o~ Braun Island, $375 & $400. 
Pets welcome. Call 250-635- 
9102. 
TWO BEDROOM large quiet 
apartment with balcony. New 
carpet and tile floor. $475/mo. 
Available immediately. No pets. 
Call 250-635-6169. 
CLINTON MANOR 
WE ARE TAKING APPLICATIONS 
FOR A BACHELOR SUITE 
s420.00 month. 
AND ONE BEDROOM APT. 
i s500.O0 month. 
One block (Tom swimming pool. 
No Pels; re[erences required. 
Phone 635-3475 
PARK MANOR APTS. 
2 Bedroom Apart., 
,$600.00 month, incluJes 
heat. Close to swimming 
pool & downtown. 
No pets. 
References required. 
Phone 635-3475 
HUNTINGTON 
APARTMENTS 
Taking Applications 
Now 
fo r1&2 
Bedroom suites 
. Clean. quiet renovated suites 
, Ample parking 
, Laundry facilities 
° Close to schools & downtown 
° On bus route 
° On site management 
• No pets 
• References required 
To view call 
638-1748 
Security Entrance with I 
Undercover Parking I| 
& Elevator. I| 
Laundry facilities on II 
each floor II 
On Bus Route III 
No Pets J| 
To View a Clean & Quiet ill 
Building on the Bench [ I  
638-85s4 II 
REFERENCES REQUIRED ,IJ 
COACHMAN 
APARTMENTS 
1 & 2 Bedroom Apts. 
On Site Management 
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AVAILABLE FOR rent April 
1st, large 2 bedroom suite on 
acreage. Non-smokers pre- 
ferred. Washer/dryer, fridgel- 
stove, utilities and satellite view- 
ing included. $700/mo Pets ne- 
gotiable. 250-639-8508 week- 
days, after 6:00pm and wee- 
kends 250-638-6291 
FOR SINGLE person one bed- 
room basement suite. Close to 
town, no pets, no smokers. 
250-635-5893. 
ONE BEDROOM basement su- 
ite. Close to downtown, cable & 
utilities included. DD and rot 
req. $600/mo. Call after 6pm. 
250-638-6010 
SINGLE ROOM suite, private 
entrance, close to downtown 
$425/mo includes utilities. $200 
security deposit, no pets. Call 
250-635-9059 
TWO BEDROOM basement su- 
ite in thornhill. Close to schools, 
laundry facilities on premises, 
no pets. Recently painted and 
with new appliances, $475/mo. 
Phone Rob 250-638-7290. 
2000 SQ FT office space. 4391 
Keith avenue. Call 1-250-635- 
7171. 
OFFICE OR retail space for 
rent or lease. Excellent down- 
town location 1800 sq ft. Ready 
to move in. Call 250-635-1753 
or ernail at elmo2 @ telus.net, 
RETAIL AND Commercial work 
shops. Heated for repairs or 
storage, Thornhill. 4036 Motz 
Rd. Phone 250-638-6896 
LEASE TO own 4 bedroom 
house, 2 1/2 baths, 2 fireplaces, 
large mature yard, close to 
schools, downtowr~ hospital, 
Available May 1st. 403-286- 
9551 
PROFESSIONAl:. ADULT 
wanting ~,: ,i:to>.. rent/rent,.., to 
own/lease property on Lakelse 
Lake Highway side. Must in- 
clude all amenities. Contact thit- 
tel@uniserve.com or phone 
250-639-4277 or 250-638-0569 
1 BEDROOM suite in new 
home In Thornhill. Fridge/stove, 
washer/dryer. Covered parking, 
ground entrance on quiet street 
near golf course, utilities Includ. 
ed. No pets. N/s $475 plus 
damage deposit, Available 
immediately Phone 250-635- 
14X70 3 BEDROOM trailer. 
Washer/dryer, fridge/stove on 
provate property. $620/mo, dd 
$310. 250-635-8224 
2 BEDROOM double wide on 
large lot at 4651 Beaver. 
Fridge/Stove, washer/dryer. 
$500.00 per month. Good 
references. Call 250-638-8639. 
2 BEDROOM house for rent 
north of Terrace. Fridge, stove, 
washer/dryer, dishwasher. 
Damage deposit and references 
required. $650/mo. 250-635- 
2898 
2 BEDROOM house, 
Fridge/stove, washer/dryer. 
Very close to town. New paint 
and carpets. Natural gas heat, 
$600/mo. References required. 
Leave messa.qe 250-615-5441 
2 BEDROOM Townhouse in 4- 
plex. Clean, quiet. Fridge/stove 
washer/dryer. No pets refer- 
ences required.250-635-3796, 
3 BEDROOM 2 bathrooms, 
townhouse close to schools and 
hospital. $600/mo. plus damage 
deposit. Call 250-638-1553. 
3 BEDROOM HOUSE near 
hospital. Fridge/stove, wash- 
er/dryer, gas fireplace. In hospi- 
tal area. $650 plus damage de- 
posit. Call 250.635-5992 
3 BEDROOM house, ful upper 
suite, wall to wall carpet, near 
school, 5 minutes to downtown, 
Available immediately, 250- 
635-3827 
3 BEDROOM HOUSE, newly 
renovated, fridge/stove, built Ln 
dishwasher/microwave. Wash- 
er/dryer hookup, no smoking, 
no pets. References required, 
Thornhill, $700/mo plus dam- 
age deposit, to view call 250- 
638-0027. 
3 BEDROOM house, Remote 
control garage, f/s dishwasher, 
washer/dryer hookup, laundry 
room, large fenced yard. Close 
to schools. Natural gas heat. 
$640/mo. Call 250-638-8909, 
3 BEDROOM large main floor 
home. No pets/parties. Refer- 
ences and deposit required. In 
Thornhill. $610/mo. 250-635- 
6128 
3 BEDROOM level suite on 
Hamer Ave, Includes utilities, 
fridge/stove, washer/dryer, 
Fenced yard. No pets/smoking, 
Space for one vehicle. Available 
May 1/02. References required, 
$875/mo, plus damage deposit. 
Call 250-635-5214. 
3+ BEDROOM ranch style 
5413 house, Horseshoe area. close 
AFFORDABLE, cozy 1 1/2 to schools and ':d0Wr~t6Wfi".' 
bdrm suite. Cable included, Large fenced yard, storage 
References required, AVailable/ shed.  Available ~ May !st. 
May 15/02, Call 260-638.8250. $775/mo, 250.635.6658 
3 BEDROOM townhouse locat- 
ed close to downtown on 
Walsh. Includes fridge/stove/- 
washer/dryer and dishwasher. 
Electric heat. No pets, non- 
smoking. Available May 1st. 
$650/mo plus utilities. 250-638- 
8265 after 5pro 
3 BEDROOMS upper 1/2 block 
from School in walking distance 
of town at 4644 Walsh. $750 in- 
cludes all utilities. Good refer- 
ences required. Call evenings 
250-638-1367 Weekends. 
4 Bedroom lower/upper unit of 
duplex in Terrace. N/g heat, 
w/d Included. No parties, no 
smoking. Written references 
and deposit req. Phone 250- 
798-9554. 
5 BEDROOM house at 3508 
King in thornhill. Fridge/stove, 
washer/dryer, deep freeze. 
Large yard. Good references 
required. $700/mo. 250-638- 
8639 
A - 1 suites! We treat our ten- 
ants as valued customersl 
Available April 1/02, pleasant 1 
bedroom suite in bright and 
modern 4- duplex. .  Washer/ 
dryer. Beautiful yard with trees 
and garden. $525/month. Call 
250-635-4261. 
AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY 2 
bedroom suite. Five appliances, 
maintained fenced yard. Securi- 
ty entrance, walking distance to 
town. $700/mo. Small pets wel- 
come. Call 250-638-0404. 
AVAILABLE NOW 3-bedroom 
main floor house. Washer/dryer, 
fridge/stove, no pets/smoking. 
$700/mo. Damage Deposit 
$350 References required. 3 
blocks from downtown. 250- 
638-1584 
EXCELLENT 3 bedroom main 
floor on tile bench. Nice yard, 
fridge/stove, washer/dryer. Rent 
reduced. Call 250-638-1104. 
HALF/DUPLEX. LARGE one 
bedroom suite. Available April 
1. Non-smokers. References. 
Suitable tar workin 9 couple or 
snge person. 4659 Laze e 
Avenue. 4 appliances. $650- 
/me, Phone: 250-638-1058 or 
emall: joycefindlay@ netscape.- 
net for more information 
NICE 5 bedroom 3 bath house 
in Thornhill. Available July 1/02. 
Ridge/stove dishwasher, was- 
her/dryer and garden shed. No 
pets or smoking, $800/mo. Call 
280-638-8639. 
NICELY KEPT 3 bedroom side 
by side duplex. Available May 
1/02. No pets, parties, smok- 
ing.$730/mo, For more informa- 
tion call 250-635-8650 or 250- 
631-9086. 
RENT FREE until June 1/02. 3 
bedmon~ townhouse, close to 
downtown and schools, Located 
at 4520 Scott Ave. Fridge/stove 
included and washer'~dryer 
hook-ups. Call 250-635-4980. 
RENT TO OWN. $830 X 18 
monlhs is $15,000 down on a 
'97 mobile at #57 Boulderwood 
M.H.R. Phone Gordon 250-638- 
1182 for details. 
SIDE BY side duplex. $800/mo. 
Plus half damage deposit. No 
pets, no parties. Call 250-638- 
1094 after 4:00 pm. 
TAKING APPLICATIONS: 
Available immediately in south- 
side Terrace, Newer 2 bedroom 
duplex. Fridge/stove, wash- 
er/dryer, shed. Looking for 
clean, quiet, responsible per- 
son(s) only. No pets, parties, 
smoking, References required. 
Rent $700. DD $350. Call 250- 
635-2769 
THREE BEDROOM side-by- 
side duplex. Horseshoe area. 
Close to schools, downtown, 
bus mutes. Fridge/stove, wash- 
er/dryer. No pets, no smoking, 
no parties. $695/mo 250-635- 
1971 
THREE BEDROOM upper suite 
in Thornhlll. Close to schools, 
laundry facilities on premises, 
no pets, New appliances. 
$575/mo, Phone Rob 250-638- 
7290 
TWO BEDROOM duplex in 
Thornhill by golf course. Newly 
renovated. References and 
damage deposit required. 
$600/mo, Call 250-638-1553. 
HALL RENTALS. Terrace Kin 
Hut, Capacity 120-160, Kitchen 
and Bar. Ideal for Weddings, 
Anniversaries, Reunions. Day 
and Evening rates. 250.635- 
7777 e-mail kinsmen@osg.net. 
Bartending Services Available. 
LITrLE MOUNTAIN Manor In 
Parksvllle: Luxurious living with 
nursing care by RN with 25 
years experience. Dementia 
welcome, Webslte: http:/mem- 
bers.shaw.ca/brllllng or 250. 
248-4591, 
B8 - The Terrace Standard, Wednesday, April 10, 2002 
ROOM FOR rent in a 3 bed- 
room home,  Furnished 
$260/mo. Includes utilities. 
Share rest el home, Available 
now. Call 250-635-3126 
TWO 2 BEDROOM duplex 
$475 and $ 450 month both 
with electric heat. One bedroom 
house $395/mo. Call 250-635- 
9530. 
2 BEDROOM mobile home in 
quiet park close to schools and 
hospital, f/s, w/d, no pets, no 
parties. Refs req, $500/mo. 
250-635-4038 
2 BEDROOM Mobile home lo- 
cated in Skeena Valey Trailer 
Park, Washer and dryer. No 
pets, $450/mo. Call 250-635- 
1998. 
2 BEDROOM trailer, large ad- 
dition, freshly painted, n/g and 
wood heat, washer, fridge, 
stove. 250-635-1780 
Clean, newly renovated 2 bed- 
room mobile home located in 
quiet trailer park, within walking 
distance to town. Furnished or 
unfurnished. Fridge/stove~ wind- 
ow coverings and joey shack. 
Available immediately. 250- 
638-1885 
MOBILE HOME pad available 
in town. Call 250-638-1396 or 
250-615-8281. 
TRAILER FOR rent, fully fur- 
nished, no pets,no smoking. 
Couple preferred. $250 Dam- 
age deposit. $550/mo plus utili- 
ties. Leanne 250-638-0912 day- 
time. 
735 HOUSES 
TWO BEDROOM trailer plus 
addition. Washer/dryer. A-13 
1885 Queensway. $550/mo. 
and $275/mo damage deposit. 
Call 250-635-7580. 
745 MOBILES " VERY CLEAN 2 bedroom trail- er in Thornhill. Fridge/stove, 
washer/dryer, and n/g heat. 
$550/mo. No pets available 
April 1st. 250-635-2946. 
3 BEDROOM trailer, 1 bedroom 
available furnished or non fur- 
nished. Includes all utilities, 
must be clean and tidy. 
$275/mo. Call 250-635-0118. 
ROOMMATE WANTED. To 
share 3 bdrm house on South 
side. Laundry, satellite tv. All 
utilities included. N/s, responsi- 
ble working adult. Available im- 
mediately. Rent $375/mo. Call 
250-635-1981. 
668TOURIST  I 
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FOR SALE 5 yr new house on 
unique 8.acre parcel, located in 
Thornhill minutes from down- 
town. 3 bedroom, don, 2 baths, 
hot water heat, n/g fireplace. 
Asking $210,000, Call 250-638- 
8212 or view on www.bchomes- 
forsale,com/skeenaJiean02 
NO DOWNPAYMENT assum- 
able mortgage. For the handy- 
man or investor, Doublelot in 
town, 2000 sqft home; $94,500 
@ 5,217% 24 months left in 
term. Call 250-724-7266 After 
6pm. 
SPACIOUS 2.200SQ. FT., 5 
bedroom house on bench. Two : ......... 
storeys, 3 1/2 bathrooms, jaccu- 
zi tub, large kitchen with oak 
cabinets, laundry/office, toy- 
room/den, large family room, 
double garage; wired shop, RV 
parking, garden shed, big yard, 
with large play area. Nicely 
landscaped with flower beds 
and frui t trees, near schools 
and parks.: Phone 250-638- 
1902 
TRIPLEX CLOSE to schools 
and hospital Large 2 bedroom 
suite on top floor. 2 single 
suites on bottom floor, good 
revenue. Call 250-635-2514 or 
view at 4622 Graham. 
TWO BEDROOM large quiet 
apartment with balcony. New 
carpet and tile floor. 
$39,000.00. Available imme- 
diately. Call 250-635-6169. 
4 LEVEL split log home on 10 
acres with large shop and RV 
parking. Has a beautiful creek 
and pond, Would make a great 
B&B. Just a short walk to some 
of the best fishing on the Kalum 
River. $259,900. Call 250-635- 
5511 Serious inquiries only. 
FACTORY DIRECT Chaparral 
custom modulars. Spring dis- 
counts! Factory tours! No com- 
missions! SHELDON CUSTOM 
HOMES located at Chaparrars 
Factory, 3075 Sexsmith, Kelow- 
na, Toll free 1-888-765-8992 
DL101146 
!ARN YOUR EQUI1 
Own this 1997 Single Wide 
at #57 Boulderwood M.H.R 
Phone Gordon 
250-638-1182 
to ask how 
• . . i ~ . 
810 CARS FOR 
...... ~: •SALE . . . . .  
FIND B&B's online, Visit 
www.mondaytourism,com. All E 
&B's in BC and Alberta listed 
geographically. For information 
on advertising, send an email to 
tourism @ monday.corn 
STARRESORT, INT. We buy & 
sell timeshares, www.starre- 
sort.net. 1-800-985-4395. 
705 
~ACREAGES/LOTS 
TWO BEDROOM house on 65 
acres, Cedarvale. Small creek. 
Gravity water, Needs finishing 
touch Power by solar Genera- 
tor hook-up. Partially logged. 
$95,000. Call 260-849-5044 
leave messacle. 
715 COMMERCIAL 
PROPERTY 
COUNTRY STORE for sale: 
Great potential to expand this 
corner store and coffee shop 
outlet located on a main road in 
the Terrace area. Total of 2400 
sqft. Building that includes tore 
front. 3 bedroom living quarters 
and storage area. Price in- 
cludes building, equipment, 
stock and 10.49 acre property. 
Asking $159,900 + GST. Con- 
tact Rusty or Bert Ljungh. 250- 
635-5754 or C21 Wightman & 
Smith Realty 250-635-6361 
3 BEDROOM, 3 bathroom 
home. Comes with fridge/stove, 
washer/dryer and central air 
condition. Reduced to 
$121,000. Call 250-638-8444. 
A MUST SEEI There's more to 
this 4-year old home than you 
think! Rounded corners cove 
ceiling, over 1700+sqft, 3 bed- 
room, 2 bath country kitchon 
w/oak cabinets, living room 
w/gas fireplace, large family 
room, laundry room, double 
garage, deck, fenced private 
backyard, land-scaped. Call 
250-635-2506 between 6-8 Din, 
CONDO 4800 block of Lazelle. 
Modern multi-level two bed- 
room, two bathroom. Complete- 
ly renovated, 1200 sq, ft. f/s, 
dw. fp, a/c. Assessed @ 
$81,900. asking only $73,900. 
Phone 250-638-0978 
COZY, CLEAN and convenient, 
2 bedroom house close to eve- 
rything. Nice yard, fruit trees, 
large shop and carport. 
Fridge/stove, washer/dryer in- 
cluded. Ideal for working or re- 
tired couple, $105,000 will con- 
sider rental to a good tenant. 
Please call 250-503-1593, 
CUTE & COZY Two bedroom 
home at 4608 Scott Ave, Com- 
pletely updated. Living room & 
bedrooms have wood floors. 
Backyard Is fenced, complete 
with storage shed. Perfect for a 
first time buyer. $79,000, 250- 
638-7688 or www3.telus.net/ 
lanes/house 
1988 TOYOTA Tercel. 135,000 
km, new battery. Asking 
$1500.00 obo. 'Call 250-635- 
2117, 
1992 PLYMOUTH Acclain~ 
auto, 3.L V-6, new alternator, 
motor completely rebuilt in 
January 02, Good condition, 
good mileage. Great student 
car. $4500. Call 1-250-692- 
1819 
1996 CHRYSLER Intrepid. 3.01, 
auto, p/w, p/s, cruise/air/tilt. 
120,000kms. Well maintained. 
$12,000. 250-638-6234 after 
6pm. 
2000 FORD ranger, supercab, 
4 x 4, auto, fully loaded. Low 
mileage, charcoal colour, war- 
ranty, bug deflector, moon 
visor, 4 new tires, cd player. 
Call 1-250-692-4318. 
2001 PONTIAC Grand Am. 
Asking for transfer of lease. 
One year paid 3 years to go. 
Navy blue. Like new. 2 years 
remaining on warranty. 13,000 
kin. Contact 250-638-0799 
eves. 
Bank says NO? 
• All Credit Applications Accepted. 
• Easy, Fast and Confidential 
• No Hassles ~t~, 
or Embarrassment ~,~,.~ }:. 
, YES to poor credit ~ ~11~.  
or no credit. ",' ~"~'~"2~ 
888-921-CREDIT~,, 
Newspapers  
wont  to  get  
i t  r ight .  
• So If at times they fall 
short, let their editors 
know. 
If they can't solve the 
problem, contact the B.C. 
Press Councll, a 
voluntary body that 
looks into and tries to 
mediate unresolved 
reader complaints about 
news and oplnion in B.C. 
newspapers. 
B.C. PRESS COUNCIL 
201-1290 Broad Street, 
Victoria, B.C. VSW 2A5 
Ph. 250-384-$344 
Fax: 250-384-3346 
E.mail: councll@bcpresscouncil,org 
Web: b~resscouncll.org ,' 
_r,,,,,,,,! For Sale By Owner 
REAL  ESTATE WEEKLY  I 
$ 
Bring In A Picture Of Your Home Along With Its Selling Features* 
and we wi. r.n yo.r HOME FOR SALE AD ( OOLX ,,) 
in this special REAL ESTATE SECTION of the Terrace Standard. 
As we//, your ad wi// be listed as a word classified ad in our Weekend Advertiser and our 
Internet Classifieds http://www.bcclassified.com 
Af this foronlyS7O/week (+GST) 
Discount for multiple weeks. Your ad is distributed to thousands of homes in the 
Greater Terrace area every week! 
*50 words maximum PRIVATE SALES ONLY 
TERRACE STANDARD, 3210 CLINTON STREET, TERRACE,  B.C. 
638-7283 FAX 638-8432 MONDAY TO FRIDAY 8:00- 5:00 
To place your 
Community Classified 
call this newspaper or 8 Classifieds toll free 1-866-669-9222 8 classifieds@bccommunitynews.com -~ 
www.com mu nityclassifieds.ca 
CH 2.3 MILLION BC & YUKON READERS FOR $309 OR 11 MILLION READERS NATION-WIDE FOR $1,411 ~. 
AUCTIONS BUSINESS 
SELLING UNRESERVED OPPORTUNITIES 
Truck and Equipment 
Auction, Monday, April 
29, 9320 • 52 St. S.E. 
Calgary, Alberta. For 
information/brochure call 
CPA-  Canadian Public 
Auct ion Ltd,, 403-269- 
6600. Visit homepage: 
www,canadianpubllcauction.com 
AUTOMOTIVE 
B.C,'S LARGEST AUTO 
finance group announces 
their annual 2 week 
truck/car clear out sale. 
Rates from 5.8 percent on 
821 used vans, cars, 
trucks. Payments from 
289 mos. If you are 
serious about getting a 
vehicle and have been 
refused by your banks 
and dealers as a result of 
being self-employed, 
a broken relat ionship,  
bankruptcy, or 
repossession we will 
approve you! We have 
over 2.2 rail ion in funds 
available, Don't wait any 
longer. Call now to get 
your approval. An analyst 
will assist you, 1-800-650- 
4829. 365 days, 24 hrs, 
www,credit-kinq.com 
AUTO FINANCING 
THE CAR GUYS. Bank 
says no? Dealer says 
no?Bankrupt?  
Repossession? We can 
help! Access to more than 
1000 new/used vehicles 
with a 90% approval rate, 
For immediate help and 
same day approval, call 
1-800-803-3233. 
BUSINESS 
OPPORTUNITIES 
FIND NEW CLIENTS. 
Use Canada's #1 
classif ieds and reach 
mil l ions of consumers, 
Intrigued? Ask this 
newspaper about 
Community Ciasslfleds. 
Or call the B.C. & Yukon 
Community Newspapers 
Association toll-free 1- 
866-669-9222.  
classifieds @ bccommunilynows.com 
ZESTO'S OVEN BAKED 
Subs & California Style 
Wraps are looking for 
motivated franchisees, 
Join this dynamic and 
fast growing Canadian 
Company. 1-888-922- 
2294. www.zestos,com, 
CAREER 
OPPORTUNITY 
Be Your Own Boss. Home& Gift, Canada's 
Proyen system in premier direct sales 
Home services business, company, is seeking 
Painting, Carpet Cleaning Consultants in your area. 
& Home Repairs. Wonderful earnings and 
Incredible profits & exceptional products. For 
easy to operate. Low free information call (519) 
i n v e s t m e n t . 258-7905 or visit: 
WWW,BURNMAC.COM. www.homeandcjift.ca 
1-866-492-6623 
CAREER TRAINING 
AN INCREDIBLE 
OPPORTUNITY. Be first 
in your area. No 
experience, no selling. 15 
hrs/wk. Immediate, 
100K+per year potential. 
Investment 10K-125K 
(secured). 1-800-644- 
4734 (24 hr). 
COUNTRY HOTEL ON 
Hwy #16. Farming, 
mining, and hunting area. 
Seats 90 with steak pit, 9 
rooms, 3 VLTs, pool 
table, living quarters. For 
more information contact 
Ivor 306-364-2062. 
A T T E N T I O N  
INVENTORS: PRODUCT 
IDEAS WANTED! Free 
Information Package. 
Develcp & professionally 
present your new product 
idea to manufacturers. 
Patent assistance 
available, Call Today 
1-800-544-3327 (24 hrs), 
CANADIAN LAUNCHI! 
Featured on ABC News 
Wake up Canada - This 
is the Big One. Amazing 
Home-Based Business 
Opportunity. Help 
Needed. FREE Info. 
CALL Toll-Free 1-888- 
323-3738, 
DO YOU KNOW any 
nonprofit worthwhile 
c o m m u n i t y  
organizations? We have 
zero Investment, Zero 
risk fundraising programs 
available, For free no 
obligation Information cal 
1-800-515-3662, 
CAREER 
OPPORTUNITY 
ADVOCATE PRINTING 
& PUBLISHING is 
seeking Presspersons 
(MIO00 & Coldset) 
3-5 years exper ience 
operating a web press, 
strong knowledge 
of color reproduction. 
Send resume by 
Apri l  12th - emall  
mike_l@ advccateprintfng,ns.ea 
fax 902-485-6353. 
LEARN PRO 
PHOTOGRAPHY with our 
great home-study course. 
Call for your Free 
brochure. 1.800-267- 
1829. New York 
Institute of Photography. 
www.qualityofcourse.com/nyi/ 
440-38 McArthur  Ave, 
Ottawa ON K1L 6R2. 
COMING EVENTS 
IS YOUR CHILD'S 
Invisible Friend A 
Guardian Angel? Take 
time to listen with open 
mind and heart, Eckankar 
offers ancient wisdom for 
today's family, For Free 
Book, call 1-800-LOVE. 
GOD, Ask for book #F18 
www.eckankar.orq 
EDUCATION 
A NEW CAREER? Train 
to be an Apartment/ 
Condomnium Manager. 
Many jobsl Job 
placement assistance. 
All-Areas. Government 
Registered Program. 
Information/ brochure 
(604) 681-5456, 1-800. 
665-8339, www.rmti.ca. 
BE A SUCCESSFUL 
WRITER.,, write for 
money and pleasure with 
our unique home-study 
course. You get individual 
tuition from professional 
writers on all aspects of 
writing - romances, short 
stories, radio and TV 
scripts, articles and 
children's stories. Send 
today for our Free Book. 
1 -800-267-1829.  
www.qualityofcourse,com 
Quality of Course. 
Ottawa~ ON, 
COUNSELLOR 
TRAINING INSTITUTE, 
Earn Your Professional 
Certif icate. Work In an 
agency or private 
practice. On campus or 
distance learr~lng, 
Registrations Now 
Accepted. Catalogue 
1 -800-865-7044.  
www,counselorfrainlng,com 
i 
EDUCATION RECREATIONAL 
GREAT ..... J,Q.BS :.~,IN~,: ., VEHICLES : ...... i 
HDTEES! W'i501~t3 I~  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
a jobwi tha future - le tus  NEW :14x70 MOBILE ,, 
help you with training 
and job placement 
assistance! Applications 
now being accepted. 
www.tou rismcollege.com 
1 -800-668-9301 
Canadian Tourism 
College 
EMPLOYMENT 
OPPORTUNITIES 
BAKER OR apprentice 
baker required at the IGA 
in Slave Lake, Alberta. 
Competitive wages and 
benefits. Fax resume to 
780-849-3839 or phone 
Pat 780-849-3678. 
BAKERY MANAGER 
REQUIRED for Central 
Alberta location. 
Excel lent benefits 
package, Only 15 
minutes away from city 
living. Mail resumes to: 
5022-50 St., Lacombe, 
AB, T4L 1W8, Attention: 
John. 
FOR SALE MISC. 
SAWMILL $4995.00 All 
new Super Lumbermate 
2000, larger capacities, 
more options. Norwood 
Industries, manufacturer 
of sawmills, edgers 
and skidders. Free 
information. 1-800-566- 
6899, ext. 400.OT. 
.homes by Real. Special 
factory pricing while 
they last. No mistake 
$34,900 F,O.B. Penticton, 
Loaded with options. 
www.bcmobilehomes.com 
or 604-792-3448 
Chilliwack. D#7363 
SERVICES 
CRIMINAL RECORD? 
Canadian pardon seals 
record. U.S. waiver 
permits legal American 
entry. Why risk 
employment, icensing, 
travel, arrest, deportation, 
property conf iscat ion? 
Canadian U.S. 
Immigration specialists. 
1-800-347-2540. 
STEEL BUILDINGS 
STEEL BUILDINGS. 
CLEARANCE SALEI 
Manufacturer direct. Beat 
next price increase. 
25x40 $7,200.00. 30x40 
$8,900.00. 30x50 
$10,300.00, 35x50 
$13,200.00. 40x60 
$17,300.00, Many others. 
Pioneer 1-800-668-5422. 
Since 1980 
INCORPORATE (B.C. 
$39, Federal $49), Legal 
Will $19,Real Estate 
Conveyancing $49, 
Minute Books $19, 
Contracts, Title Searches 
and more, Visit us online 
at: www.leqaldeeds.com TIMESHARE RESALES. 
NEED A COMPUTER Worldwide Selection. 
..,DON'T HAVE CASH? ERA STROMAN Since 
The original IBM PC, just 
$1 a day.,.no money 1979, CALL NOWI 
down! The BuckADay Buyers call 1-800-61 3- 
Company. CALL: 1-800- 7987, Sellers call 1-800- 
6 6 6 - 3 5 4 7 ,  
www.buckaday,com 2 0 1 0 8 6 4 
HELP WANTED www,timesharelink,com. 
WORK FROM HOME, 
Put your PC to work, 
Training Provided. $500- 
$5000/mo PT/FT 
www.winqs2succeed.com 
LOVE YOUR JOB? Why 
Not? Visit Today, 
FREE Online Videol 
www.dailycash.com 
PAY TELEPHONE 
SERV. 
E X P E R T 
PSYCHICS...Try Us Firstl 
Your Future Revealed by 
Your Personal Psychic. 
Sincere & Genuine 
Readings. Call 24 hours, 
1 -900-561 -2100 
$2,95/min. 18+ 
TRAVEL 
TRUCKS 
0 DOWN O.A.C," 
Guaranteed credit 
approvals, Trucks, 4x4's, 
crew cabs, diesels, sport 
util ities, cars & vans. 
Repo's, broken leases, 
heavy duty equloment, 
Take over payments. 
Free delivery, Call 
Lawrence Siccla BC's 
largest f inance broker. 
1 -800-993-3673.  
Vancouver 604-327-6377. 
:BI~_.TRU CKSFOR 
SALE '  .":.:: 
810 CARS FOR ': . , . , . . . .  
' SALE:  
" " ' ' :  . .  ' i  . 
1986 FORD truck. F-150 2 
wheel drive, straight six motor. 
Very clean. Asking $2000• Call 
250.635-3536. 
1988 GMC 3/4 tonne extended 
cab, long box, with boxliner. 
Comes with tow package and 
command start. Automatic with 
overdrive, 350 Cummings. Tint- 
ed windows, bug and window 
guards: Reduced from $6900 to 
$6300, Call 250-615-9106. 
rERRACE 
CHRYSLER 
1989 JEEP commanche 4X4 
for parts $600. 250.638-0214 
1995 4X4 Ford 250 XLT power 
stroke diesel, 5SAd, extended 
cab. Loaded. Trailer towing 
package• Excellent condition 
Asking $19,600. Open to offers, 
250-692-7427 
1995 ONE tone flatdeck Dodge 
Diesel, 4X4, 5spd, single cab, in 
good condition asking $18,500• 
Open to offers. 250-692-7427 
1996 GM SLE 2500 4X4 long- 
box, extended cab, fully loaded, 
boxliner, new brakes, 5.71itre, 
well maintained, bucket seats, 
cd/cassette $15,800. 250-542- 
0011 
1997 EXTENDED Dodge Cara- 
van fully loaded. 103,000 km, 
In excellent condition• $15,000. 
Call 250-635-3597. 
:: : ..:862 BOATS/ :  : 
:i MARINE:  ,: 
2000 Honda Civic Hatch 
$16,995 
2000 Ford Focus ZTS 
WAS $t6,995 NOW $15,995 
2000 Honda CRV EX 
$25,995 
1999 Yolks Golf 
Wolfsburg 
WAS $19,995 NOW $17,995 
1 9 ~ ~ i c  
1999 Chev Astro AWD 
NOW $19,995 
1997 Chev 3/4 Ton 4x4 
WAS $22.995 NOW $19,995 
1997 Volks Jetta 
WAS $t6,995 NOW $14,995 
1996 Honda Accord 
$14,995 
1995 Honda Accord EX-R 
$15,995 
1995 Honda Accord EX-R 
NOW $15,995 
1995 Ford 4WB Ext 
Cab w/Plow 
WAS St6,99s NOW $14,995 
1994 Chev Cavalier 
$5,995 
1993 Buick Century Custom 
WAS $10,995 NOW $8,995 
1993 Honda Civic Hatch 
WAS $9,995 NOW $8,995 
1993 F ,~T~(~. l~ag o n 
1992 Mazda MX3 Precedia 
WAS $8,995 NOW $8,995 
1992 Toyota Camry 
WAS $10,995 NOW $7,995 
1991 Ford E-Cab XLT 
$8,995 
1991 Mazda Protege SE 
NOW $4,995 
1991 Honda Accord LX 
NOW $5,995 
1990 Honda Accord 
$5,995 
1990 Volks Jet ta  
$5,995 
1990 Ford EconoUne 
Can Am Cruiser 
$9,995 
1990 Dodge Caravan SE 
NOW $4,995 
1990 GMC J immy 
WAS $8,995 NOW $5,995 
1987 Honda Civic Hatch 
NOW $2,995 
1984 Toyota LE Van 
$1,995 
1981 Chev (For Parts) 
NOW $995 
Terrace- )Hoon3da 
483~a~wY 16 W ~ "8oo"65"'99o 
www.bchonda.com 
862 BOATS ] . ,: , ,  , 
MARINE : : : . :i : . . .  : ; • . 
12' SAILING HOBYCAT dinghy 
with ez-loader trailer. $750. 12' 16' STARCRAFT Aluminum 
plywood/fibreglass rowing skiff boat and trailer. $2600 obo. 19' ME-AN POPPINS Practically 
with oars. $100. Windsurfing Bellboy fibreglass w/hardtop Perfect, wonderful, friendly 
board w/o mast FREE!250-635- boat. $1000. 250-635-5592 caregivers, companions, nan- 
3381 WANTED 22-24 alum boat with nies for elders and children. 
BOATTOPS & Frames. Coal cabin + cuddy/trailer. Or trade Bigger savings. Long-term rela- 
top and frame repairs, boat 20 aluminum cuddy sports fish- tionship. F/l" live-in only. For 
seats and cushions manufac- er, sliding transom 130 Yamaha more info 1-604-986-6268 pop- 
tured by Satellite Vinyl & Fab- prop + jet plus cash. Call 250- pins@tells.net 
rics. 4520 Johns Road. 250- 699-6323 even ings  PROFESSIONAL SEWING - 
635-4348 or 250-616-9924 Dresses, jackets, etc. Mending, 
870'RV'S: :: 
FORD 
alterations. Call Debbie. 250- FOR SALE= 15 l/2ft Zodiac. 635-8266 
75hpw/jet. CentercontroI steer- , CAMPERS ? THYME OUT GARDENING. 
ing, aluminum floor, inflatable . :  :~ 
keel and dry bag. Used only Experienced and licensed gar- 
one season. Excellent condi- CASH FOR your R.V.! Fraser- dener, designing, pruning, in- 
lion. Call 250-638-0021 or 250- way R.V, Abbotsford, needs stallation and restoration of resi- 
635-5005 Askinq $13,995obo. clean, late model RV's. Take dential gardens. Call Maureen. 
advantage of our high traffic 250-635-7101 
sales location and expert sales 
staff. Frase~ay...The place for 
everything RV. Toll free 1-800- .=  
806-1976• 
• : ;874  RV'S 5TH 
:WHEELS : :  
1974 LIONEL 18ft in very good 
20025XT0ViI  condition, includes stabilizer 
hitch and bar. Fridge/stove 
141" Track, oven/bathroom. Sleeps four, 
nupD;"eS, Demo lots of cupboard space. $2000• 
250-635-1936 
s--,,,-,--.,,,-nuywuu :: : : :  : ' 878 RV,S .  
MOTORHOMES .... 
t ¸ : • . , . : . . .  . . . .  
- ~ - "  - - - -  :~: Generator:,: ~ ::~ ~ NORTH CENTRAL Bailiffs Ltd. "The cure  
USED FOR SALE BY BID- Terrace, fo r  Epilepsy 
B.C. 1982 25' Coachman Sport [*1,O79.OO C,ass,c Motorhome Diesel ~J.]~.,Ol.]..]~M " - '~  
56,000 miles. 1979 20' Itasca -oc~e*." 
Motorhome. low miles, needs 
2001 Quklm'lver TLC. Call Gary @ 250-635- 0115 for Bid form or www.north- 
14' 6" Inflatable centralbailiffs.bc.ca ( ~  
GM : 
~[¢ EPILEPSY 
*2  795  O0 CANADA 
1 • MOTHER OF two willing to ba- =, ,,, ,.,,,,, r=,,~, ==,= 
~r| bysit in own home. Monday to 1 800 860-5499 !.999 Kawasan.  Friday. Call 250-638-8102. 
,i::ii!!::::::::iii::iiii::::;!::i::ii:'ii i ..... ": ii~::ili i!!::ili~:.ii;i!::~ :: i::i~ ::iii ::!~::~i;::i:::.i~;;::ii::i:::;:::::i~i~!i ..~i~:~' !ii~ili;~;~i i:i~!n!;::;i:'* ' ::~i~;:: ;!ii~!i!! i!:ii!::i:~:::::i: ......... 
1997 Polaris 
XLT600 SKS , 
*3 ,995 .00  Ory 
SERVICES LTD. 
1996 Yamaha: , SPECIAL ISTS  IN CLEANING 
.,.,,,,v7Rn •AIR•CHIMNEYSDuc"I'S & FURNACES •SEPTIc•SEPTIC TANKFIELD FLUSHING & DRAINS 
899.00 •BOILERS •CATCH BASIN & SUMP PITS $ 11 . •FIREPLACES .REST. GREASE TRAPS 
I • -ATTIC INSULATION REMOVAL .ELECTRIC SNAKE 
: •AIR CONDITIONING SYSTEMS •FLOOD CLEAN UPS 
opAINT BOO1TtS ,VACUUM EXCAVATiON 
1994 Yamaha i3 -2  
Bigbear 4x4 
IMPORTS 
'3,975.OO FSEAPORT bMOUSiNE LTD 
EwnrMe 65 Jet 
w/c0ntr01s / ~AND EXPRESS SERVICE 
/ ID~erv ice  from Stewart to 
/ I  T ~ ~ t w e e n .  Pick- 
"rerr  e, C.O.D. and 
courier service. 
J P.O. Box 217, Stewart, e.c. 
i Ph: 636-2622 FAJ(: 636-2633 
Terrace Depot: 635-7676 
Lrn'LE MOUNTAIN Child 
Care has full time space avail- 
able for 2 1/2 - 5 year aids. Li- 
censed ECE. For information 
........ ,':~;,~:~'~'~:'::if~::~:~ ...... * ......... :':::::"~ ............... :: .. call Tracer Itanl. 250-638.1421 
~V J' 
'~'~"" ~~'~¥~::::~: ........... ~ ................ ;'- Look ing  for  
~;i;~ :::: : : i  • ": : ;  " .................. : ........... ~ . Referral has Information  
ch,d care optlona e,,d or, 
i' ........ ~::~::::~::;~::":"'~  ............ ::::::": .':;.:e%:~::.".:~*.:~,,~:::::~:~:~:,~::.~:~* . ... choosing child care, 
Presently a live aboard powered by 245 Murphy Drop by The Family Place 
dies•, Yan-Mar gen-sef, hot wafer furnace, at 4.=,53 Park Ave. 
pellet fireplace, electronics installed 1995. or cal1638-1113, Skeena CCRR is a program of the 
Last surveyed at $18~,000, Askmg $90,0(0)oloo TerraceW0man'a Resource Centre 
250 628"3152 endls~ndedbytheMinJsby0fSoclal 
Development a d Ec0nomlc Secu~ 
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Subscribe Today 
STANDARD 
3210 Cl,nton Street Te,(xe. 8C. VSG 5R2 (250) 6387:;83 Fa= (250) 638843 2
Keep on top 01' all the news and views that 
are important o the northwest with the 
paper that leads the way in 
Quality News Coverage 
" " ; ;¢  , 
:STANDARD 
i ;22o 
: C l inton St reet  
• Terrace,  B.C.  
i V8G 5R2 
I ~  I I I  I I I I  I I I I 
1 Year ............................... 556.25 (+ $3.94 GST) 
(W~lh,n UC ) 
1 Year ............................... $49.50 (+ $3,4~ GSTI 
(SENIORS) 
1 Year .............................. $63.22 (+ $4.43 GST) 
(0uts~de Of pro,nce) 
USA and Europe ............... $152,34 (per 6 too.) 
(+ $10,66 GST) 
. . . .  : 
Terrace Standard every week. i 
Enclosed is $ . . . . . . .  (GST included) for a one year subscription, s 
• i 
Name n 
Address 
. . . . . . . . . . . .  -'--- - - J  . . . . .  I 
Town Postal Code n 
Phone I 
I 
I I I I I  I I I l I I I I I I I l I I l i l i l I  I 
BC 
Place your ctaaBlfied a  ir~  8c Newspaper G:ut q(, 
~,  | IY , "  
~ 1 6  Newspapers 
i=¢0 In  
~ Combined Circulation 
525,455 
Combined Circulation 
For more information, I : T E. RA c E 3210 CLINTON ST., 
L please contact: . t~  T A ~ T  D A R D  
I :ill'l#1 =11 | :t'l'J JJ :] I [~1.'1 tee II [~] ~| ~]~ ~c ISELY  R I~.  
Auction prices move In one dlrectlon...UP! ¢ MOVING'~H' t  
TAKING CONSIGNMENTS NOW! ~ ' 
-Estate S~es ,Store Surph,s .Moving S~es ' Your M0vitig Professionals Since 1997 
• Daruaged Goods .Furniture .,~:Lsonal Clear Ottk'~ r-~ 
°Antiqut~ .Tools .I)iscontinued Stock 
°Repossessions .Eqtdpioent .Etc. 
LET US REMOVE THE HASSLES OF SELLING YOUR MERCHANDISE 
H~."101/~ Ph• (250) 635.9~52 
-~DO~,Fax .  (250) 635.4000 
~ " " ~  3031 Kofoed Rd, Terrace, BC 
~uck & New 32 & ZS_._ft liailers at Your Sew~ 
• Across town or the country 
• Will assist or load for you 
• Reasonable Rares 
1 -866-615-0002 
ADVANCED BOOKING DISCOUN] 
Ph: 615-0002 ca=: 638-6969 
~~,"~ "~ or I 
i~::.:i~!~C:~%~: ,~ Nlehael Mintenkol 
l'mBackt! I 
/ .~ ~t  ~ Phone/fax: (~SO) / 
635.73661 
~'!!~:!+"~": ,LUll II1 f f  Terrace, B .C . J  
i 
:~ypress  TurfN 
: : PRUNING • ; 
LANDSCAPING 
Terrace, B.C. 
~.~ Fr,~ma. - "5  2652 RobFreeman (250) O~ " 
• HORDIC TREE SERVICE 
CERTIFIED UTILITY ARBORISTS 
oTopplng, Pruning, Chipping & Shaping 
. ~ p  .Dangerous Tree Removal 
.Stump Grinding 
CLEAN.UP SERVICE AVAILABLE 
FULLY INSURED 
FREE ESTIMATES 
IERRE '~  ~SS,E. (250) 635-7400 
STARTING IMMEDIATELY/ 
FULL BUSINESS TRAINING. 
Working from Home 
www.itcanworkforyouto.com 
1-888-923-7608 
~-~ W~lor Jan#aria/ 
4740 Tuck Ave, 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 2G5 
Floor Maintenance ~ Windows & Awnings 
Home ~ Office 
121 Job-aRe ~ Rental Units 
"We clean your place like it was our own." 
Pb. 035-9780 Fax. 035-9797 
~, BONDED & INSURED 
CALL FOR SPRING SPECIALS 
Books PLUS Business Services 
~ ~ . . . ~ )  Bookkeeping 
: Business Plans 
• Payroll, GST & PST 
• Income fax 
• Resumes 
: Typing 
Special Projects 
Kelly Dobler 250-638-1982 kdmr@kermode.net 
Yo u canAdVert!s e In This Spot  
i : fo r  S l r2~0Oa !week  
FOR a; minim0~':of ]3WEEKS 
: i !: Please! ~ calli!~ ~oi~e%'fO ! i./. . ' 
Offers the full spectrum of counselling services. I 
For an appointment ormore information, phone I 
635-4936 I 
Ask for AI or leave a detailed message. I 
(Allan Heinricks B.A. (Psychology) C.C.S.C.P.C•A.) | 
~lease visil my web sit8 at: hltpt//wwv.lblfctl.com~ 
~9161h/3:16 west 635-7187 
1-800-313-7187 DLR, SgSS 
www,terraceautomall.com 
2000 Chrysler Intrepid 
V6, Auto, Air, Cruise, Tdt, Pwr 
Windows & Locks, Cassette 
NOW ONLY $18,995 
2000 Jeep TJ Sport 
6 cyl., 5 SAd, Hardtop & Softtop, 
Only 15,000 kin. 
NOW ONLY $22,995 
2000 Chrysler Neon 
NOW ONLY $1 3,995 
'97 Plymouth Breeze 
NC. Auto, Tilt, Cruise 
NOW ONLY $12,995 
'96 Jeep Grand 
Cherokee 
Auto, 4 Or.. 4x4. Air, Tilt. Cruise 
Windows & Locks 
was $21.99s 
NOW ONLY $1 9,995 
'96 Dodge Club Cab SLT 
v8, Auto, Air, Cruise, Tilt, 
Windows, Locks 
NOW ONLY $14,995 
'96 Dodge 2500 
Club Cab 
4x4, V8, Auto, Air Conditioning 
$19,995 
'94 Chrysler Intrepid ES 
v0, Auto, Air. Cruise, Tilt. Power 
Windows, Power Locks & More 
NOW ONLY $10,995 
'93 Plymouth Voyager 
VG, Auto, Air Conditioning 
NOW ONLY $7,495 
2000 Ford Taurus 
VG, Auto, Air, Cruise. Tilt Windows, 
Locks, Aluminum Wheels 
NOW ONLY $18,995 
'90 Ford F150 XLT 
4x4, XCab, V8, Auto, 4 Door, NC, 
Power Windows & Locks, Tilt, Cruise 
NOW ONLY $26,995 
'99 Ford Mustang GT 
VS, Loaded 
NOW ONLY $18,995 
'97 Ford F25(~•~'ab 
Diesel.. 4xe ~::~ i~4 ~ "'!.,NC 
Power ~ ~"4j ~ ;L~,~,  cruise 
NO'~-,,~LY"$24,995 
'97 Ford F150 Xcab 
,4x4, v8, Auto, 4x4, A/C 
NOW ONLY $17,995 
'96 ReD Cab Ford XL 
4x4, 6 Cyl,,Auto, Cruise,Tilt, 
NC, AM/FM Cassette 
NOW ONLY $12,995 
'96 Ford Crown Victoria 
4 0r•,~/8, Auto Loaded 
NOW oNLY $14,995 i 
'93 Ford Escort wagon 
Automatic 
$5,995 
2000 GMC XCab 4x4 2500 
Air, Tilt, Cruise, Locks 
$31,995 
2000 Pontiac GL Prix 
Air, Tilt, Cruise, Windows, Locks, 
CO, Keyless & More 
$20,995 
2000 Pontiac Grand Am 
NC, Tilt, Automatic, Cruise, 
Pwr. Windows/Locks and More 
$18,995 
'98 Chev Sonoma 
XCab, 4x4, Air Conditioning, 
Cruise, Tilt, Power Windows & 
Locks, AM/FM, Cassette 
NOW ONLY $1 9,995 
'9'5 Pontiac Grand AM 
Air, Pwr. Windows/Locks, Till, 
Cruise, Cassette & More 
NOW ONLY $1 0,995 
'91 Chevrolet Cavalier 
4 Cyl., Auto, Air Condilioning 
NOW ONLY $5,995 
2001 Subaru Impreza 
All Wheel Drive, Air, Cruise 
Tilt, Windows, Locks 
$24,995 
2000 Toyota Corolla 
4 cyl, Auto. Air 
NOW ONLY $16,995 
'99 Mazda Miata 
Convertible 
Only 16,800 KM 
$20,995 
98 Ray ~i,,% 
4 Door, ~'~X~:',it~,/~;~d, 
NO~$18,995 
'98 Toyota Tacoma 
XCab 4x4 
v6, Auto, Air, TRD Package 
NOW ONLY $23,995 
'94 Volkswagen Jetta 
4 door, 4 Cyl., 5 SAd. 
$8,995 
'gl Toyota XCab 4x4 
Pick Up, V6, 5 Speed 
$11,995 
,/,o,,,, 
4916 lhvy, 16 West 635.7187 
1-800.313-7187 ore. 5958 
www.terraceautomall.com 
~ ,t i ~ 
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AL HEINRICKS battles the pressure of a simulated hit in an arm wrestling 
match on one of his modified workout machines. SARAH A, ZIMMERMAN PHOTO, 
His inventions make solo 
training a whole lot easier 
By SARAH A. ZIMMERMAN 
AL HEINRICKS is one of those athletes 
whose story continues to inspire people 
no matter how many times you've heard 
it. 
After a gun accident several years ago 
Heinricks's brain was damaged, leaving 
him a iibmiplegiC, which means h~ hfis 
little control over the left side of his body. 
Then a stoke a few years ago left the 
man in a wheelchair, 
For many people that would be enough 
to make them want to give up - but not 
AI Heinricks, 
"Some people say I 'm stubborn but I 
prefer tenacious," Heinricks says. 
The local arm wrestler 
competes in major pro- 
vincial and Canadian 
competitions annually. 
But finding people to 
train with him has proven 
difficult. 
So, like he has done 
so many times in his life, Heinricks deci- 
ded to find a solution to his problem on 
his own. 
Without real-life people to train with 
Heinricks modified his compact home 
gym to simulate the force of a human arm 
at the beginning of an arm wrestling 
match. 
He fixed a special grip to the right side 
of the gym and attached a special line 
from the weight to helmet ie wears on his 
head. 
"My helmet pulls the weights loose 
which releases the weights into a free fall 
state which pulls on the gripper," Hein- 
ricks explains. 
The goal is to take the hit without 
moving his arm. 
"I can do that with 75 pounds now," lie 
says. 
Next up - a modified arm wrestling 
table complete with a pulley system af- 
fixed to weight in order to simulate the 
roll over at the beginning of an arm 
wrestling match. 
The weights put back and side pull 
pressure on hi s r!ght hand. 
He even hlis a Sm~ill tape rec{Ji-~ier 
which says "go" - a replacement for a re- 
feree's command. 
"Those are my pride and joy," Hein- 
ricks says beaming. 
He's already been in touch with a pa- 
tent company which has agreed to look at 
his designs, he says. 
And so far so good. 
Heinricks trains on 
the special machines 
daily in an effort to 
"Peop le  don't  l ike arm build lean muscle, 
wrestl ing a handicapped concentrate on tech- 
person and losing." nique and build up 
consistent strength. 
Heinricks kicks off 
the arm wrestling season next month with 
provincials in Kamloops. 
"I want to test all I 've done and I want 
to see if my machines work as well as I 
think they do," he says. 
Heinricks doesn't let his handicap get 
in the way. 
In fact he says he feeds off the audi- 
ence's reaction when he comes out to 
compete. 
"I think the audience likes the under- 
dog," he says smiling. 
And then there's those times when he 
beats an able-bodied opponent. 
"People don't like arm wrestling a 
handicapped person and losing," he says 
smiling. 
But he hopes that's exactly what will 
happen next month in Kamloops when he 
goes to the provincials. 
Track and field club 
looks for members 
YOUNG PEOPLE interested in taking part in track and 
field competitively have a new opportunity to make that 
happen. 
The Terrace Track and Field Association is a new or- 
ganization that will help young athletes train for compe- 
titive meets. 
The association is looking for members aged 12-17 to 
train with other young participants this spring and sum- 
mer. 
The organization will be sending the team to two 
major meets this spring, 
The first meet is set to go May II in Kamloops and 
the second is June 8 in Prince George. 
For more information contact Dighton Haynes at 635- 
2925. 
Sports 
menu 
To get your game, event 
or meeting added to the 
Terrace Standard Sports 
Menu or Sports Scope, 
fax us at 638.8432, or 
you can e.mail us at 
standard@kermode.net 
Apt, 13 
[] B.C, Senior Games 
Zone 10 regular monthly 
meeting, 1:30 at the 
Happy Gang Centre, For 
Information call Bud at 
635-9505 or Maxine at 
638-8648, 
Northern Savings soccer champs 
CASSIE tIALL School's 
gymnasium set the scene 
for the championship game 
of Terracc's women's in- 
door soccer league. 
After several weeks of 
playoff action it all came 
down to the final between 
Artisitc Hair Studio and 
Northern Savings Thurs- 
day, Apr. 4. 
The game was all tied 
up at 1 after regulation 
time forcing two five-min- 
ute overtime sessions. 
With the game still tied 
up the decision went to a 
.7: 
Northern Savings' Shei- 
la Denomme and Janet 
Haw were able to put the 
ball past the Artistic Hair 
Studio's goaltender, 
That put the cap on this 
year's indoor soccer sea- 
son with Northern Savings 
shootout, coming out on top 3-1, 
, :,~:,~:,.:.,~ :,~.,~:,~:,.;: ' ""1 ' ) '~ "i 
'@4 re,nor ~,~, _# ill -/.j YOUTH SOCCER iiil ;,: " "" ~-~ Baseball .~  -'-~- 
!i USED SOCCER SHOE SALE !il ' "  - -  ,,~ " ' "  " " " - - - * ' :~  Assooa.on ,, , ,  
".'::"::": When: Saturday, April 13,h 9-1p.m. ,?.iii! 
':': Where: Chrisb~ Park Clubhut 
,7: ' " .  :..: 
Drop off used soccer shoes on ¢~.I' :.: .-.: 
Friday, April 12th • 6pm-8pm .,,":~.< iii 
(No sales until Saturday) i-~ ~,.:~.'~ .:.: 
',::',;: '.;;',;: ',;:'~:'~:'~,'~: '~:'~:'~:'~:'~:'.::'~:'~:'~:'~:'~:'~:q:9;',;:'.::',;:',;:',::',::',~:'.~: 
ii"iiiiii:i-iu'fi:iiiii n':iil 
": Under 18 Girls, Under 14 Girls Select ": :..: :..: 
"': The soccer season runs May to September, ',i:i .'..: 
:i! Coaching courses will run in April, ;,~i,~ :~i 
',~; ~:f, ~ Contact Chris at 635-9227 i';;;' '; 
.;, ~:~"~:~ ",:~"  chndseth@kermode n t ~,'l.,<i~ ,:.. ,$; ~ • . . . . .  ,$; 
, o  . ~ .  • .~  ,o  • • , ~ .  • .o  , ,  ~# ,~ .~  ,~  • * , ,  • o .~  ,~  , ,  . ~ .  • . °  • • . ,  • ° .o  .o  . °  . °  .~  
TERRACE YOUTH SOCCER ASSOCIATION 
COACHING, REFEREE & PLAYER DEVELOPMENT 
CLINICS FOR THE 2002 SEASON 
COURSE DATE TIME LOCATION 
Referee Refresher April 19Ih 5:30pm-Fri 
Referee Class 5 April 201h 9:00am-Sal 
Referee Class 4 April 201h 9:00am- Sat 
April 21si 9:00am -Sun 
Referee Class 5 April 27th 9:00am-Sal 
(ommunily CoachYoulh Apri1261h 6:00pm-Fri 
April 27ih 9:00am -Sal 
Apri128th 9:00am-Sun 
Coaches meeting with: Aug 9th 6:00pro - Fri 
DEREK POSSE of BCSA 
BCSA Player Development Aug l Olh 9:00am-Sat 
Aug11Ih 9:00am-Sun 
If you are inieresled in any of these clinics, please call 
George Bultas / l~  
Ph0ne/Fax: (250) 635-3719 //., ~< 
Email: g.bujlas@lelus.nel ~ ' / / '~  
0 line Registration: I;~,2 
h p:llve~w.kermode.nel/rainfore!lzone/index.hlml..~,,//...L.. "~'~;, .~ . . . .  ~...~ ~ 
~¢.~'~-~. ,~,  .-. 
RM# 
flWCC I105 
NWCC 1125 
NWCC 1105 
NWCC 1125 
NWCC 1 
(HRISIY PARK 
CHRISIY PARK 
/ \ t  
~r~ 
FINAL REGISTRATION 
SKEENA MALL 
Saturday,' April 13, 2002 ,,' 
11 a.m.- 3 p.m. 
Some divisions will be in 
ieopardy of being cancelled if 
more volunteers are not found! 
,* \ 
\ / 
~_7.~ t 
2\  
V7 
\ / 
FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL 
Chris AT 635-1548 
\• / 
/ X 
. . . . . . . . . .  t1,. ',7,) ,__~ ">.l/ ~., . t.d/' k )  t 
The Shames Mountain Ski Club would like to express its 
sincere thanks to the following companies, businesses and 
individuals who helped make the 2002 Merrill Lynch K2 
Alpine Provincial Championships a resounding success: 
AIcan Roger Harris MLA 
B.C. Alpine Terrace Tourism 
CFTK Spee Dee Printers 
Telus Shames Mountain Ski Corp. 
Subway Ed Moore Contracting 
Dr. Gunter Canadian Freightways 
Dr. Gellner All Seasons Source for Sports 
Dr. Butler B.C. Ambulance Service 
Dr. Dunfietd Canadian Helicopters 
Tower Radio Terrace Totem Ford 
Your Decor Canadian Ski Patrol 
Pizza Hut Smithers Ski Club 
Pepsi Skeena Rent A Car 
Kinesys Coast Inn of the West 
Rossignol Ruins Board Shop 
Safeway B.C. Lottery Corporation 
Descente Universal Dynamics 
~i:i;Xerox Valhalla Pure Outfitters 
Molsons , Mr. Mikes West Coast Grill 
: i McDonald s Redken Canada/Imafles Day Spa 
?~ ~'al Bank Prince Geiorge Ski Crub 
; .M.P .  Greenwood Chiropractic Service 
-:i Tim Hortons Parks & Recreation, City of Terrace 
Sight & Sound Skeena Native Development Society 
City of Terrace Real Canadian Wholesale Club 
...... Shamrock Tents Terrace Builders Do-It Center 
Canadian Tire Map Channel.com.. 
..... :Merrill Lynch Bear Country Inn .AA  
!A  ~ecial thank you also goes out to 
ilal the parents, •coaches, volunteers 
,;a especially the race organizing SHAMES 
cc  imi~ who put in countless hours ,,-,~-~....=.F....~ 
~:~gn le preparation and running of the IVlII~/IJPi I/~lPi 
~9~_.=.~= .t/lou~n~i.%~ ~i~;.i~ ..i~ ~ SKI CLUB 
Place a 
classif ied 
word  ad and 0 0 0  
Reach th 
I N T R O D U 
0 
C I N G 
WHERE THE POWER 
OF THE CLASSIFIED 
AD MEETS THE 
POWER OF THE 
INTERNET i 
http://www.bcclassified.com 
http://www.bcclassified.com 
When you place a classified word ad in our newspaper, your ad will automati- 
cally be posted on the Intemet, for the entire duration of the booking. 
STANI ; ,ARD ' 
Ph: 250-638-7283 FAX 250-638-8432 
t 
